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INTRODUCTION 
Nan is becoming more B.'Jare of the importance of plants in 
his environment. After years of intensive building and urban-
ization, he is experiencing a desire to visit nature.l areas 
and enjoy the beauties of the rural landscape. Man has also 
learned that areas of urban congestion may be kept open and 
planted or protected to provide beautiful, near-natural areas 
close to his home. He is aware that through thoughtful plant-
ing designs and research, he is able to approximate the nat-
ural areas of the rural landscape instead of gaudy collections 
of randomly scattered planting beds. 
By carefully selecting and placing plant ma.~eripls on any 
site, the designer may create moods; produce beautiful views 
and Vistas; enclose spaces; enhance architecture and land for-
mations; provide beauty I co lor, texture, fragrance I and scale; 
create illusion; provide privacy; and make man's environment 
more enjoyable 1n general. 
Landscape architecture is a profession which encompasses 
a wide range of design activities. In the constitution and 
by-laws of the American Society of Landscape Architects, land-
scape archi tecture is defined as ". • . the art of arranging 
land and the objects upon it for human use and enJoyment. 1I (I) 
The go lf course is an example of 8. space that may be used 
to provide a beautiful open area in an otherwise crowded city. 
However, a great deal of care must be taken in the treatment 
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of a go If course site. 
Golf course archltects and builders have a problem 
of making the golf course that's an open space in 
a commercial or residential area a landscaping 
achievement as well as good golf architecture. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The genius of the golf architect and landscape 
artist in maklnC a course look like 1 t is natu-
rally beautiful presents an especially valuable 
blend of essentials in the case of the thoroughly 
well-designed course that is bordered by resl-
dential or commercial areas. (81, p. 41) 
The deslgn of golf courses is becoming lncrea.singly more 
important. llany fields of study are necessary to the complete 
success of a golf course. These would include landscape archi-
tecture, engineering, turf management, soils, ornamental hor-
ticulture, forestry, and the game of golf itself. 
Golf course architecture includes many phases of land-
scape architectural theory - It offers individuals an oppor-
tuni ty to \'lark \'11 th the pure landscape and to· express them-
selves in terms of scale, space, mood, color, texture, har-
many, views, and Vistas. It allows the deSigner the oppor-
tunl ty to employ his abili ties ln design, engineering, B.nd 
architecture, in addltion to his interest in the complexities 
of golf. 
Scope and Nethod of Investigation 
Scope 
This thesis ls concerned primarily with the role of woody 
plant materials on golf courses- The subject of grass vIllI be 
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explored 'only where it is influenced by trees and shrubs. 
Vines and herbaceous plants will also be excluded from con-
sideration. With the re.pid increase in the popular1 ty of 
golf in the United States, the sport hes become important in 
many phases of c1ty growth ~~d development. C1ty planners 
have long realized the importance of golf courses in prOVid-
ing green belts or open spaces in the urban spra\,ll which is 
oharaoteristic of many of our large cities today. The Cook 
County Forest Preserves in Chicago Dre good examples of hO,\,I 
golf courses have been incorporated 1n green belt systems. 
In order for golf courses to be oompatible in the 
natural1stic setting of a green belt, some prov1s10ns for 
retaiLing the natural character of the countryside 3re neces-
sary. Golf oourses allow the preserVation of many acres of 
trees and shrubs and the opportun1ty to replant many addi-
tional aores that have been cleared for agr1cultural and 
hous1ng requ1rements. 
Much has been written concerning thinning or olearing of 
areas on golf oourse sites where trees are growing naturally. 
However, nothing has been found that mentions the considera-
tions involved in selecting and placing plant materials on 
si tes tha.t have no native plant materia.ls. This thesis will 
explore these oonsiderations and attempt to present solutions 
to the problems involved in selection of plant materials for 
golf course s. In many ins tances the reader ,\,1111 no te that no 
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specific recommendations are made. This is due pri~arily to 
the fact that there are hundreds of varying situations which 
would alter such recou~endations. 
It must be noted that before trees or shrubs are selected 
for a golf course s1te, a competent golf course architect, 
landscape arch1tect, arborist, nurseryman, or forester should 
be consulted. The reasons should become clear upon reading 
this thesis, as subjects are presented concerning the history 
of golf; planting conSiderations involving composition, 
ecology, hazard, maintenance, and screening; variation in 
golf course design, and selection of plants. 
1I.ethods of investigation 
Before any investigation had been done on this thesis 
top1c, 1 t \'las known the.t very little information concerning 
golf course architecture and related planting design was 
available. Several books were found on golf course arch1tec-
ture that were written before 1935 (34,43,62,65,68). None 
of these contained information concerning the selection and 
placement of plant materials. None emphasized the influence 
that plants could have on the strategy of the game, but men-
tioned, only, that proper thinning and removal of some trees 
'vas necessary for the success of a golf course. Many authors 
have realized the importance of good plantings on golf 
courses, but few have offered suggestions on how to achieve 
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such plantings. 
It is recognized that the distinguishing mark of 
a superior golf course is the presence of good 
trees, wisely chosen and carefully tended. They 
are, almost invariably, genuine evidence that the 
course is designed and maintained for greatest 
pleasure. ( 7, p. 56) 
Trees and shrubs certainly contribute to the beauty 
and usefulness of a golf course . . .• (25, p. 25) 
Landscaping of the golf holes, therefore, becomes 
a longed for but seldom-realized desire, and many 
of the flne old courses on this continent are 
lacklng ln natural beauty. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
Nothlng a club can do wl11 contrlbute more to lts 
securl ty and permanence than beautifully ls.nd-
scaped grounds. (82, pp. 18, 21) 
I t was found that applicatlon of landscape B.rchl tec tural 
theories and personal observatlons "lere 10glcal mee.ns of in-
vestlgating the toplc and attempting to provlde some recom-
mendations. Present-day golf course architects do not seem 
to be willing to record by means of wrltlng or to divulge by 
'"lOrd of mouth, any of their "secrets" of plantlng design on 
golt' courses. 
In order to fully appreCiate the role of golf and the 
problems presented in the selection and placement of plant 
materials on golf courses, a brief discussion of the back-
ground of golf is necessary. Preliminary conslderations impor-
tant to the use of plants will follow this background. The 
actual principles and methods lnvolved in the selection and 
placement of plants on golf courses in addition to a brief 
11sting of specific-use plants are next in order. Design 
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concepts which might alter the planting design are considered 
in the last section. 
A general listing of plant materials is given in the 
Appendix of this thesis. An attempt was made to list plants 
adapted to all areas of the United States. However, many 
plants are not included due to an effort to simplify the list 
and to include only those plants which are the most common or 
the most representative. 
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FACTORS AFFECTING GO L II'. COURSE DESIGN 
The golf course architect must possess ability to coor-
dinate varied skills n8cessary for the successful creation of 
a golf course. He must possess abilities beyond tho norm~l 
ran~e of the landscape architect, engineer, turf specialist, 
horticulturalist, and golfer. He must also possess a keen 
awareness of the many factors which affect the eeme of golf 
and the design and construction of golf facilities. Even 
before the golf course architect has seen a. prospective site, 
he must have a knowledge and epp~eci3tion of the history of 
the game, the theories of the game, the present role of golf, 
and the relationship between golf and the IB.ndscspe. 
The golf course B.rchi tect need not base his design con:-
pletely on concepts of earller designers. Early designs were 
a.dapted to the type of land ava.llable s.t that time; therefore, 
today's courses should be adapted to the land that is now 
available. Many opinions as to accepted styles of design are 
based on sentin.ent, not on reality- Old timers relate ths.t 
golf should be played only on links-land typical of Scotland, 
where wind, undulations of earth, heather, and sand make the 
game. It would be interesting to know what attitude would 
prevail had golf origineted 1n the forests of Germany. 
A kno'llledge of history of golf is necessary to the aspir-
ing golf course B.rchitect; ho"iever, the designer must not rely 
too heavily upon tradition. A certain amount of flexibility 
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is essential. 
Historical Background 
When or where golf was first played is questionable. 
There are several co~ntries in Europe which claim to be the 
originators of the game. It is known that several games 
resembling go If, as it is knOl'lO today. have been played in 
various European countries. Caesar played a game cB.lled 
Paganica which involved hitting a feather-stuffed leather 
cover to a mark on the ground. The Germans had a game called 
Kolbe, and the Dutch played Kolf. Both terms mesn club. The 
Dutch game resembled golf except it was played on ice. The 
players also used a la.rger ball which vJf1.S played tows_rd a 
stake or post, and later the garr,e was brought indoors where 
it changed drastically from golf. The French played Jeu de 
Nail cross-country with a long-handled mallet. The goal was 
a raised post (43). 
Important is the fact that golf is an old ea.me, probably 
originating 1n some early form over 2000 years ago. Perhaps 
a shepherd struck a stone vl1 th his staff, or maybe a small 
child used a stick to hit a stone. NeVertheless, Scotland is 
considered the birthplace of our modern concept of the game. 
Early records from Scotla.nd show that golf '.vas qu1te 
popular in the 15th century. In 1457, the state attacked the 
game as being a waste of time when Brchery and defense of the 
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country were more 1mportant. Macdonald c1tes, "In the s1x-
teenth century, just as no i'l , the long evenings of North 
Britain gave the workingmen three or four hours of good play 
after the day I S labor was done. II (43, p. 7) 
Scotland is proud of its claim as the birthplace of golf. 
A majority of books on golf course architecture vlere wri tten 
by authors who studied or lived in Scotland some time during 
their lives and became obsessed with the idea that the 
Sco ttish way was the only 't'lay. Amerioan has 1 ts Ol'm pecu-
liarities of golf course des1gn, related primarily to the 
choice of site and climate of our oontinent. American golf 
courses cannot be expected to be like courses of Scot18nd. 
Some theories concerning layout of golf holes, strategy of 
the game, construction of the course, and selection and place-
ment of plant mater1als are the same and will probably con-
tinue to be the same. However, American golf is somewhat 
different as a result of its history, its locat10n, and the 
fact that Americans have been kno't'm for their att1 tude of 
change, or the suspicious term, innovation. 
There is fairly good recorded evidence that 
Scotchmen played golf in Charleston and Savannah 
during the last decade of the eighteenth century, 
if not earlier. History relates that quite a 
colony of Scotchmen m1grated to Charleston and 
Savannah in 1736. It is reasonable to suppose 
they carried their favorite home game with them. 
In colonial days sporting records were rBrely 
kept, so one cannot determine the particular date 
they first played golf. (43, p. 78) 
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In the 1890's, the first organization of golfers in the 
Uni ted States formed the St. Andrei'ls Club of Yonkers. They 
were known 8S the Apple-tree Gang since they hung their coats 
in apple trees vlhile playing golf. The first incorporated 
golf club was the Shinnecock Hills Golf Club. The Chicago 
Golf Club was fo rmed in 1894 (4.3). Golf courses began to 
develop all through the Eastern United States. Early golf 
courses were often desiened by Sco tti eh immisrants who were 
eager to spend a day or tvJO Iidesigning" a golf course for e 
~$50 or ~aoo fee. They walked around v-Hwing their ,qrms and 
generally attempting to dupllcete Scottish golf courses on 
American sites. 
Results vIere disastrous. The land, pla.nts, clima.te, and 
overall charecter of the sites were not comparrble to the 
links-land of Scotland. the 1920' El and eD.r1y 1930' s t·'ere 
periods of change in 'VJhich experimentation and mistakes of 
the previous 40 years were partially corrected (see Figure 
1). Golf course architects began to realize the need for a 
th,eory of design that could be adapted to conditions in this 
country. The value of plant materials on golf courses was 
noticed during this period, also. Unfortunately, emphaSis 
was on clearing and removing of trees and shrubs and not on 
their selection and placement. 
Repton has said, lilt is a fortun2te circumstance for the 
possessor, where improvement can be made rather by cutting 
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Stiff, strict design of 
the period from 1880-1900. 
Penalizes all golfers -
especially poor ones. 
The fairways began to 
open-up during the period 
from 1920 to 1930. ha1n-
tenance beoomes a. bit 
easier. 
fiore 1nteresting sha.pes 
and lines of the period 
1900-1920. Difficult 
to maintain. Variety 
of routes to green. 
~aohine maintenanoe 
governs or plays a 
major role in golf 
courses from 1945 to 
the present'. 
Figure 1. Evolution of fairway design 
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down than by pla.nting trees - II (54, p. 93) No p8rticular 
attention was given to areas that lacked natural coverinrs of 
plant material. 
Golf course design and construction ceased during the 
Depression and remained nearly dead through World vlar II. The 
post-l'Jar years led to a tremendous increese in golf courses 
and other recreational outlets. Design standnrds changed 
with new innovations in machinery, higher prices of labor, 
more demand for facilities, and the need for volumes of players 
to support the course. Designers seemed to lose sight of the 
values of plant materials on golf courses from a stretegic as 
well as esthetic Viewpoint. Use of plant materials on golf 
courses has been severely regulated with the result being a 
rubber-stamp regularity of planting- If all tha.t is con-
Sidered is ease of maintenance, the spirit of the geme is 
lost -
Golf's Present-day Role 
Golf has an important influence on the life of man in the 
United Sta.tes. Non-golfing individuals may not feel that golf 
is important to them; however, this t~ far from being true. 
Golf not only provides sport, relaxation, e.nd exercise for 
the golfing public, but it also provides 1'la.ter storage and 
control, open spaces, social actiVity, green belts, and wild-
life refuges for non-golfers. In addition, golf courses 
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increase surrounding land volues, provlde profitable uses for 
vJaste or marginal lend, and increF'se the B.ttrecti veness of 8. 
community for tourists and industry. Dr. John R. Williams has 
v;ri tten, itA fine country club is a real co Ir.lll1uni ty asset and a 
stimulus to suburban growth." (82, p. 21) 
t-lany people have questioned the expense involved in pro-
viding facili ties for such a small group of people. Golfers 
are in a minority; however, the same could be sald for active 
participants of tennls, baseball, swl~IDing, football, and 
picnicking. Each recreational activity is a relRtively minor 
portion of the total ln terms of length of time the facllities 
are used, the number of people enjoying the activities, and 
the cost of providing facilities. Golf courses coincide with 
the green belt or open space concept of city plannlng much 
more logically than huge football stadiums, baseball stadiums, 
hard surface tennis courts, or an indoor bowling alley. In 
addi tion, golf courses may be converted into almost any type 
of land use if the need arises. Hopefully, it never v/ill 
arise. 
The game of golf is rapidly becoming America's number one 
outdoor participation-sport. 'Television programs have helped 
to bring golf to the attention of thousands of people. Many 
schools have included golf in their recreatiQn proErams; older 
folks are able to play since the introduction of the electric 
golf car; the shorter work week allows more leisure time; and 
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clubhouse facilities lliay serve as f.. family recreation center 
(23) • 
Statistics e.re ave.ilable which show the rapid growth of 
golf and golf facili ties in the United States. These figures 
change every year, necessitating a constant i~vestigation into 
their va11dity. In 1961, a total of 6600 golf courses were in 
existence. Another 439 were under construction, with an 
unknown number on drawing boards or in the minds of interested 
backers. The estimated value of existing golf facilities was 
~1,556,000,OGO covering an area of 630,000 acres. The number 
of golf courses and golfers increased 15.4;0 and 23~Y respec-
tively over the previous 5 years. 1'here '\']as one lS-hole 
course for every 28,000 population. This further reduced to 
one golf course for every 950 interested golfers and would 
amount to a wait of approximately 24 hours to get on the 
course if all golfers wanted to play. Studies indicated that 
five to ten times this number of courses would be needed by 
the year 2000 if the current interest was maintained. With 
the prospect of increased ltmd costs, increased construction 
costs, higher taxes, and less available land, there seems to 
be little chance of reaching this figure (23). 
Go If courses are being built on all types of sites 1n all 
parts of the country. Huge corporations such a.s Firestone 
'rire and hinneapolis-HoneyriVell have built employee courses 
costing several hundred thousand dollars. Bands of small town 
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bus1nessmen and farmers pool their resources and time to in-
vest a few thousand dollars in a course for themselves. 
Cities are adding golf facilities in an effort to provide 
recreation, to make money, and to provide open spaces in the 
sprm·,rling ci ty . 
Relationship of Golf Course and Landscape Design 
vii th today I s lack of many large-acre si te developments, 
such as large c1 ty parks, es ta tes, and forest and land reserVB.-
tions, golf courses provide an ideal opportunity to study and 
apply teachings and theories of landscape architecture. Many 
of these theories and concepts have been pushed aside during 
the last 30 years as a result of changes in types and sizes of 
projects. Many of our current design projects involve resi-
dences, schools, playgrounds, industries, and other urban-
oriented situations. 
Theories of Repton (54), Brown (64), Olmsted (46), Eliot 
(24), and Downing (20) are needed, to cope with laree spaces 
of turf, trees, and water; beautiful vistas; planting compo-
si tiona; and land arrangement on the golf course. The added 
complexities of the game add to the task of selecting and 
placing plant materials. 
The primary responsibility of the golf course architect 
is to create beautiful and useful areas. This may be Bccom-
pl1shed through the manipulation of ne.tural objects such as 
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earth, rocks, plant materials, 'VJater and air currents, or 
llisn-made objects such a.s fences, walls, roads, walks, lawns, 
patios, dams, and canals. Landscape architects take techno-
logical achievements of the architect and engineer and attempt 
to fit them into the pattern of human life for the enjoyment 
of man. The landscape architect's chief pleasure is arranging 
the land and objects upon it for the enjoyment and welfare 
of the public. He is not interested in designing buildings 
or streets, but he is interested in the plaoement of them. 
Golf course architects are interested in the design and 
arrange~ent of holes on a golf course. They are governed by 
a set of standards handed down from generation to generation, 
not in writing, but through actual practice. Golf course 
architects do not have volumes of books written on golf course 
architecture. They have only a handful. Their kno ... Iledge and 
skills have been passed down through the years like trade 
secrets of f!tmous artists of Europe. They must gain their 
experience at the heels of someone before them or start on 
their own and attempt to compete with designers of many year's 
experience. 
While there is e very fine line separating the two pro-
fessions of landscape archi tecture and golf course 8rchitec-
ture I a golf course archi tec t is vi tally concerned wi th the 
beauty of his course, and a landscape architect is concerned 
with the beauty of his p2rk, gprden, or school yard. Both 
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designers have a keen appreciatio~ for the lessons of nature 
and a love for the out-of-doors. Both realize the limits end 
rewards for work with nature and are able to sense the desires 
of man in terms of outdoor beauty. The landscape architect 
and golf course architect ere allied in respect to manipula-
. 
tion of outdoor spaces, land forms, and plant materials. 
Their major area of difference arises in knowledge of the game 
of golf itself. The innumerable concepts of landscape archi-
tecture should be studied more intensively by the golf course 
architect; in so doing, he may achieve fame. 
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PRELIMINARY SITE CONSIDERATIONS 
Expectations of the Golfer 
The average golfer's expectations 8S to the type of golf 
course he feels is ideal are varied and complex. These expec-
tations are often directly relRted to the golfer's reasons for 
playing the game. Golf is played 8.S a means for gaining B 
livelihood, for spirit of competition, for exercise, for 
social contacts, for work diversion or "change-of-pace", for 
enjoyment of nature, for relaxation, and for a variety of 
other reasons known only to golfers themselves. As a result, 
the "ideal" type of golf course depends on the person playing 
it. For example, a professional golfer is less troubled by 
plant materials in roughs than a golfer "t-Jho plays for relaxa-
tion, since the professional does not frequent roughs as 
often. 
Similar complexities arise in terms of geography. A 
golfer frolli the Great Plains has a different opinion a.bout an 
lIideal" golf course than a golfer in New England. ~vhile roll 
of the greens, wind, and slight undul8tions affect the golf 
game on the prairie, the New Englander's game is a.ffected by 
rolling ground forms, water, and plant materi81s. Ancient 
Scottish golf courses had no trees, and golfers accepted the 
gorse, heather, and whin that abounded in the roughs as being 
part of the game. Golfers in the United States are not accus-
tallIed to these low evergreens and would consider such hazards 
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unfB.ir. Many United States golfers have become spoiled by 
fence to fence turf on our courses. 
American golfers expect viell-kept greens a,lmost wi thou t 
exception. Beyond that, expectations of the golfer hinge on 
the particular environmental characteristics which surround 
him. It is likely that a golf course on the GreFt Plains 
would look peculiar if a vast amount of plant material wes 
placed on it. Planting of this nature requires large amounts 
of water, maintenance, patience, and money. The course would 
appear out of place and not in harmony with the surrounding 
environment. The environment of the site should regulate 
selection and placement of plant materials on the golf course. 
Existing Environmental Characteristics. 
The environment of the site is important in any project 
that deals "li th the development of outside spDces. This is 
true in the design of buildings, streets, water courses, . 
parks, homes, and golf courses. The environment surrounding 
the site has influenced design in architecture, such as Frank 
Lloyd \'irigh t' s Taliesin i'o'est in Arizona. Frank Lloyd \'lright 
has long been known for his efforts to unite his architecture 
with the natural character of the site. Taliesin West is a 
long, low structure made from native rock and stone. Colors 
of the structure are matched by colors of the desert. Slope 
of the roof is related to the slope of nearby mountains. In 
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these ways, the building fits into the landscape. It becomes 
a part of the landscape and not fln incongruous object placed 
upon it. Another example where the environment hps suggested 
an architectural form is the Air Force Academy chapel near 
Colorado Springs, Colorado. The mountFllns in the beckfround 
inspired the tetrahedrons that vlere used for the roof of the 
chapel. 
The successful use of an B.rea for a streem or lake de-
pends upon characteristics such as rainfall, soil, humidity, 
temperature, and topography. A huge dam such as Hoover Dam 
would not be constructed on the Great Plains. Streets and 
highv.!ays are often related to the 8i te charac teristics to 
assist drainage, provide negotiable slopes, and avoid exces-
sive grading. Concepts of landscape architecture are based 
primarily on the relationship of surrounding environment to 
the finished design. Golf course architecture is no excep-
tion to this rule. 
Existing site ecology 
The first consideration of the golf course architect is 
the ecological characteristic of the site. All portions of 
his design should be relB.ted to his site appraisal. Proposed 
types and sizes of land forms, bodies of rlater, layout or 
orienta.tion of the holes, and selection and placement of plant 
materials should be in accord with the surrounding ecological 
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environment. 
If the ecological environment of the site is not conducive 
to growth of plant materials, none should be used. In some 
areas of the country, such as Arizona, artificial environments 
are created by introduction of l-later. In such areas, plants 
that create a completely new and different effect may be in-
troduced. I'lan has ability to change the natural ecological 
environment to some extent. This action is permissible on 
golf courses as long as the chanroe does not result in a freak 
of nature or a completely incongruous item in the surrounding 
landscape. l'...odera tion is the key to success in a si tuntion 
such as this. 
Much is involved in the determine.tion of proper plant 
materials. The preliminary considerations are topogra.phy, 
geology, ecology, climate, and existing plant associations. 
Topography 
The natural topography of the site has a great influence 
on the design of the golf course. In her book, Garden Design, 
Sylvia Crowe has written, "The shape of the ground is the 
foundation of all landscapes. II (19, p. 101) Large areas are 
likely to have a variety of land forms. This is true 1n Santa. 
Clara County in California. Senta Clere County has dry roll-
ing hills, fertile valleys I rugged moun tains .... clothed '\\'1 th 
trees, an ocean bay, streams, and lakes (48). In an area such 
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as this) it is difficult to determine which characteristic 
is dominant. However, most sites would not be as complicated. 
Golf course sites are not so If'rge that a dominFlnt envi-
ronmental characteristic cannot be determined. The topography 
of the ground on the site and lend easily visible from the 
site will help in this determination. A site on the plains 
of v/yoming, with a. view of the Rocky l-iountains should I hovl-
ever, retain the environmental character of the plains. 
The topography of the site will help to determine types 
of man-made land forms and plantings thnt should be used on 
the go If course. 
'rhe planning and proper laying out of the land 
must precede its planting- But the planting, 
designed with care, perfected in art, and consum-
mated in unity and ha.rmony is the final and more 
aesthetic phase. (56, p. 5) 
A rugged, picturesque site covered with rushlnt streams, 
rocks, ravines, picturesque trees, and sharply breaking ground 
forms seems to dictate man-made lend forms and plant materials 
of a similar nature. In contrast, a site consistinf of low 
swelling ground forms, calm lakes, stately trees, and 8. gen-
eral ch8.racter of repose and beauty ~lOuld require land forms 
and plants that are harmonious with this character. There-
fore, the rugged site requires clumping of plant materiels 
and use of picturesque or bold plant materials, while the 
gently rolling site requires the use of single specimen trees 
with stately appearances. Small groupings of full, round or 
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symmetrical trees on long, low undulating land forms are eleo 
complementary (20). 
Geology 
Many geological features of the site are important for 
the proper selection and placement of plant materials. Soil 
borings should be taken on every site to analyze conditions 
present. This is done not only for plant seleotion and plaoe-
ment but for engineering and construction data. Often the 
surface of a site will appeer to possess all necessary char-
acteristios for a golf course, but soil borings indicate sub-
surface condi t10ns that may prove to be detr1mental to such 
a development. Examples of this are layers of rock or tight 
clay, poor drainage, high ,vater-table, and low m01eture-
holding capacity. The soil may be subject to eros10n in some 
instances. Th1s would requ1re the use of plant mater1als 
that help resist erosion. 
A chemic al analysi s of the soil for le vels of nutrients 
should be made, also. This test allows the designer to deter-
mine which plant materials to use for the existing site or 
the quantity and type of nutrients to be added for the suc-
cessful growth of proposed plant materials. SOIDe plants 
thrive in acid soils, most in neutral SOils, and a few 1n 
alkaline soils. As a result, soil pH should be known and 
steps taken to adjust it if necessary. 
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Closely related to nutrient tests is the determin~tlon 
of previous land use. If a site has been farmed for ye8rs on 
one type of crop, the soil may be deficient in some nutrient. 
If the si te he,s been used for grazing or grass production, it 
will not require large amounts of nutrients to brinE it up 
to en acceptable level. 
Clime,te 
Several climatic factors affect proper selection and 
placement of plant materials. All B.re iropo rtan t and none may 
be neglected. Temperature, moisture, amount of wind, relative 
humidity, and sunlight must be considered. 
Temperature Average tempera,ture on the selected 8i te 
should be kn01:m before any planting lists Ere compiled. 
Average hieh temperature, low temperature, and extreme hirhs 
and lows should be known, also. \H thout this kno'wledge, it 
would be impractical to select plants to be used on the 
course. 
The United States Department of Agriculture publishes a 
Plant Hardiness Zone Map that gives the temperature ranges 
across the Uni ted States (71). l·iany authors list plents 
according to this map, and most land-grant colleges and uni-
versities provide information concerning plant materia,ls 
adapted to their locality. 
lo1oisture Regardless of temperature, R plant cannot 
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survive without moisture. The amount of water available on 
the site should be known before selecting or placing plant 
materials. Natural water on the site and water available 
from wells, dams, and public sources should be checked. Every 
plant has its own requirement. The Plant Hardiness Zone Map 
(71) does not consider the amount of natural water available 
to the plant. If adequate ·1-.'ater can be provided, many plants 
not- native to areas, but in a common zone, can be grown suc-
cessfully. 
Humidity The primary qualifyine f~ctor in plant 
hardiness is humidity. A plant that normally grows in an 
area with a minimum temperature of -20 to -30 degrees Fahren-
heit might not survive in the same temperature zone in Colo-
rado. The water requirement could be fulfilled by irrigation, 
but humidity of the surrounding air cannot be easily con-
trolled. As a result of dry air, the plant has a high r8te 
of transpiration. This causes the plant to lose water faster 
than it can obtain it from the soil and results in wilting, 
burning of the leaves, and eventual death. It also increases 
evaporation from the soil and from the source of irrigation, 
thus reducing the a.mount of water available to the pla.nt. 
Circulation of air around a plant has an effect 
on the plant, also. The amount of wind in terms of veloCity 
and frequency should be determined. Winter wind is especially 
damaging to unprotected plants. \'lind has a tendency to 
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accelerate transpiration of the plant and evaporation of 
moisture from the soil surrounding it. This results in rapid 
loss of water and a burning or discoloration of the twigs and 
leaves. 
Wind may also affect the growth of plants (47). Twisted 
trees high in the mountains and a.long our sea shores Bre 
examples of the effect of wind. The degree of effect depends 
primarily on velocity and direction of the wind. A prevail-
ing wind will defini tely cause structurB.l deformi ties, while 
a constantly changing wind might not. 
Lack of air circulation or wind ~ay have an adverse 
effect also. Unless plants, particularly grass, have trans-
pired moioture vapor removed by air Circulation, they B.re 
likely to be weakened aLd damaged (see page l15~ Before 
specifying plants, areas \-Ji th ei ther an excess or lack. 
of air circulation should be knorln. 
Sun 'l'he amount of sunlight 8.vaila.ble for plant mate-
rials will afiec t their growth. Plant me. terials require vary-
1nE amounts of sunsh1ne and are classif1ed in terms of their 
tolerance to shade. Ex1sting areas of intense sunshine or 
shade should be noted on the golf course site. Some plants 
will not grow 1n shade, others do poorly, while· still others 
thrive there. However, most plants require SOIDe sunshine. 
Sunsh1ne may be detrimental, also. Trees such as apple 
(1'<lalus spp.) and birch (Betula spp.) are often injured from 
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the sun's rays ,. especially in winter. The sun's rays may 
cause a drying of the bark, resulting in large cracks (67). 
Another possible result is sun scald of the tender cambial 
layer beneath the bark. The rays of the sun also affect 
transpiration of the plant and regulate its growth. 
In general, growth of plants in full sunshine differs 
from plants looated 1n part or full shade. Plants grown 1n 
the sun are usually fuller, rounder, and more symmetrical 1n 
shape than those located in shady areas. It should be kept 
in mind, however, that some plants require part or full shade 
to grow successfully. 
Plant associations 
The existing plant materials on the site should be thor-
oughly examined and identifi ed before any new plant rna. terials 
are speo1fied. It has been determined that plant meteripls 
grow in mutual groupings. 
All vegetation i8 ansembled into distinct gr0uplngs 
through its inherent adaptation to the environment 
in which it grows. For convenience, each of these 
groupings, or plant associations, is given the name 
of some tree which is prominent in the group, or 
is desoribed by the situation in whioh it is found 
. . . . In plant ecology, observetions are made 
as to what plants grow together and how they com-
pose the groups known as plant associations. Ob-
servations are also made of what the plants in 
each association have in common as to soil, mois-
ture, and temperature, all of which are factors 
'Ilhich make up l'lhl3t is c8.11ed the plant I s environ-
ment. (55, pp. 2-3) 
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Natural plant groupings that are found 01. a site should 
be cohsidered the key to any planting that is to be done on 
the' ,sl te. '1'he golf course architect should realize that 
plants found growing on the site have the particular charac-
teristics that are necessary for their survival. Other plants 
may be added to the species that exist .on the course. Plants 
that belong to various plant associations may be placed on 
si tes also. This is especially true in a.reBS of the country 
where man has removed plant materials to cultivate the land. 
In areas such as the plains, artificial environments may be 
created by introduction of water that will permit growth of 
plant materials. If this is the case, the golf course archi-
tect should select plant materials thRt are characteristic of 
nearby areas and not select material that normally grows 
hundreds of miles away. There is always a chance of drought 
or lack of irrigation water. 
Type of Facility 
The type of golf facility desired has much to do with the 
type of planting to be utilized. Not all go If courses will 
require the same kind of plant materials. As has been shown, 
many considerations will have to be given to the existing 
environment of the si te. In addition, the use of the golf 
course, or type of golf facility, will have a prominent in-
fluence on the selection and placement of plant materials. 
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Par-3 versus regulation course 
Golf course B.rchi tects up to the 1940' s estEl.blished 
theories of golf that were related primarily to full size or 
regulation golf courses. The current adoption of the short 
or par-3 course has somewhat altered the theories of these 
people. Basic interpretations regardir.g strategY; orienta-
tion of holes, hazards, greens, and tees; drainage; grading; 
and construction have not changed appreciably. However, 
lenLth of the hole, degree of difficulty, and type of plant-
ing have been revised in many instances. 
Use of plant materials on par-3 courses may fall into 
one of three basic concepts of planting design. These would 
include standard use of full-size materials, use of smaller 
materials, or the introduction of geometriC or novelty forms. 
At present, most par-3 courses use standard plant materials 
and do not deviate from besic planting theories. Full-Size 
plant materials are used as screens, hazards, directional 
guides, baCkgrounds, and protection. However, additional 
thought is necessary before plant materials can be expected 
to assume the same roles as those on regulation courses. 
Golfers do not hit long, low shots on par-3 courses. 
Since holes are short, most shots Bre high and arching. This 
type of shot is incompatible with tall, arching trees that 
adorn many of our regulation courses. Trees of this type may 
be used near the rear of tee areas and behind greens; however, 
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their use in the arees between is not usually desirable. 
Smaller trees and useful shrubs are more fitting on par-3 
courses. 'Thes e allow sho ts to be made over them, while pro-
viding scale, hazard, and beauty to the course. In addition, 
small trees and shrubs Bre more in scale with the overall size 
of the par-:.3 si te. A majo ri ty of tall, 8.rching trees would 
appear to overpovJer the si tee Mixtures of large B.nd sILall 
trees would be more appropriate and more in scale. 
A few trees that may be useful on par-3 courses are haw-
thorns (Crataegus app.), Amur maple (AceI' ginnala), shadblow 
serviceberry (Amelanchier canadensis), Eastern redbud (Cercis 
canadensis), and many of the crabapples (l-1alus spp.). These 
trees could be placed in the same position as large trees; 
however, their spread and height are not as great, resulting 
in a feeling of openness (see page 101). Night lighting is 
eesier and more successful, fllso (see page 168). 
The use of geon;etric or novelty forms on par-:.3 courses 
is.a possibility that should not be entirely overlooked. 
Plants used in this type of design would be smaller and more 
artificially arranged than plants used on regulation eolf 
courses. Experimentation with color shape, texture, and size 
may result in some very interesting golf courses (see paCe 
164) . 
PE'.r--3 courses heve achieved their popularity for several 
reasons. l'lany working people do not have time after work to 
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playa round of golf on regulation courses. As a result, 
these golfers are likely to stop at a pe.r-3 and play: nine 
, 
holes before dark or before supper. This. shortened golf game 
does not hinder the golfer; it actually helps to improve his 
ability with his irons or short shots. 
Par-3 courses require much less land than regulation 
courses. Therefore, more and more par-3 courses are being 
buil t in and around urban areas "lhere enough land for regula-
tion courses is not only difficult to find but extremely high 
in price. Also, employee recreation areas, homes for the 
elderly, schools, hospitals, military installations, and 
existing golf courses are adding pa.r-.3 courses to their 
facilities. 
Par-3 courses must have larger tees to allow healing of 
areas that have been severely damaged by divot-taking irons. 
Greens should not be smaller than a normal par-3 green on 
regulation golf courses- Balls dig into the surface of greens 
causing damage~ Also, soil compaction is likely to be greater 
due to the number of golfers crossing these greJms each day. 
Compact courses 
In addition to the par-3 and the regulation course, there 
is a combination of the two, somet1mes called a compact 
course. This course is usually nine holes in lenrth, con-
sisting of five or six short holes (50 to 200 yards) and 
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three or four longer holes (200 to 450 yards). The compact 
course has the advantage of allowing the golfer to hit some 
long shots, while the per-3 is devoted strictly to short shots 
and could conceivably become boring. 
The compact course is another of the attempts to provide 
facili ties for interested golfers. It, like the pe.r-3, re-
quires less land and can utilize smaller tracts available 
within the city itself. Several design concepts have been 
tried. Some designers use the same green for several holes, 
varying the location of the tees. This results in confusion 
on the greens and is not very practical. Another uses common 
tees but employs individual greens. This system has its 
merits. Others have separate tees, fairways, and greens for 
every hole. Plant materials on golf courses of this type will 
not differ greatly from those' used on regulation courses. 
Some consideration might be necessary in the use of sme.ller 
material as on the par-3 courses. 
Country club .versus municiRal 
Differences in planting design also arise when comparing 
country clubs to municipal courses. These differences a.rise 
prlIiiarily in terms of speed of play and budget. 
Speed of play and number of golfers wanting to play make 
a difference in the amount and type of plant materials to be 
used on a golf course. Nost country clubs are private and 
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do not depend on daily green's fees of golfers to stay finan-
cially solvent. They have fewer members who play golf and a 
greater number of members who belong for swimming, tennis, 
or social reasons. 
Country club golfers are usually not in a.s great a hurry 
to, playa round of golf. As a result, the country club can 
utilize more plant materials, traps, bunkers, ponds, streams, 
and ground forms without worrying about slolving the golfer's 
speed of play- Often the country club is more difficult to 
play and attracts tournaments and the better golfers.' 
Quality and quantity of plant materials used on a country 
club course are greater. Larger trees are often transplanted 
to obtain more immediate results from the planting design. 
Trees and shrubs may be placed in roughs, around tees, and 
close to greens. It is not uncommon to see an occasionAl 
specimen tree in the middle of a fairway or blocking a normal 
approach to a. green. This placement requires more accuracy 
and skill than that called for on most municipal courses. 
The country club's higher budget 8.110ws better and more 
thorough maintenance of the plant materials. They can usuB.lly 
afford to purchase large amounts of plant materials when the 
course is built, allowing plant materials to grow and mature 
vlith the rest of the course. Plants that are valued for a 
particular quality such as flower, leaf, form, color, or tex-
ture can be used on a country club even though they might 
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require additional maintenance. Pruning, spraying, fertiliz-
ing, and watering of these plants can be more easily afforded 
on the country club budget. 
On the other hand l the municipal golf course survives on 
the number of golfers \vho play. If time consuming dele_ys in 
play are caused by lott balls, trees, traps, bunkers, ponds, 
and land forms, the results are long Ivai tine lines, dissatis-
fied customers, and losses of revenue. This may result in 
the financial collapse of the golf course. 
To avoid problems created by hazardS, ruost of the muni-
cipal golf courses ha.ve SlO'tolly removed niany of their haznrds. 
Patty Jewett Golf Course in Colorado Springs, Colorado, has 
filled in over 25 traps 1n the past 15 years. New municipal 
courses are not considering many traps or bunkers snd are 
doing their best to reduce the number of possible hazards on 
their courses. Grasses and weeds in roughs on municipal 
courses are usually cut almost as low as the fe_irway and are 
often seeded in good quality turf. Trees Ere kept to a bare 
minimum 1n number and are mostly located nepr tees to offer 
the golfer some relief from the sun while he is walting to 
hi t his next shot. FairvIaYs are wide and straight, and tees 
and greens are large. 
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Rural versus urban 
A golf course that is located in the city faces different 
problems than the rural golf course. Plant materials assume 
different roles. The major difference in planting is encoun-
tered when considering the interior-exterior relationship. 
Urban The urban golf course is faced with a boundary 
problem. Land uses of every possible type can be found ad-
Joining golf course property. If a subdivision or group of 
residential lots border the course, a moderete amount of 
screen planting is desirable. The main benefactor of the 
residence-golf course relationship is the horne owner. The 
golfer receives no benefit from location of the houses, and 
usually their presence is a distraction. 
Streets that are located adjacent to the golf course 
offer another problem for urban golf courses. Municipal 
courses usually lea.ve their boundaries partly or completely 
open as a means of adverti sing. 'The country club screens the 
streets to convey its atmosphere of privacy end to reduce 
distractions from the street. 
In general, urban golf courses l'lelcome opportunities to 
locate next to areas that are in harmony with a park-like 
atmosphere. Boundaries are seldom screened between the golf 
course and some cemeteries, parks, parkways, reservations, 
estates, and, occaSionally, schools and hospit8ls. These 
courses, regardless of a municipal or country club organiza-
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tion, will always attempt to screen views of junk yards, 
industries, dumps, commercial areas, railroads, and s1milar 
distracting land uses. 
Some plant materials are more resistent than others to 
smoke, heat, air pollution, insuffic1ent mOisture, and other 
urban-related problems. A few of these plants are the tree-
of heaven Ailanthus (Ailanthus altissimn), catalpa (Catalpa 
spp. ), COllilllon hackberry (Cel tis ocgidentalis), ginkgo (Ginkgo 
biloba), common honeylocust (Gleditsla tr1acanthos), and the 
planetree (Elantenus spp.). Evergreen trees have a difficult 
time grol'ling 1n the adverse condi tions of fl c1 ty (87). 
Rural The rural golf course seldom concerns itself 
with the screening of objectionable Sights. Only occasionally 
will the need arise for a viel'l to be blocked. This might 
arise if a stock feeding pen, a cluster of rundown buildings, 
or a busy road is located on the boundary. The rural plant 
materials are not subjeoted to the adverse oonditions of the 
City. As a result more varieties may be used to support the 
design of the course. 
The major lim1 ting facto r in selecting plants for e. rural 
golf course is availability of "Jater. Rural courses are 
usually unable to use city water supplies. They are likely, 
also, to receive less runoff from storms since crop land 
around them ut1l1zes much of it. As a result, rural golf 
oourses must rely on t'/ater from lvells, streams, rivers, lakes, 
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and impounded bodies of water. Instances will arise that 
make the reliability of all of these rather poor. In periods 
of drought, all could fail to provide enough we.ter to keep 
the turf and plant materials alive. Lightning has struck 
well pumps putting them out of cou~i88ion. 
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PLANTING CONSIDERATIONS IN GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTURE 
As has been shown, the public concept of golf is actually 
varied and involved. As a result, no one type of planting 
design can be used on all golf courses. In Hubbnrd and 
Kimball's boOk, An Introduction to the Study of LRndsc~ 
Design, a point was made that 1s particulerly true of any 
article or treatise invo Iving design. They declared J 
It is emphatically not a book of rules which are 
supposed automatically to produce good design if 
religiously followed; there are no such rules, and 
no esthetic theory is final. (33, p. vii} . 
Suggestions and comments that follow are to be considered in 
respect to the various si tuations which are found on each 
site. 
Topics discussed involve the baSic principles of land-
scape architecture as they relate to golf course architecture. 
Theories concerning composi tion which includes spa.ce, scale, 
lliood, color, texture, form, line, and shadow; ecology; 
screening; and maintenance are examined to further exemplify 
the iLfluence of plant materials in golf course design. 
Comt:0sition 
The use of compositions in golf course architecture is 
qui te difficult. A vievl from the clubhouse, down the fairway, 
across a valley or down a hill IDay often be created; however, 
the problem of creating compositions on the eolf course, 
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itself, is complicated by constant movement of golfers in 
various directions. In a lendscapecomposi tion, the observer 
is usually directed to the formation by a path, road, or 
viewing platform. He is seldom able or willing to leave the 
observation area to obtain different views of the composition. 
On the other hand, t~JO golfers may be the same dista.nce from 
a tee, but on opposite sides of the fairway, with up to 100 
yards separating them. They have different views of the 
landscape and, as a result, different views of natural or 
man-made compositions. Golfers often relax between shots. 
During these brief periods of relaxation, they may look back 
d01>;n the fairway or to the sides for members of their own 
playing group. In short, they are constantly changing their 
position and their attention to verious compositions on the 
course· 
There are areas of the course which are especially suited 
for compositions and beautiful views. These are tee areas, 
putting greens, walks between greens and tees, and the club-
house area. There undoubtedly B.re other areas on the golf 
course which are suited for careful studies of composition; 
hO\'Jever, these areE'S require a greDt amount of time m:d 
thought which, unfortunately, most of today'g designers cannot 
afford to spend. 
Composition is not easily defined or discussed. Many 
items enter into a composition, including space, scale, mood, 
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shadows, colors, textures, forms, and lines of materie.ls used. 
Space 
Of the many concepts that are common between landscape 
architecture and golf course architecture, one of the most 
important is space~ Every field of design is evolved from 
the creation and manipulation of spaces. Architects concern 
themselves with interior spaces and exterior volumes. They 
refer to these as rooms, halls, auditoriums, or structures. 
Artist's paintings indicate spatial considerations through 
perspective, shade and shadow, and color variation. Modern 
sculptors ~re aware of spatial relationships in their cre-
ations. Landscape architects are careful to create enjoyable 
outdoor spaces for living, eating, playing, working, enter-
taining, or relaxing. 
The golf course architect is not as concerned with 
spa ti.a 1 uses as he i a ~Ji th spatial varia tiona. If a number 
of plant materials exist on the site, or if environmentel 
condi tions on the 8i te will permit successful gro\".'th of new 
plants, the golf course architect has an opportunity to create 
various spa.ces and spatial feelings. He may create a charac-
teristic space for his fairways, another for some of his tees. 
A space may be a flowing undulating space, suggest-
ing directional movement ... a space may open out. 
It may direct attention to its frame and beyond. 
It mfly fall away o:r seem to expe.nd. It may burst 
out1'iard. It may impel out\'Jard motion. (60, p. 85) 
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Through use of plant masses, lines, colors, textures, end 
manipulation of volumes, the golf course archi tect may prevent 
the pOssibility of a boring, sterile design. 
He may create a tight, confined spRce on a walk between 
a green and the next tee. As the golfer reaches the tee, the 
tight space may break out into a large, sun-drenched fairivay, 
enclosed only by the horizon and the sky. Contrast of speces 
such as this creRtes pleasing effects. .1lhe go lfer would 
progress froll. open or unlim1 ted spece into a slowly n:=!.rrowing 
space as he approaches the halfway point of the feirvlaY. At 
this pOint, the fairway may be narrow causing the golfer to 
feel a b1 t uneasy. HOl'Jever, as he looks down the fai rl .... ey 
to the green he m1ght see a large opening to the green. The 
green could be nestled in the foreground of e steep, tree-
covered bluff vlh1ch would form an end to that particular 
space. 
Spaces on golf courses may be 1nf1ni te in size and shape. 
They may impart spatial feelings of openness, conf1nement, 
1nf1ni ty, ne.rrowness, symmetry, or outwardness. John Simonds 
has wr1tten, "A space may have orientation - inward, outward, 
up'tlard, downward, radial, or tangential. II (60, p. 86) 
Kany of our golf courses are avenues of green turf 
slashed in a straight 11ne through ~ forest. The golf course 
arch1tect may provide constantly changing Views, emotions, 
and challenges to the golfer through his ability to vary 
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spaces on the golf course. 
The fundamental pattern of landscapes and gardons 
results from the distribution and proportion 
between open space and solid mass. The solids 
divide the land into space enclosures givine a 
pattern of closed and open, of in Bnd out, of dark 
and light. 'llhe solids may consist of hills" trees 
or other strong plent growth ... '. The spaces 
consist of open ground, or water. (19, p. 92) 
Spatial requirements Simonds (60) lists the particu-
lar spatial requirements of a cemetery in terms of the use 
of the land, the feelings associBted with it, and the methods 
by which these emotions and uses are satisfied. Spatial re-
quireruents of a golf course are important also. Golf course 
volumes should vary from wide, open, free spaces to tight, 
closed, confined spaces. The overall feeling should be one 
of beauty and sport not of pure competi tion. The golf 
course should provide a feeling of challenge, a variety of 
paths to success, and a feeling of accomplishment to the 
golfer after a round. Hubbard and Kimball have said: 
Where the landscape architect is dealing with 
deSigns of any considerable Size, like parks, or 
large private estates, he cannot treat the area as 
one visual unit. Within his total area he must 
seize upon smaller unities; and therefore he will 
endeE.vor to develop each importan t view 8.S a pic-
torial cOIUposi tion, and at the same time he \'1ill 
enhance and differenti&te the indiVidual landscape 
character of ee.ch separate and subordina te uni t of 
his whole deSign. He will make a pine wood in one 
place, an oak wood in another; here he will steepen 
his brook to ~ake a cataract, there restrain it to 
make a pool. He will cut out a group of trees in 
one place which interrupts the openness of his 
valley floor, and he will plant trees in another 
place to segregate a little woodland pool from 
the rest of the landscape. (33, p. 71) 
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Beautiful views and vistas, calm placid scenes, narrow con-
fined paths, broad open greens, Bnd a variety of shapes, 
forms, textures, and colors should charaoterize the golf 
course. There is a limit to the extent of challenge and 
variety that the golf course should "possess, however. Many 
people come to the golf co urse for recreation and enjoyment, 
not exhaustion ana disappointment. Ages of the various 
golfers also affect spatial arrangements and moods of the 
course. HOrleyer, in general, spatial requirements for the 
gol~ course are openness, freedom, challenge, variety, and 
satisfaction. 
Golf course architects should endeavor to provide a 
series of target areas for the golfer (see Figure 2). These 
are very functional spaces and should be obvious spaces or 
even considered as islands of safety. Incorporation of a 
series of target spaces helps to eliminate the sometiffies bor-
ing "sameness /I 01' every fairway tha.t is 70 yerds wide the 
entire length of the hole. Therefore, the fairway should not 
be an evenly measured swath cut through a grove of trees but, 
ra.ther, a defini te collection of spaces forming an area of 
play or an avenue of approach for the golfer. 
Scale 
In addition to the importance of spatial concepts in 
landscapes, scale is important. According to Hubbard and 
..... --- .. \!::~!~. 
Figure 2. Target areas 
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Kimball, 
vihen we speak of the sj.,ze of an obj ect we are 
using merely a relativ~ term: a th1ng 1s large 
or small entirely acco~dlng to the standard with 
which it 1s compared. 
. . . . . . . . . . . " .. . 
We use the word scale to denote the relative size 
of objects. The terms absolute scale and absolute 
size are used 1n speaklnB of the relation of the 
s1ze of [my g1 "\fen obj e~t to the defin1 tely desig-
nated standard, as a llnear foot. 
. . . . . . . . . . . , .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In any landscape compoAtt1on the absolute scale of 
the objects may be est~blished by the 1ntroduct10n 
of anything wh1ch show~ the height of a man. (33, 
p. 101) 
Thus, scale on a golf cour:.3~ is determined by f8miliar objects 
and ruan-oriented sizes. l-i.oflt go If cournes are generally con-
sidered to be large 1n scal~. This is due, primarily, to the 
large number of acres neces~ary for such a course and the open 
spaces resul t1ng from the placement of fairways, greens, end 
tees. However, son,e golf cC)urs as assume enti rely different 
feelings within themselves. A golf course located on a broed 
Nebraska plain appeers larg~r 1n scale than B course nestled 
deep in a spruce forest of Canada. The ability to see all of 
the site hes muoh to do w1th the comprehension of scale. 
Today, too many of our golf courses ~re monotonous alleys 
of green turf bordered by a sprinkling of trees and adorned 
with rubber stamped feature~ such as sand traps. Any apparent 
attempt to vary scale and apnce on a golf course is lost by 
the introduction of fair\-lay sand traps the same shape and 
dis tance from every tee. 'I'h1s is also true of traps placed 
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in front and on either side of the green (see Figure 3). Good 
golfers are able to gauge the distance by relating the 10c8-
tion and size of the traps to the size and 10c8tion of' the 
traps they have seen on previous holes. This problem erises 
with plant materials, also. Often l identical plantin~s of 
background materiEls are placed at equal distances behind 
greens. The good golfer can judge this quickly and hit his 
ball accordingly. The poor golfer is not as adept at such 
determinations or at such a controlled shot and often ends 
up in the trees. 
Land forms and plant materials may definitely help to 
determine scale on golf courses, and they may also be used to 
deceive the golfer. Golf course architects ffiey calIon any 
of several methods of deception to add to the difficulty of 
the game. 
For example, the golf course archi tect ma.y vary the di8-
tancesof his traps froni the green. Through changes in Size, 
position of traps, and overall scale of the area surrounding 
the green, the golf course architect could increase the chal-
lenge of the hole. The first hole may have two traps loceted 
GO feet in front of the green and at a distance of 10 yerds 
from one another. This green could also have a dense plant1ng 
of evergreens loc"ated 15 yards behind the putt1ng freen. The 
next hole may have slightly smaller traps located 15 feet 1n 
front of the green and only 6 yards apert." The following hole 
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Figure 3. 
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may have variation in the distance between the green And the 
background planting; vJhl1e the next might have traps loc!'lted 
20 yards in front of the green. Variations of this type will 
affect perception of distance or space availa.ble for placement 
of the g~lf shot. In some cases the space would appeer 
smaller and in others, larger. The golf course architect 
has successfully altered the golfer's conception of space 
and distance through the manipulation of land forms. The 
sallie effect could be achieved VI'i th plant rna terials. By 
manipulation of plant sizes, colors, forms, and locfltlons, 
the designer is able to create varyine sp8ces. Be should do 
it very subtly, however • 
. . • with this concealffient of the obvious there 
should be a feeling in 8.11 ertificir.l construction 
for beauty of line and contour. A course should 
merge plea.santly into the landsce.pe; the folds of 
greens and fairways should present agreeable curves 
aeainst backCrounos of trees and hills; end i'Jhere 
it is neces sary to move ea.rth to heighten levels 
or form depressions in new ground, the thing 
should be done with the delicacy of a sculptor 
modelling his clay. (62, p. 58) 
Topographic accents and restraints Golf course archi-
tects ere able to create illusion \'/i th topographic accents 
and res train ts. He latl vely 10 vI , rolling hills may be made to 
appear much higher offering variety and interest to an other-
wise monotonous scene. The placement of plants on slight 
gradua.tions, mounds, or hills may be important to the overall 
solution of the design. Hubbard and Kimball have said, "Many 
a landscape, not strongly characterized by any form of.the 
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ground, takes a notable character from the vegetation which 
grows upon it." (33, p. 66) It has been mentioned by many 
landscape architects that placement of large trees on the tops 
of hills tend to dramatize and accentuate the height of the 
hill (see Figure 4). 
The opposi te technique \vill negate the si te or pursue a 
feeling of the natural as Repton indicates: 
In recommending that the hills should be planted, 
I do not mes.n that the surumi ts should be covered 
by a pa.tch or clump; the woods of the valleys 
should, on the contrary, seem to climb the hills 
by such connecting lin es as mey nei ther appes.r 
meagre nor artificial, but, following the natural 
shapes of the ground, produoe an apparent continu-
ity of woods falling down the pills in various 
directions. (54, p. 114) 
In our modern age, nature has lost much of her naturally 
occurring forest land. A majority of trees remaining in popu-
lated areas of this country are found in valleys instead of 
on hill and rid[.e tops. As B. result, suggesting the planting 
of hill tops may be argumentative. However, the suggestion 
of such an action is recommended as a method of accentuating 
the height of the hill and not necessarily of following the 
strict example set by surrounding lend. Careful study should 
be made of surrounding land before any alteration of the site 
is attempted. In some areas of the country, the result of 
alteration could prove foolish. Such would be the case in the 
mountains of Colorado. In the mountains of the front range 
of the Rockies, the south slopes are always bare. Any attempt 
Figure 4. Modification 
of land forma 
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to plant them would result in certain death to the p18nt. 
Oosting has written, 
In the northern hemisphere, e south-facing bluff 
forms a habi tat that is almos t alt'l]ays i"Jarmer and 
drier than the averaee for the region, while a 
north-fecing bluff 1s cooler and n:oister. (47, 
p. 27) 
Obviously, if nature has no t chosen to plant the top or slope 
of the hill, the designer should reconsider before he attempts 
to plant materials on it. 
It is not often that the designer will want to negate 
the effect of a land form. However, occasions will erise that 
will den:.and such D.n Rction. This may possibly occur when a 
golf course architect is using a hill or mound to affect the 
roll or bounce of a golf shot. Perhaps no other obstruction, 
such as a sand trap, clump of trees, or lake is thought desir-
able due to peculiarities of the site. The golf course archi-
tect may be attempting to fool golfers into shooting over 
the hill when in reali ty the hill is n.uch too high to allow 
such shots. 
A similar theory might be applied to several land forma-
tions that golf course architects seem to enjoy finding on 
golf course sites. These invqlve sudden changes in elevation 
and consist of a tee high above a green, a green hlEh above 
a tee, or a green and tee on the same level with the fairway 
in a valley below them. In a situation such as this, it is 
difficult to gauge the diste.nce to the te.rget area. Clever 
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use of plant mater1als and land forms may further add to this 
difficulty and require a little more than the ordinary skill 
of the golfer.. lDw. shrubby plant materials in the valley and 
tall er·ect plan·t materials on the summi ts will incre/lse the 
contrast in elevation. A valley planted with tall trees end 
the summits covered with low plants will tend to decrease the 
feeling of a deep valley. 
False perspective 
Another landscape architectural deception that ha.s special 
use on golf courses is false perspective. Golf course archi-
tects may often rely upon successful adoption of false per-
spective to aid thenl in special cases where other normal 
design considerations fail. Nany people consider Ir.anipula-
tion of nature, such as alteration of land forms, to be in 
poor taste. This is not true, however. There are a number of 
instances where a slight bit of decit has turned a very 
simple, short par-4 hole into. a challenging, sporty par-4 
hole. 
Assume that a golf course architect, either throurh 
design or at the insistence of a green's committee, hes been 
forced to design a short, 300 yard, par-4 hole. Suppose, 
also, that he has not been allowed to use traps or other 
hazards to add any degree of diff1culty to the hole. In such 
a case, the golf course architect may carefully plan his 
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design to give the false impression of distance. One method 
of doing this is to plant le,rge trees Elround the tee. The 
golfer will ass.oc.late all the plants ['round hinl ,,)i th a. cer-
tain feeling and scale. If the plants are then subtly reduced 
in size to a poInt beyond the green, the hole will appeRr 
llluch loneer than it 8.ctually is. This mRY be done by using 
plant materiDls of the same kind, same femily, or same general 
shape B.nd characteristics along the fairvlay from tee to green. 
Sudden changes in hel;.::h t, texture, shape I or co lor will reveal 
the intent of the desie;ner and nullify the e.ttempt. No one, 
especially golfers, f:PDT.'8CiB tes an 0 bvlous p,tterr,pt a.t decai t. 
The golf course erchitect D!ay have occasion to desifn a 
hole that should c.ppear Iiluch shorter than it is. This mi£ht 
be true on a 175 y~rd, par-3 hole. The procedure for' plant-
ing the hole would be just the opposite as that mentioned 
above. Small plant materials should be placed around the tee 
area while larger materials surround the ereen. Here again, 
C8re must be t8.1~en that the graduation from tee to green is 
subtle and even. Color often may be used to create false 
impressions of distance also (see page 58). 
kany golf courses employ Signs, trees, or shrubs on the 
edges of fainlays to indica te di stances to the green. These 
markers Illay be placed at uniform di stances of 200 YRr(ls from 
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the green or t more often, at 150 yards. Not only does this 
practice help destroy the sport of golf, but it adds unsight-
liness to the course. No ,sign, regardless of its design, is 
esthe.tically pleasing .along fairvlays. However, signs of 
proper design mB.y be located on tee areas, 1'li th no drastic 
effect on the game or beauty of the golf course. 
Specimen trees or shrubs generally do not "belong" on 
every fairway. This is especially true if they are incon-
gruous in color such as a Crimson King maple (Acer £leta-
noides var.). Cone-sha.ped junipers or spruces are usually 
not harmonious with a majority of our golf course plantine,s, 
although they are used extensively as marker trees. 
All areas or spaces convey some emotion or mood to the 
observer. The feeling might be congestion or confusion as 
prompted by a visit to the business distr~ct of a large city. 
To another person, the area might appear dynamic, exciting, 
alive, throbbing, restless or even frightening. The area is 
associated with a certain mood. Golf courses also may impart 
a feeling or mood to a person. This mood might be one of 
competition, beauty, serenity, excitement, freedom, relaxa-
tion, or pleasure. 
Relaxat10n Simplicity. Volume may vary in size 
from the intimate to the infinite. Fitness. 
Familiar objects and materials. Flowing lines. 
Curvillne2r forms and spaces. EVident structural 
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stability. Horizontality. Agreeable textures. 
Pleasant and comfortable shapes. Soft light. 
Soothing sound. Volume infused with quiet 
colors - whites, greys, blues, greens: think 
round thoughts. 
. . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pleasure Spaces, forms, textures, colors, 
symbols, sounds, light quality, and odors all 
manifestly suitable to the use of the space -
whatever it may be. Satisfaction of a.nticipa-
tions, requirements or desires. Sequences devel-
oped and fulfilled. Harmonious relationships. 
Unity with variety. A resultant quality of 
beauty. (60, pp. 81, 83) 
Mood, space, and scale are closely related. Mood is 
definitely affected by scale and by relative types and sizes 
of spaces. }iJ()od is also affected by various colors, past 
experiences, physical B.C ti vi ty, physio loeical condi tions, and 
acts of nature such as dense fog. 
~oods of the golfer ere important to golf course archi-
tects. A ~olfer in a particularly bad mood may be a perennial 
and constant critic of any hazards on the course. In certain 
instances, golf course architects have an opportunity to in-
fluence moods of the go lfer. They may accomplish this only 
with the cooperation of nature Since most of their methods 
include the use of plant material~ and the manipulation of 
land forlliS. 
Plants assume a very important role in the golf course 
architect's attempt to create a mood. People have a tendency 
to relate plants and surroundinfs to pc.s t happeninGs or si tu-
ations they have experienced. A city dweller might compere 
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a dark, air-conditioned lounge with a grove of n~rk green 
hemlocks, maples, ferns and mosses. He mi~ht also compare a 
dry, sandy, hot parking lot with a desert he has seen in a 
motion picture. 
The g"O If course archi tect filay attempt to convey a certain 
mo'od to the golfer by means of land forms, plant ma.terials, 
vJater, sound, sfilell and Sight. The type of golf site will 
govern the amount and type of areas he has at his disposal 
for such an attempt. In order for the golf course architect 
to be able to create moods on the course, he must have avail-
able space. An 18-hole golf course, cramped on 100 acres of 
land, 'tJould allorl the arc hi tect no space for variety or inter-
est, ~uch less mood. However, a site spanning over 180 acres 
and with much variety in land forms and plant me~teria.18 allows 
the architect an opportunity to create moods. 
For example, the golfer may le8ve the clubhouse in a mood 
of excitement, antiCipation, and joy over the thought of 
getting away from the office for a round of EOlf. The first 
hole may be an easy, straight-avlay par-4 with fe\.'lJ hazards. 
The golfer is introduced to the course in B. gentle manner. 
The second hole may also be a fairly open, long, par-5 hole, 
designed to get the golfer further on to the course with few 
interruptions or hazards. His mood is still one of relaxa-
tion, exhila.ration, and refreshment. Then, perhaps, the third 
hole would be a medium length, par-4 that bends into a grove 
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of dark maples, basswoods, and. hemlocKs. The atmosphere 
begins to change, ruld the golfer notices a feeling of dnrk-
ness, dampness, and danger lurking in the shadows. The walk 
to the next tee may become darker, damper, and gloomier, 
creating a corresponding ltood \vi thin the golfer. The next 
hole could be a short par-3 over a creek. 'l'his would incite 
a mood of fear, danger, or chpllenge wi thin the golfer. The 
next hole may suddenly burst forth from the dnrkness and 
danGer into a sunlit oPen space. A few small trees could 
present the golfer wi~h so~e ch~llenge, but he would ageln 
feel free and able to "umlir.d II on hi s tee shot. 
This variation of mood could be continued on the entire 
golf course. It may progress from open and light to d.8rk and 
somber, then on to sandy and hot, and back to dark and cool. 
The variation should no t always be obvious, cut it should be 
continual, corresponding to the natural characteristics of the 
site. The presence of a dark, cool plant grouping would be 
incongruous with an existing level, dry ~rea. The character 
of the site must determine the type and number of IImood. El.reas II 
on the golf course. 
:t:.ood may be es tablished \,li th combine.tions of plant tex-
ture~, colors, odors, sounds, structures, planting density, 
and shade and shadow. It is doubtful whether Dny one item 
could create a complete mood, but the Ruccessful combination 
of several may often be used to place the golfer in the mood 
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dictated by the golf course architect. 
Color 
False impressions of di stance rr,ay be obtained by the use 
of color. Robinson has commented, "Trees and shrubs of blue-
green or gray or silvery foliage can be so judiciously mingled 
and placed as to increase the appearance of size in an area. II 
(56, p. 40) 
In a similar statement, O. C. Simonds said, 
A view may be made to appear long by placine at its 
ferther end plants having light colored foliage, 
like that of the royal willow or the so-called 
Russian olive, and placing neBr at hand plants with 
darker le~ves. (60, p. 64) 
Not only the Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) but the 
silver linden (Tilie tomentosa) , elaeagnus willow (Salix 
elaeBfnos), common seabuckthorn (HipDophae rhamnoide.s), white 
fir (Abies concolor), junipers (Junioerus spp.), and many 
blue spruces (Picea pungens var.) are other examples of trees 
\\1i th light colored foliage. Shrubs that possess grayish or 
bluish colorations pre dwarf pussy willow (Sali=< trlstls), 
russet buffaloberry (Shepherdia canadensis), and true lavender 
(Lavendula officinalis) (86). 
Colors may be used for other spatial effects. Florence 
Robinson writes, 
• • • the effect of distance and space is modified 
by the use of color. liarm, advancing colors press 
in on the observer. Red and yello\·] corne fo l'\,lRrd. 
Distance is lessened when they Bre used. Space 
seelliS smaller. (56, p. 39) 
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There are few trees and shrubs that possess this coloration 
in the summer, and of those that do, most would seeffi out of 
place on a golf course. Therefore, autumn is the best time 
of year to take advantage of the vlarrn colors of the folia.ge. 
l'.l.any of our trees and shrubs provide lavish displays of 
yello,,,,,. red, brown, orange, and scarlet. Some of the most 
beautiful fall-colored plants are the maples (Acer spp.), 
hawthorns (Crataegus spp.), larch CLarix spp.), dogwoods 
(Cornus spp.), sweetgum (Liguidamber styraciflua), various 
oaks (Quercus spp.), barberries (Berberis spp.), euonymus 
'(Euonymus spp.), sumacs (Rhus spp.), and viburnums (Viburnum 
spp.) (67). 
Emotions Colors are thought to influence emotions 
and serve as symbols for associated moods and objects. 
Florence Robinson covered this subject very well in her book, 
Plpnting Design. 
The warm colors cheer, the greens soothe, the blues 
are cold and distant. The quickening, enlivening, 
aspiring colo rs stimulate and inci te to ac tio n. 
Cool colors depress and soothe and leed to restraint. 
Their gravity and dignity make one anxious, sus-
ceptible, restless, whereas the warm colors lead 
to liveliness and hoise. Cool colors are sophis-
ticated and intellectual; warm colors 8.re primi ti ve 
and passionate. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Violet is the color of shadows. It is serious, 
sole~n, and feminine in quality. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Blue is the color of the enduring sky. 
'. . .. 
Green is the color of grass and of foliage; the more 
vieorous the growth, the richer the green color. 
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Therefore, it becomes the symbol of fertility end 
abundance. It is the most restful to the eye and 
nerves cf all the colors, and it occurs in nature 
in the greatest profusion. Red is the color of 
fire, the signal of danger, El.nd the sign of strong 
emotion, expressive of vitality, intense excite-
ffient, passion, war and anarchy. Yellow is the 
color of gold and of the sun • • . . Orange is 
the color of autumn and of flame. (56, pp. 40-41) 
Color use Color definitely contributes to scale, 
measurement of distance, and character of the site. It is 
definitely associated with the mood of the environment also. 
Color, a unifying factor, has an important ple.ce in the ove.r-
all design (19). Color is found in nature in all areas of the 
world. Plan·ts are only one source of color, but to the 18nd-
scape archi tect, the~ ere a very important one. Many persons 
have trouble when attempting to use color' in landscDpe com-
positions. It is not an s.rt that is easily me.steped. Sylvia 
Crowe warns J 
It 1s impossible to com~ose a plant picture in the 
irSini tely varied and subtle colours of plant form 
,\'ii thout at least understandir.g the principles of 
colour harmonies. (19, p. 96) 
A vast amount of time could be spent by any individual 
studying the complex art of using color. However, most de-
signers and, in particule.r, most golf course architects are 
not able to spend much time in this r.tudy. Many argue that 
color is not particularly desirable on a golf course. 'They 
believe that splashes of color ere likely to distract the 
golfer and affect his gsme. People who believe this do not 
seem to realize that thousands of people play the fRme of golf 
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for reasons other than competition. These golfers enjoy the 
so-called distractions of nature end welcome the opportunities 
to see beautiful ~ights. 'l'here also a.re areas on go If 
courses that do not involve the actual play of the game, but 
involve resting, walking between holes, or enjoying refresh-
~ents after the game is completed. These areas in particular 
are well suited to the use of color. 
Contrast Use of color contrasts on a golf course 
requires careful attention. Indiscriminate placement of 
bright colors could conceivably cause a distraction to anyone, 
whether a golfer or not. 
It is a general intensification which does not 
spotlight one particular feature. On a quieter 
scale the same effect is given by the mantle of 
pale yello\'J cast over the hillside by the vlild 
daffodils in eB_rly spring. On the other hend, 
isolated groups of colour, particularly if they 
are in the open and not within the woodland, 
destroy the unity of the composition. (19, p. 
83) 
In general, contrasting colors should be used "'li th care. 
There are times when the contra~ting l.,.hi te ba.rk of the paper 
birch (Betula papyrifera) would offer a beautiful sight 
against the dark green background of hemlock (Tsuga spp.) or 
sugar maple (Acer saccharum). This might occur Bt the turn 
of a fairway where the birch could be used as a terminus of 
a view or the target for the golf shot. It would be wise in 
such an instance to repeat the planting of birch in other 
areas to balance the composition. A single birch would seem 
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out of place and no t in accord ~li th the natural. A small 
grouping of birches disappearing into the woods or a small 
clump nearby, sUEgesting a similar environment or continual 
grove, would be more successful. Other trees and shrubs with 
flo'w'ers or interesting bark color may be used in the same 
manner. A few of these are the Eastern redbud (Cercis 
canadensis), crabapple (Malus spp.), cherry (Prunus spp.), 
serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.), forsythia (Forsythia spp.), 
magnolia (Nngnolia spp.) I rhododendron (Rhododendron spp.), 
dOg't100d (Cornus spp.) I Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris),' aspen 
(Populus tremuloides), and several willows (Snlix spp.). 
Reflection Color may be combined wi th 'iater to give 
beautiful and useful reflections in landscape compositions. 
Ef'fects produced by bright splashes of color may be magnified 
by reflections of these colors in ponds, lakes, and streams. 
The golf course architect should not overlook opportunities 
to place colorful plant mat~rials along "later bodies to be 
Viewed from strategic paints on the course. 
Patterns of shade and shadow, reflection of the sky, and 
images of far-off views may be used to create moods, alter 
concepts of space, and provide interest points for golfers 
and spectators. Bodies of \iater ma.y be Ita.de to appear '-vider 
in the same way that fairways may be made to appeHr longer. 
This may become desirable when bodies of water ere used as 
hazards. 
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Tees Trees and shrubs possessing interesting colors 
may be used. It is often customary on today's courses to be 
forced to wait on each tee for the group of golfers ahead to 
move out of the "v/ay. During this wait, or even during the 
brief wait for members of the golfer's own group, a few 
brightly colored trees could add to the restfulness and beauty 
of the game. They might provide a comfort after a missed 
putt, allowing the golfer to calm down before hitting his 
drive. 
Greens Startling color contrasts around greens are 
not generally advisable. In such an area, colors are moat 
likely to be distracting. Putting requires intense concen-
tration and attention. A brightly colored shirt in a gallery 
sometimes bothers even the professional golfer. However, if 
bright-colored plant materials E'.re thought to be necessary 
around the green, the golf course architect should be careful 
to use colors that will not oreate sudden contrasts. In 
addition, colored material might be placed fur~her into wooded 
areas where shadows have an effect of dimming the brilliance 
of the color. 
Green to tee rne golf course architeot may often 
add beauty to a golf course in the walk area from green to tee. 
He may purposely design the green of one hole and tee of the 
next so that a walk of more than average distance is required. 
The reason might be to take the golfer by or through an area 
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of natural beauty, such as a liaterfall, a beautiful view 
across a valley, or a deep woods abounding with mosses, wild 
flowers, cool shadows, and deep green colors. Here the golf 
course architect may use his knowledge of native plant mate-
rials and add to existing plants or even create such an envi-
ronment with the use of similar plants. In an prea such as 
this, splashes of native wild flol-lerS I na ti ve flo~·]ering 
shrubs, and trees, as well e.s colorful flowering plant mate-
rials of foreign origin may be combined for the enjoyment of 
the golfer. It is here that distraction is not considered 
important as long BS the plants appear to belong in the com-
posi tion and are not gaudy pi.eces of gli tter or novelty plant-
ings. A bed of petunias in a grove of trees would definitely 
be out of place. 
Clubhouse The clubhouse area is where people Rre 
introduced to the golf oourse. Many opinions of the entire 
course are formed as a result of the appeorance of the club-
house and clubhouse grounds. Francis de Vos (74) has written 
an llrticle which is concerned v1i th clubhouse plantlnC. i~arren 
Bidwell (5) has written another with regard to annual plants. 
Both ore considered to be very good and e.re recommended as 
sources for reference in the selection of plant materials for 
the clubhouse area. Consultation with local experts is eeain 
recommended when selecting and placing plant materials at the 
clubhouse. 
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However, another emphasis should be noted ooncern1nr 
clubhouse planting. This is the relationship between the 
clubhouse and the golf course planting design. In reality, 
the two should be integrated and treated as one. It has been 
shown that the charaoter of the site should help determine 
the arohitecture of the olubhouse. If the site seems to dic-
tate a low spreading clubhouse, the site will also diotate 
harmonious planting. It would appear inoongruous to plant 
volumes of flowers suoh as geraniums, petunias, and the 
like; however, smaller numbers of these plants nre appropriate 
in arellS which require speoial effects such as patiOS, ter-
races, entrance planters, and gardens. 
The ~ain emphasis should be in providing appropriate 
views of the golf course from the clubhouse end views of the 
olubhouse from the golf course. This does not mea.n that the 
entire golf course should be viewed trom one location or that 
the clubhouse should be viSible from every position on the 
course. Occ8sional glimpses of the clubhouse may be valuable 
for golfer orienta.tion and for pure beauty of such a view. 
Similarly, selected views of the golf course from parts of the 
clubhouse may offer magnificent compositions and breathtaking 
scenery. By surrounding the olubhouse with plants, blocking 
all views for the sai;.e of "pri vacy", a valuable asset is lost. 
Similarly, opening the clubhouse to unrestricted views, wind, 
sun, and the elements, ruins the opportunity of creating a 
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restful goal for the golfer. 
Seasonal variation The use of plant mBterials for 
their seasonal colors provides unlimited opportunities. Golf 
course archi tec ts are fortune te to be 8.ble to employ these 
color variations on such large scale projects similar to the 
design of large pe.rks end estates of the past. Few estates, 
large parks, and similar large scale landscape developments 
are being built today as the result of high land costs, high 
land taxes, and rapid urban growth. In many instances, park 
lands are being purchased, but few are being built. However, 
many golf courses are being built and offer a chance for large 
scale landscape architecture to be employed. 
It often he.ppens that plant materials e.re selected for 
special effects that are useful for only a short time during 
the year. They may be valued for spring flolder color, autumn 
foliage color, winter twigs, or summer folief,e. Such a selec-
tion is not objectionable as long as plant materials chosen 
are in harmony with surrounding plants during the rema.1nder 
of the year. Care must be taken, therefore, to select plants 
that are complementary in terms of texture, foliage color, 
flor/er color, density, and form. 
Spring With the arrival of spring, the golf 
course architect may use his skills to creBte a beautiful show 
of color on golf courses. ne has at his disposal a myriad 
of colors to be used in his color compositions. Leaves, 
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twigs, and flowers on trees, shrubs, groundcovers, and wild 
flowers may be used as he deems appropriate. 
A major prob~em is restricting the number of plant mate-
rials and the number of different species of plant materials. 
Danger of using too many flowering varieties on a golf course 
is always present. The golf course architect should remember 
that golf is the first consider~.tion on the course. Too many 
distractions not only ruin the golf game but generally are not 
in harmony with the natural character of the site. Certainly, 
there are situations where large groups of rhododendrons, dog-
woods, magnolias, cherries, and other native flowering trees 
and shrubs are in accord with the natural landscape. Areas 
of this type should not be removed, but should be allowed to 
remain. The golf course architect may choose to transplant 
or add native material to improve compo si tions involving 
naturally occurring plant materials. However, he must not be 
swayed into importing large quantities of exotic materi81s 
for their flowering effects. ¥~st areas of the country 
possess native plants that are satisfactory for color. 
Spring is a season of many colors. These colors include 
yellows, blues, pinks, whites, reds, and many variations of 
green.1>.Iany spring foliElee colors 8re pastel in na ture,. "Ii th 
an effect of transpRrency, such ss the yellow-greens of 
Willows, elllis, a.nd maples. Twif,s chanee color as sap begins 
to flow. Brilliant flovlers come and go, and folia.ge enlarges 
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and darkens to the deep greens of summer. For most of us the 
change is too rapid. It is important to the designer to 
select plant IDDterials that do not bloom simultaneously, but 
bloom over a long period of time (29). This allows the viewer 
an extension of the beauties of spring. 
Summer Sources of wide color variations pre not 
COllllion during the sUlLI1ler. A few plants may be relied upon to 
provide a degree of color through their floivers. A few 
possess interesting colors in their bar~ such os paper birch 
(Betula papyrifera), river birch (Betula nipra), quaklng aspen 
(Populus tremuloides), \lhi te poplar (Populus alba), Sco tch 
pine (Pinus syl vestris), and Aruur corktree (Phellodendron 
amurense). The golf course architect should not, ho,:/ever, 
diswiss the opportuuity to combine vDrious shades of green. 
Contrary to the belief cif many. all greens of foliage pre not 
alike. l-iany combinations of yellovl-green, light green, dark 
green, blue-green, tray-green, and the different hues Bnd 
shades of green caused by dull or glossy le~ves may be used 
quite successfully for summer interest. 
A few trees and shrubs have foliage eolot's oth~H' than 
green. Russis.n olive (Elaeagnus angustifolla), Colorado 
spruce (Picea puneens), Rocky Mountain Juniper (Juniperus 
scopulorum), Japanese maple (AceI' palmatum), and redleaf 
Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergi atropurpurea) have 
foliage colors that may be used for a.ccent or contrast plant-
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ings. Colors of this type should be used sparingly and with 
great oare. 
Fall Fall is a very important season in terms 
of color interest. The fall season is charaoterized by' 
beautiful leaf colors of yellow, bronze, gold, red, scarlet, 
tan, and brown (86, 87). The designer has the opportunity to 
use fall colors much in the same way as the colors' of spring. 
He may prolong the beauties of foliage changes by selecting 
and placing plant materials that provide a continuous change 
of color (86). lV .. ost of the fall colors may be combined into 
harmonious Eroupings in terms of color oomposition. 
Many speoies of trees and shrubs possess striking colors 
during autumn. Important ones a.re maples (Acer spp.), birches 
(Betula spp.),oaks (Quercus spp.), beech (Fagus spp.), and 
dogwoods (Cornua spp.). DeSigners should take special notioe 
of the many aVailable fall colors and attempt to incorporate 
them into color compositions on the golf course. 
\l1nter Selection and pla.cement of plants for 
winter color on the golf course is not as important f\S the use 
of color during other seasons of the year. As a rule, golfers 
in the northern half of the country cannot play during winter 
due to snow and cold. In such areas, winter color may be 
important around the clubho.use and for scenes to be Viewed 
from the clubhouse. Also, winter sports areaa may be improved 
by the placement of colorful plant materials. Evergreens 
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provide dark greens. Many shrubs suoh as dog't"JOods (Cornus 
spp.), forsythias (Forsythia spp.), and roses (Rosa spp.) B.re 
valuable for their winter color (86). 
In areas of the country '\o,here golf may be played the full 
year, ~11nter color may become very 1mportant. Once ag8.1n, 
designers must attempt to use plant materials thet bloom at 
varying times during the season. The main sources of color 
are bark, foliage, and fruit. The South possesses mBny broad-
leaved evergreens that flower l~te in fall or early winter. 
They also retain their foliage, giving a year-round co~ering 
of green. 
Frui ts e.re very importan t sources of 't'linter co lor in all 
parts of the Uni ted States. l>iany plant materials retain their 
fruits long into fall and winter. Many would last all winter 
if birds did not eat the fruits. Species of craba.pple (i.181us), 
honeysuckle (Lonicers), viburnum (Viburnum), hawthorn (Cra-
taegus), snovlberry and coralberry (Symphoricarpos), barberry 
(Berberis), and juniper (Juniperus) 8re vs.luoble for winter 
frui t colors. 
Texture 
A number of items determine texture. These may be size 
of the leaf or twig or their shape I spacine, and surfB.ce 
quality. Folia.ge that quivers in a slight breeze, a young 
tree wi th lB.rge growth shoots, a plant that has leeven ~'r~ th 
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light undersides, clarity of the atmosphere, and the time of 
year also have effects on the texture of plant materials (56). 
Texture may not be altered as many other elements of the 19nd-
scape. 
Texture being very directly perceived is not readily 
made to B.ppear other than it really is. The color 
of one object can be, to be sure, modified in its 
appeB.rance by the Juxtaposition of other colors, 
but, in the main, color in itself, like texture and 
for the same reason, does not lend. itself to illu-
sion. (33, p. 117) 
A danger that often occurs is the jumbled mass of tex-
tures resulting from an over-concern for flower color,shape, 
or size of plant m8terials. Texture pla.ys an important role 
in the unity and harmony of any landscape. It does not re-
quire a trained eye to notice an incongruous contrast of tex-
ture, such as a catalpa in a grove of willOWS, in a planting 
that is supposed to be natural. This does not mean th~t con-
trasts of texture are undesirable, but it does mean that such 
contrasts should be used sparingly ?Jld vii th a definite reason 
in mind. In her book GFlrden Desipn, Sylvia Crowe hes written, 
There are certain coarse textured and strongly pat-
terned trees, such as the horse chestnut end the 
catalpa, which are seen at their best as focal· 
points, at close range for their pattern to be 
appreciated. (19, p. 113) 
Textures should blend ne.turally. If nature has set an exrunple 
on the site of fine and COflrse textured plants growing to-
gether, the designer may follov: sui t. For example, typical 
woods of northern \'i1sconsin are composed of fine textured 
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Canada hemlocks (Tsuge canadensis)J medium textured paper 
birch (Betula papyrifera), medium to coarse textured maples 
(~nigrum and Acer saccharum), and fine textured ferns and 
mosses. They are compatible in textures since they occur to-
gether naturallY. 
As a result, the use of texture for special effects re-
quires a marked degree of' thought end personal preference. 
The best rule to obey is to follow examples set by nature in 
the area of the site. 
Plant materials may be found growing in almost P~y form 
or shape. This may be seen by comparing the growth hebits 
and structures of mosses, vines, grasses, prostrp.te shrubs, 
arching shrubs, weeping trees, globe shaped trees, conifers 
with central leaders, and huge sequoias to mention a few. 
Thes~ various forms Bre important in compositions created on 
golf courses. The golf course architect must have a thorough 
knowledge of what mature B.nd growing plants may contribute to 
the composi tion and character of the Eolf course ~s P. whole. 
No tree is vlell understood until it is understood 
in all the stages of its growth. The typical 
shape of a young tree often differs very greatly 
from the typical. shape of the same tree at matu-
rity, and this again from its typicpl shape in 
old age .•. ~ (73, p. 263) 
EVen if this knowledge is gained, great care must be given to 
the grouping of plants. 
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••• when trees ore set in masses; little thought 
is given to the way in which their forms will con-
trast one with the other, and a distressing confu-
sion results where pendulous birches, spiry-topped 
spruces, round and solid horse-chestnuts, and strag-
gling silver maples work in concord only in the 
sense that each prevents the others from appearing 
well, and helps to deprive the plantation as a whole 
of uni ty, grace I and effective expression. (7.3, p. 
247) 
Individual plants and species of plants possess charac-
teristics of form and structure that normally may be relied 
upon to remain fairly constant. There will be times, however, 
when plant form will not be characteristic. These variations 
in form may usually be traced to some environmental character-
istic such as lack of sufficient water, nutrients or sunshine; 
poor soil; poor drainage; excess wind; and insects or disease. 
Sylvia Crowe listed several trees and gave brief descriptions 
or uses for them. 
The beech has a graceful flowing line; a single 
specimen will sweep down to the ground with its 
branches, a group will appear softly rounded • . 
. • The oak is rugged and elbo\'led, 1 ts ou.tline 
bounded by lines and angles rather then by curves. 
The sycamore is strong, solld and heavy, echolng 
the billowing mass of cumulus clouds. 
Some trees are at their best in masses and as back-
grounds, others as single specimens and foreground 
groups. Scots pine, silver birch, cedar of Lebanon 
and ailanthus ~re exaffiples of foreground trees; 
their chief attraction 11es in their pattern, their 
individual shape, the bee.uty of the trunks and habit 
of branching. . • • The oaks, sycamores, yew.s Blld 
spruce ere suitable for backgrounds because they· 
are massive with dense or heavy foliage. (-19.., p. 
113) 
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After mature growth oharacteristics he,ve been determined, 
there remains the problem of determining the characteristics 
of plant materials in old age. In her book, Planting Design, 
Florence Robinson asked: 
viill the form change with age? Will the plant retain 
its lower branches or shed them with the passage of 
time? Will the foliage sweep the ground in a dense 
screen or grow thin and open as time advances? \\'ill 
the lines and internal shadolvs be drooping, spreading, 
ascending, or vertical? Will the tops be rounded or 
pOinted or flat? Will the branches b~come tangled, 
stratified or aspiring? Wlll the total mass be heavy 
and dense, or light and airy? The a,nSlvers to these 
questlons will vltally affect a plant composition. 
(56, p. 67) 
Golf course arohitects must decide before they select and 
place trees if they are to be used as specimens or in clump-
lngs (19). A speclmen tree should be allowed to develop lnto 
a perfectly rounded tree or at least lnto as free a form as 
possible. Thls may only be accompllshed by allowing the 
specimen as much light, room, nutrlents, ruld other ecologlcal 
factors as it may require. With today's emphasis on maln-
tenance, most trees on golf courses are planted to sllorl ample 
mowing room and, therefore, room for the tree's·erowth. This 
has a tendency to make every tree a speclmen, and the result 
is not in accord vil th the concepts and prlnciples €Etta,blished 
and followed by landscape archltects for ye~rs and ye~rs. 
Certainly, there will be· times when the use of large numbers 
of specimen trees wlll be ln accord with the site; however, 
1 t should no t become a steadf!l.st rule for all courses (see 
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pege 29}. 
The unifying factor in many landscape compositions is 
line. The line of an object may be the one unit thE.'t allies 
contrasting colors, textures, and forms. Lines may be used 
to lead, to attract, to divert, or to emphasize. Robinson has 
stated, "Ascending lines and vertical lines in a composition 
lead the eye upward and impart a feeling of height whereas 
horizontal lines and spreading lines emphasize extent." (56, 
p. 70) 
Land forms or contours are lines that display a hori-
zontal or vertical emphasis. These contours may occasionally 
modify or control the types and shapes of plant material 
masses that are placed on them. A sharply defined edge of a 
plant mass diagonally crossing a slope is likely to appear 
unnatural for two rea.sons. It does not seem to flO\,I with the 
suggested line of the slope, and the occurrence of sh8rply 
defined lines of plantings are seldom, if ever, found in 
nature. 
Natural groves or l'loodla.nds seldom show a hard-
cut, sharply defined line of diVision from open 
meadows, but rather a softening transition, a 
gradual thinning out - even a few specimens 
scattered over into the meadow and sunlit open-
ings Jutting into the margin of the forest. 
(56, p. 74) 
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Lines may be introduced to the landscape in many ways. 
Trunks of trees and branches in winter, plant structure, 
roads, paths, water, valleys, cliffs, rocks, and architecture 
are various examples of sou.rces of line. 
Shadol'l 
Shadows may have a very important role in golf course 
design. Tney ~ay serve as guides to golfers in terms of con-
tour or topography and· may help golfers to determine distl3nce 
and scale. They may aot as v-larnings of da.nger. Shado\'iS may 
also create interesting ground patterns. They may offer relief 
from the summer sun Eilld help to create moods. 
Valuable effects of shade and shadow have been employed 
by landscape z.rchi tects for hundreds of years. Designers have 
used the intricG'te weevings and le.cy patterns of shedows on 
walls, pavements, water, and grass as importent units in lend-
sca.pe compositions. Shadows ere constantly chengine, offer-
ing variations in pattern, in location, and in effect. Any 
object may be used for its shadow. Trees and shrubs 8re the 
most important objects giving shadows on golf courses. The 
noted landscape t3.rchitect, Thomas Church, has 'I"!ritten, "r,.,'hether 
broadleaf or conifer, deciduous or evergreen, their sh~dows 
are soft and clustered ~t noon,long and dreIDp.tic at sundown -
needed for she.de, 'l'Jelcomed for pattern. t1 (12, p. 46) 
Shadows perform an important function in the unification 
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of a. composition. They assume volume by means of their dark 
and light masses (33). A dark shadow in the foreground me.y 
serve to accentunte a distant landscape that is brightly illu-
minated by sunshine. 
Ground patterns Shadows on golf courses may be of 
particular value in the delineation of ground forms. Hubbard 
and Kimball comment, 
The long shadows of evening are likely to be the 
most interesting in a composition: certa.1nly they 
do most to display the modeling of the objects on 
vlhich they fall, and pa.rticularly to show the deli-
CBte gradations of rolling lawns or more distant end 
large landscapes. (33, p. 133) 
Various Breas of the eolf course may use shadows to assist 
golfers in their determination of topography and scale. 
Fairways The length and wid th of a fairvmy may 
partially be determined by the presence of tree and shrub 
shadows. Relationships betVleen lengths of shadows and heights 
of trees assist golfers in judging these distances. Of 
course, more experienced go Ifers \,lill be able to use shFldo\,lS 
as guides much more effectively than beginning golfers. How-
ever, both types of golfers may use shadows to determine undu-
lations on the fairway. Slight mounds, swales, and slopes 
that might not be noticeable in full sunlight become more 
obvious when a shadow may be seen on them. Dark lines of 
shadow, when seen from a distance, often trace the shape of 
the undulation, allowing golfers an opportunity to avoid it 
or use it to their advantage. 
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other hazards such as sand traps, bunkers, water courses, 
and d1 tches may also become more obv10'us by the pattern of 
shadows. A shadow dropp1ng over the face of a trap or a 
bunker, or disappear1ng suddenly into a d1tch is 11kely to 
alert golfers of an otherw1se hidden hazard. A skier 1s often 
thankful for shadows on a ski run that accentuate undulations 
and hazards that are otherwise invisible to him. He cannot 
see them without the shadow because of light on the surface -
a condition that is called "flat light". The same effect may 
be observed on golf courses as golfers look down a fairway. 
Shadows from just a few trees may be a marked help in the 
determination of ground contours. 
Greens Even color and texture of the golf green, 
in addition to its gentle rolls, provide a perfect surfa.ce 
for interesting shade patterns. However, of all areas on a 
golf course, the green is the most sensitive in terms of 
shadow. Extreme oere must be taken when attempting to place 
plant mater1als around a green for shade patterns (see pages 
113, 1~5). Dr. Felix V. Juska (35) found that excess1ve 
amounts of shade def1n1tely affected the turf on greens. 
If trees are placed around a green so that the green is 
shaded only partially, and only for 2 or 3 hours a day, shade 
may not become a problem. Many trees allow a filtered light 
to reach the turf and are recommended for such uoes (see page 
135) . 
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Shadow tracings on a green Blso help to indicp.te undula-
tions sometimes unnoticed by the naked eye. Shadows may also 
add a degree of difficulty to putting surfaces by affecting 
distance comprehension and producine alternating areas of 
shade and sunlight. This often makes concentration on putting 
difficult. 
Not all greens should have shadow effects. The renult 
would be boring if all greens looked alike. Some greens should 
not have shadows. Several others may h2ve shadows in the 
morning, and several others may have them in the afternoon. 
Shadows at noon are usually small and close to the base of the 
tree. Trees would he.ve to be placed too clo se to the green 1n 
order to get a shadow effect on the green at noon. 
Tees Shadows on tees are as controversial as 
those on greens. Possible results of planting trees near 
tees must be considered before their selection and placement 
(see page 136). In general, trees mBY be placed near B. tee to 
provide shade during a small portion of the day. No tee, or 
green, should be in shade the entire day. Tees often become 
res ting places for golfers 8.S they rIai t for the group ahead 
to lliove out of range. As a. result, availability of shade may 
becollie a welcome relief. This is particularly true in areas 
of the country where summer temperature and humidity are well 
above the level of comfort. Golf course superintendents often 
go to much trouble and expense to erect structures that give 
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shade at strategic tees. As a rule, these structures do not 
compliment the landscape and serve only as targets for golf 
course vandals. 
Beauty The presence of shadows on a golf course may 
also be a source of beauty. Delicate, lacy patterns create 
beautiful effects, particularly late in the day- Many golfers 
who play for the enjoyment of the game or the chance to get 
out of doors and be closer to nature appreciate the beauty of 
shadow patterns. Long shadows, stretching across a fairway 
late on a summer day, may be a refreshing and restful sight 
after a long, hot, humid day. This time of dey is the most 
beautiful on golf courses. Colors become deeper end richer; 
the vlarm earth colors of gold, brown, orange, red, and yellow 
accent deep greens of foliage and blues of the sky. Add a 
beautiful sunset to the composition, and the results are mag-
nificent. 
Warning Dark shadows have long created a feeling of 
fear within man. This factor may be used on golf courses. 
Deep shadowy recesses and da.rk voids beneath D canopy of trees 
may create a psychological impression of danger to golfers 
(see page 100). An open, high branching grove of trees does 
not create fear in a golfer 88 much as e. dark, dense grove 
that allows little or no light under its branches. Golfers 
realize their chances of playing a ball out of the letter 
area Hre much less than playing out of the first. 
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Golf course architects may use the heaviness and density 
of shadow to regulate the strategy of a hole (see page 103). 
They may use it to replace other hazards such as traps, 
bunkers, and water courses. They may use it to create mood. 
Moods Shade and shadow may be important units in the 
creation of moods as well as the ecological environment of 
plan ts. Shade and shadotol hElve vi tal ro les in the environment 
of a north woods. When a person refers to the north woods or 
describes them, dark, cooling shade and. shadow pre mentioned. 
Shade and shadow help to create a mood or feeling of coolness, 
moisture, solitude, and contemplation. If shadovJs were some-
how removed from the north woods, the mood would be changed. 
Ecology 
The importance of investigating existing ecological con-
ditions on prospective golf sites has been discussed pre-
viously (see page 21). Determination of the ecological 
aspects of golf sites and knowledge of methods to either comply 
with or alter such conditions pre important. At present, golf 
course architects can do little to alter the ecology of golf 
sites. They may use windbreaks to slow or eliminate the 
wind. They may plant trees to offer shade and protection. 
They may irrigate the 60il to grow turf, trees, and shrubs. 
They may elliploy huge pieces of equipment to change the top-
oeraphy. However, they are unable to chan~e the sun, pre-
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cipitation, humidity, temperature, and geology on and beneath 
the site. 
The golf course architect's use of shade, irrigation, 
windbreaks, and earthmovers does have an ecological affect on 
sites. It may allow new plants to grow as a result of soil 
changes, soil-moisture retention, shade, reduction of drying 
winds, and introduction of life-giving nutrients. Many eco-
logical conditions must be observed before designers should 
attempt to altar the environment of sites. 
Plant associations 
The most important factor with regard to ecology of the 
site is the successful use of plant materials of a oorrespond-
ing or similar nature to those which exist. It often occurs 
that plant materials ere selected and plaoed on courses, or 
on any development, that have nothing in oommon with existing 
plants or the environment of the locality. This results in 
a decided lack of visual appeal and harmony in the landscape. 
After golf course architects have determined prevalent 
plant associa.tions, their duty is to select and place ple.nt 
materials that will compliment these same associations. 
Plants selected should not appear out of place, face a strong 
possibility of death. or interfere with existing desirable 
plants. The introduction of exotics, or plants of foreign 
origin, is not neoessarily oondemned. If an exotic plant is 
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known to be hardy to the area, possess some characteristic 
that is superior to the netive plants, or is needed for a 
special effect, it, should be used. Golf course architects 
should attempt to use exotic plants that are compatible with 
existing plant associations in terms of grolalth requirements, 
color, texture, and form. It 1s not difficult to place foreign 
plant materials in our own native plant associations. 
There will also be occasions where plants of more than 
one association are found growing successfully together. 
They might be remnants of a past assooiation, left by fire, 
wind, disease, or man. Normally, assooiations progressively 
change from open field, through various group1ngs, to the 
climax forest which 1s composed of hemlocks, maples, bass-
woods, and ferns. Designers may imitate transition zones be-
tween associations by using plants that B.re known to follOlv 
one another in succession, such as a combination of oake and 
maples. 80re than one complete plant association may be found 
or designed on a golf course site. Roberts and Rehmann have 
stated, 
Many an extens1 ve area, with s,"leepi.ng acrea.ge and 
varying topography •.• the woods, the streams, 
ponds and ravines • . . can bring together all the 
different plant associations, for they adjoin one 
another and intermingle. ( 55, p. 7) 
Plant associations may never change due to climatic factors 
such as a severe temperature range, soil, exposure, or lack 
of water. 
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Various authors have listed characteristic plant a.ssocia-
tions end presented lists of plants that nre commonly found in 
them. Roberts and Rehmann h8.ve, li sted eleven plant associa-
tions locB-ted primarily in the northeastern and eastern parts 
of the United Sta.tes. These associations are the open field, 
juniper hillside I f..ray birches, pines, oak woods, beech-maple-
hemlocA \-loods, hemlock ravine J streamside, pond I bog, and sea-
side. One of the associations referred to sever'al times in 
this paper is the becch-me.ple-hemlock woods. A p?rtial list 
of the plants in this assocla.tlon that Roberts and Rehmann 
(55) have complled consists of: 
Trees 
AceI' ~nnsylvanicum 
AceI' saccharum 
AceI' spic~tum 
BetUla lenta 
Betule. lutea 
Betula papyrifera 
Castanea dentf',ta 
Cornu9 florida -
F c>gus erandi fa lia. 
Fraxinus americana 
Liriodendron tulipifera 
'llilia americana. 
Tsuga canadenSis 
Shrubs 
Amelanchier canadensis 
Amelanchier oblonBifolia -
Cornus alternifolla 
HamameliS virginiana 
Kalmia latifolia 
Taxus canadensiS 
Viburnum acerlfolium 
Viburnum lantana 
Striped maple 
Sugar ma.ple 
ll.ountain maple 
Sweet birch 
Yellow birch 
Paper birch 
American chestnut 
Flowering dOEwood 
American beech 
\'Jhi te ash 
Tulip tree 
American linden 
Canada hemlock 
Shadblow serviceberry 
Thicket serviceberry 
Pagoda dog\<lood 
Common witchhazel 
l/.ountainlaurel ka:lmia 
Canada yew 
Mapleleaf Viburnum 
Wayfarin[tree viburnum 
Herbs 
Asarum cana.dense 
CYRripedium acoule 
Dicentra cucullaria 
.tonotropa uniflora. 
Oxalis spp. 
Trillium spp. 
Uvula,ria spp. 
,Yiola spp. 
and numerous ferns. 
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Canada wild ginger 
La,dyslipper 
Dutchmants breeches 
Indianpipe 
Sorrel oxalis 
Trillium 
fJ;errybells 
Violets 
Associations, other than those mentioned by !1oberts and 
Rehmann, may be determined in different parts of the country. 
They would be found in desert areas, the GreRt Plains, the 
Rocky Mounta.ins, the No rth'tlest, California, and many other 
distinct regions. 
Absence of eXisting plants 
The problem of wha,t to do if no trees or shrubs are found 
on or near the site must be studied. Several factors must be 
considered before the problem 1s solved. 'ra start, the reason 
for the lack of plvnt ma,terials must be determined. Possibly 
the area does not provide the proper ecological environment 
to support growth of trees or shrubs. Perha.ps, the site is 
capable of supporting trees and shrubs, but during the past, 
owners of the land have oleared it for agricultural purposes. 
If this 1s the case, plants 1n the vicinity of the site should 
be exp~ined to obtain a clue to plant associations that 
existed previously. History books may need to be examined 
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for this information if no nea,rby native plantings may be 
located. 
If other causes such as di~ease or hidden soil conditions 
have left the land bs.re, similar methods of research may be 
necessary to determine the type of plants to use. Corrections 
could possibly be made in order that new trees and shrubs 
could be planted and expected to grow. 
It way be discovered that native trees and shrubs are 
not suited for the ecological characteristics of the site. 
This is often true in desert areas or sections of the Great 
Plains. The only trees or shrubs to be found are crowded 
close to occasional streams or in windbreaks and plantings 
near farm houses. Knowing that irrigation water, probably 
from wells, will be available on the golf course to water e,ny 
selected trees and shrubs, the designer is faced with a new 
problem. Should he follow the rule or example set by n~ture 
and not use plant materials? If so, he must rely on ground 
fornls, distances, and stretegy for his golf course. This may 
be desirable since the same factors were used on the first 
known courses of Scotland. Or, should the designer select 
material that is found along streams and in farm yards as his 
basic material? Should he import a number of exotic mate-
rials from other states or countries and rely on the pump to 
supply the necessary water? 
The latter choice is definitely not the one to follow. 
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Drought is unpredictable. vfuen it strikes, limited supplies 
of water are used on greens and fairways first. Items such 
as increased transpiration, evaporB.tion, soil pH varit:''<Oces, 
and teILperature fluctuation will also contribute to the 
failure of imported plant materials. 
l'he Illost lorical path to follow in selecting and placing 
plant materials is a cOllibination of the first two. Golf 
course architects should limit the amount of planting to parts 
of the course that definitely require some measure of planting-
Planting might be required for protection, windbreaks, direc-
tion, and shade. Other uses of planting t-wuld become second-
ary and should be disregarded until it is determined whether 
important plantings will survive. In addi tion, area.s wi th 
no pla.nting at all would be retained. Open spaces, several 
fairways in width, Gre not to be considered as objectionable. 
If the dominant natural environment of' the site 1s one of 
openness, the course should not purposely differ. It must 
be remembered that golf does not require trees and shrubs to 
be a complete success. People originated the game \vi thout 
trees and will continue to play without them. 
Some plant materials may be used that pre not considered 
acceptable on golf courses in other regions of' the country. 
They may be undesirable due to litter, breaKage, growth 
habits, short 11fe, root problems, or seeding methods. How-
ever, enjoyment of a bit of shede on a hot, dry golf course 
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is difficult to compare with the price of maintaining the 
tree. 
Screening 
A major consideration in the selection and placement of 
plant materials on golf courses involves their use as screen-
ing devices. Plant material screens may be used for bound-
aries, protection, direction,. windbreaks, clubhouse use. Bnd 
snow accumulation. The word "screen u should not be inter-
preted as a rigidly planted and clipped row of plant material. 
According to Webster's definition, a screen is "a partition or 
curtain that cuts off inconvenience, injury, or danger; a 
protective barrier ... ,It (79, p. 760) For its purposes 
on a golf course, a screen should be a free flowing, natural 
appearing group of trees, shrubs, and/or ground covers. As 
a barrier it may rely upon its density, structure, and place-
ment for its results and not upon straight lines, carefully 
clipped branches, and mathematical precision. Screening may 
be important to the success of a design, especially in terms 
Qf protection, direction, and privacy. 
Protective screens 
Plant materials are valuable as protective screens on 
most of our golf courses. Factors in design have made it 
necessary to offer protection to golfers especially on tees 
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and greens. !<i.any of today' s golf courses are being built on 
small sites, neoessitating the orowding together of holes. 
Tees and greens are plaoed olos~ together for the convenience 
of golfers. In many instances, players standing on a tee 
are endangered by golf shots approaching the previous green. 
In addition, wild shots coming from other fairways and tees 
often land on tees and greens injuring golfers. Some pro-
tection for these golfers is necessary. 
In many ins ta.nces wire fences have been installed to 
protect tees a.nd greens. Bulges in the screen testify to 
the number and velocity of shots that would have landed on 
the tee or green. However, these screens are unSightly and 
do not complement the naturalistic character of golf' courses. 
They often becoIr.e maintenance problems, as they are difficult 
to mow around and often require mending. They are affected 
by wind and snow in addition. A soreen 30 feet long and 15 
feet high, supported by four steel poats, 3 inches in diam-
eter, was bent to the ground by a driVing blizzard in Colo-
ra.do - Snow accumulated on the wires and eventually forced 
the soreen to give way under its weight. 
Fenoes must be placed olose to the Bctual playing sur-
face to deflect high arching shots thE-lt have wandered from 
other areas of the oourse. This close proximity offers a 
psychological and real hazard to golfers as they prepo.re to 
swing_ The wire fence, rather than a plant screen, will stop 
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more golf balls that approach in a low straight path; however, 
it is ineffective in stopping high, arching shots unless it 
is built extremely high. 
Since it is virtually impossible to eliminate all situ-
ations where high, arching shots might be dangerous, designers 
must consider the use of some naturalistic screening device. 
Trees and shrubs are used very effectively in providing pro-
tection. They do not always completely stop the flight of 
a ball, but they will often deflect a ball, slowing its speed, 
and preventing serious injury to golfers. It may be possible', 
in extreme cases, to combine a fence and a planting clump to 
stop wild shots. Plants could be used to hide the screen, 
allowing continuation of a naturalistic character. 
A dense planting of evergreens would provide the most 
effective screen. A screen of this type may be modeled after 
the evergreen windbreaks of the Midwest. These employ the 
use of plant materials of varying heights. Lower growing 
material is placed on the edges with taller material in the 
center forming a pyramid in cross-section. But these screens 
should be molded and sculptured to eliminate the straight 
lines and trimmed look of the a[~ricul tural ~lindbreak. Vari-
eties of plant materials that are dense in terms of foliage 
and structure should be used. Low branching varieties that 
do not lose their branches when sub,] ected to crovlding are 
recorauended. Evergreen trees such as arborvitae (Thuja spp.), 
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blue spruce (Pices Rungens var.), and red cedB.r (Juniperus 
virginiana) are typical low branching species. Deciduous 
~rees to use may be Russianolive (Elaeagnus angustifolia), 
red mulberry (Horus rubra) , pin oak (Quercus palustris), Amur 
maple (Acer ginn ale.) , and Eas tern redbud (Cercis canadensis). 
Tall trees such as the ash (Fraxin~), white oak (Quercus 
alba). or American plnnetree (Platanus occidentalis) could 
be used to stop high, 8.rching golf shots. 
Windbreaks 
Plant materials assume an important role on golf courses 
as windbreaks. Many golf courses between the ~dssourl River 
and the Rocky Mountains have problems with excessive amounts 
of wind. Farms in this area have extensive windbreaks to 
oontrol soil loss, crop desiccation, and discomforts of the 
prevailing winds. For similar reasons, golf courses could 
follow the example of these farms, especially to prevent 
desiccation and make playing more comforte.ble. 
Windbreaks should be planted with the tallest trees in 
the cen ter (see page 90). Lo\\er trees and shrubs are placed 
to either side forming a pyramid-shaped composition. In gen-
eral, evergreens Bre most sui table for use in windbreaks (10). 
HO,'lever, particular usc of the windbreak should be considered 
before specifying that only evergreens be used. Courses that 
are played yee.r-round and require corresponding windbreB.ks 
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would do well to use evergreen material. Courses that are not 
open during winter months may not require the use of ever-
greens. This does ,not mean that evergreens could not be used, 
since they may be valuable for other reasons such as holding 
snow. 
Snow cover 
Windbreaks and plantings of trees are useful in stopping 
blowing snow. Close plantings of trees, shrubs, and ground-
covers slow wind that is carrying or blowing snow, forcing it 
to drop snow with1n, or close to, the leeward side of the 
planting clump- Accumulation of snow in and near plant masses 
may prove to be beneficial to the eolf course in several ways. 
There are many parts of the country, particularly the 
northern plains, where snow is blown by vicious winter winds. 
It accumulates in ditches, patches of grass and shrubs, and 
around structures. Areas of turf wi thout snow cover are ex-
posed to the drying effects of winter wind. Turf is often 
severely damaged by desiccation and sometimes dies as a direct 
'result. Golf course superintendents have used branches, snow 
fence, and similar 1 terns on the surfB.ce of their greens in an 
attempt to hold snO'·I. Recently I some golf course superin-
tendents have experimented with polyethylene plastiC covers 
in an attempt to protect the grass from winter desiccation and 
to give the grass a head start in the spring (77). 
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Plant material windbreaks may be used to purposely drift 
the snow on the surface of greens. In this way, snow would 
act as a blanket, protecting the grass from drying winds 8.nd 
providing moisture to the green as the snow melts. The danger 
that might arise would be the formation of a sheet of ice. 
Care would h~veto be taken to prevent ice from forming and 
sealing off the source of air to the grass plents (84). 
Boundaries 
One of the most important roles of plant screens is con-
cerned with golf course boundaries. Much of the success of 
urb~ golf courses may be attributed to the secluded feeling 
obtained from proper boundary so~eens or buffers. Vfuile a 
golf course architect has an opportunity to utilize surround-
ing property to make the golf site appear larger, he may also 
feel it desirable to block views of unSightly or incongruous 
objects from the eyes of golfers by means of planting masses • 
• . • while the extent of the premises has less 
influence than is generally imagined . • • how-
ever large or small as it may be, one of the 
fundamental principles of landscape gardening 
[arChitecture] is to disguise the real boundary. 
(54, p. 7) 
There may be some question as to the validity of disguising 
the entire boundary of every golf course. Some golf courses 
depend on their exposure for advertising (see page 36). How-" 
ever, screening is deSirable to hide distracting views. Some 
of these would be the nearby location of certain industrial 
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tracts, a municipal dump, a junk lot, a freeway, a business 
district, or possibly a school. Streets bordering the golf 
course are often objectionable., Unless the golf course 
relies upon advertising for its success, these items should 
be screened. l~any land uses are compe.tible 1'li th golf courses 
and do not need to be blocked from view (see page 36). 
Boundary screens help in reducing distracting noises 
from traffio. They also protect motorist's ~llndshields, 
pedestrians, pl~ygrounds, and other areas of intensive land 
use. Screens might also help to keep the Bolfer's ball'on 
the golf course if he should hit toward the out-of-bounds or 
be undary line. 
Residential lots bordering on golf courses may become 
problems depending on their size, location, and type of struc-
tures built upon them. Unin terrupted masses of plantings 
along these boundaries would seldom be desirable. The proper 
design of a subdivision and a golf course may be compatible. 
Many of today's oombinations do not allow the true spirit of 
go If to emerge. 
The spirit or mood of golf should be one of openness, 
freedom, relaxation, and an area away from the pressures and 
problems of the urban life. The golf course should not be 
squeezed between homes as many seem to be today. The golfer 
should not be constantly reminded of home, work, and related 
chores, but should be free to relax end enjoy his game of golf. 
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Comparisons of the ea.rly courses of Scotland and some of 
our combination designs appear distinctly oppos1te in appear-
ance. The major benefactor of many of today's comb1nations 
is the owner of the adjoining residence. His property value 
is higher and his IIbaokyard II might appea.r to be over 100 acres 
of well kept trees, turf, and shrubs (see page 181). Occa-
sionally the benefits of his location are diffimed when a golf 
ball crashes through his picture window or bounces off of his 
barbecue. 
ResidentiRl homes and yards need not be screened in some 
instances. If the homes and lot lines are out of normal range 
of the ball and if the lots are well-landscaped and somewhat 
open, they would not usually detract from the appearance of 
the golf course. If the homes are close to a fairway, if they 
are bright colored,· run-down or poorly landscaped, or if 
numbers of children live in them, some screening may be desir-
able. OccaSional openings and indentations in an otherwise 
monotonous boundary planting will allo\,1 the residence owner 
Viel'IS of the golf course while the boundary will appear to 
be a continuous planting to the golf er (see Figure 5). As 
the go lfer walks down the fairway I he would be able to see 
homes to the side; however, from the tee his drive would not 
appear to be. down a turfed 8.lley between homes. 
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Direction 
Plant materials may be ve.luable in giving golfers an idea 
of the direction of the hole. This could be particularly valu-
able where a fairway turns on the far side of a slight hill 
(see Figure 6). Unless the golfer can see some form, such as 
a mass of trees, delineating the edge at the fairway, he will 
not know which way the fairway turns. If the golfer is 
:familiar with the course, such happenine:s may not be impor-
tant; however, many golfers play courses that pre neN to them, 
B.nd this golfer requires some directional aids. 
Plant groupings may be used to give direction to electric 
cars and pedestrian traffic. These groupings help to indice.te 
routes to the next tee when a la.rge distance separates green 
and tee. They may also be used to indicate \'lhich direction 
the golfer should take to the tee in instances where more than 
one tee is visible from the green. The golf course architect 
must be careful not to provide only one route off a green-
Several possible exits from the green are desirable to spread 
the traffic and alleviate chances of heavy wear on the turf. 
Clubhouse screens 
Screens are often necessary around olubhouse facilities. 
They may be used to hide service drives and service docks, 
or to hide large expanses of parking lots from the view of 
people on the golf course and in the clubhouse. Often screens 
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near the clubhouse are complementary to the architecture of 
the building and are treated as architectural extensions of 
the structure. This depends on, the style of the building and 
the characteristics of the surrounding site. 
It is important that adequate views from the clubhouse 
and to the clubhouse be left (see page 64). Protective 
. screens may become necessary where tees or greens Bre placed 
too close to the clubhouse facilities. Visual screens might 
also be needed to eliminate distracting activities, such as 
tennis and sWimming. 
Hazard 
Most of the books on golf course architecture include 
comments that discount the use of plant materials for hazards 
(43) . Statements of this nature ere not realistic nor 10gicB.l. 
These statements seem to be based on the fact that golf 
courses in Scotland had no large trees or shrubs with the 
exception of.low growing evergreens located in the roughs. 
However, close examination of these same courses will reveal 
the degree of hazard that these low evergreens actually 
create. Designers of these courses have utilized patches of 
heather in the oenters of fairways, on ridges extending in 
lines of play, between the tee e.nd fairway, in roughs, e.nd 
close to greens. Plant material hazards did, and still do 
have important functions on golf courses of Scotland. 
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The puritanical attitude and misinterpretation of authors 
on the use of plant materiel haza.rds are a.lso not realistic 
in terms of the natural terrain, of the United Sta.tes. In order 
to comply completely ''''lth their theories, designers and golf 
course contractors would be required to remove all existing 
plant materials that are likely to create hazards 011 the 
course. This would amount to a huge Job on a couroe such as 
Pine Valley Golf Club in New Jersey, or Ea.nff Springs Golf 
Course in Alberta, Canada. 
With today's widespread popularity of golf, steps must 
be taken to provide golf facilities that present a sporting 
challenge to golfers of all abilities. Often this is pos-
sible only by the diligent selection ruld placement of plant 
materials. 
Location 
Plant materials may be situated either on or off the 
fairways to be considered hazards. Plant me.terials placed on 
the fairway I proper, E're hazards to all classes of golfers. 
The relative position or placement of plants on the fairway 
determines the degree of hazard to each class, of golfer. 
Plant materials placed off fairways maya.lso be con-
sidered as hazards. Some golfers play their entire round of 
golf in the rough or on nearby fain1ays. Others find their 
golf balls in the roughs quite often, while others stray into 
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the roughs occasionally. Professional golfers and very tal-
ented amateurs may never visit the rough. Therefore,the 
degree of hazard that results from plantings in the rough 
varies considerably depending on the type of golfer playing 
the course. 
Plant materials may be considered psychological hazards 
even though they are not considered playing hazards. There 
are seve'ral methods of using pl~mt materials for psychological 
hazards. These are achieved by means of narrowness, density, 
color, structure, and texture. Hazards may be incorporated 
into the thre~ theories of golf course design as will be dis-
cussed in a later section (see pages 103-104). 
Narrowness One of the mo st noticeBble psychological 
feelings that plant materia,ls convey is the effect of narrO .. l-
ness. This may be accomplished by placing tall trees close 
to both edges of a med1u~-width fairway (70 yards) (see page 
52). The space between tree masses appears much narrower than 
an identical space between rows of shrubs or a fairway with 
no border planting (see Figure 7). Fairways of this type are 
common on the Banff Springs Golf Course in the Canadian 
Rockies' . 
Tall trees may also be used on only one side of a fairway 
to create a hazard to the golfer. A plant mass such as this 
forces the golfer to stay far away from the mass in an effort 
to s ta,y out of trouble. Golf course architects may use a 
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plant mass such as this to force a golfer to play the hole as 
a dog-leg, if the hole is too easy when played straight-away. 
A good golfer may be E?ble to control his ball to the extent 
that he is able to play close to the trees and be in a posi-
tion for an easy second shot to the green. 
Density Density of planting may also contribute to 
the hazard of a hole. If plant m~terials in a grouping are 
closely spaced, they will appear heavier and darker in mass. 
Golfers \lill attempt to avoid such a grouping. However, if 
the plants are spaced far apart and a decided amount of light 
1s allowed to filter through the spfl.ces between trees and 
shrubs, the feeling of danger or hazard \-lill be reduced. The 
golfer will realize that he has a chance of finding his ball 
and hitting it out of such a clump if he should happen to 
stray into it. 
Color. shadow, and texture enter into the psychology of 
hazards. DelicB.te manipulation of these plant ch~racteristics 
will assuredly affect the strategy of the ge.me and aid the 
golf' course archi tect when land forms, orientation of holes, 
and man-made hazards such as sand traps, lakes and bunkers are 
foured to be inadequate or uncalled for. 
Theories of golf 
Three types of golf course architecture have been cited 
in a booklet, "Planning and Building the Golf Course" (50, 
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p. 8). 
The ~hree types of golf architecture - penal, 
strategic and heroic - should be used in good 
proportion. 
In penal type construction, the traps guard the 
greens in bottleneck or island fashion. Here the 
average golfer must either hit the shot accu-
rately or choose a club to play short in order 
to avoid the trouble which he would ordinarily 
find at his normal range. 
.. . . '" . . . '" . . . . . . . . . . '" . . . . . 
The stre.tegic type utilizes fewer tra.ps, 
adroitly placed, so the.t any golfer can hit 
his full power but must place his shots to 
obtain the most favorable results. 
. . '" '" '" . . '" . . . '" . '" . . '" '" '" . 
The heroic is a blend of strategic and penal 
design. The traps or natural hazards, such 
as creeks, rivers·, and lakes ere pla.ced on the 
diagonal so that the player can bite off as 
much as he feels he can che~,z. The more he is 
able to carry, the more advantageous he will 
find his position for the next shot. 
Penal The penal concept of golf course architecture 
was incorporated in a majority of early golf courses in this 
country. In general, this concept has lost favor among 
golfers and golf course architects due to increased main-
tenance costs, speed of play, and a different breed of golfer. 
Many golfers, today. p~e not willing to contend with a bad 
lie on a fairway, much less the presence of a sand trap or 
tree. 
However, many fine golf courses throughout the world 
still utilize the penal design concept And are not criticized 
for it. Halmstad Golf Club in Sweden is p~ example of a 
famous course where trees are used in penal design. 
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••• Halmstad is a tight test of the tee shot. 
Its skinny fairways are made to appear even nar-
rower by thick gro~Jths of pines bordering each 
hole almost from tee to green. On several of the 
par-4 holes these pines trespass directly across 
the fairway, like fences, 200 yards or more from 
the tee, or just about where you hoped to hit your 
drive. Hence, you are faced not only with the 
considerable problem of getting to these trees 
but \,li th getting through or over them. ( 52, p. 10) 
Another example of penal placement of a tree was noted on a 
golf course remodelled by Robert Bruce Harris of Chicago. A 
tree was found growing directly in front of a green, in the 
center of the fairway. Only better golfers could clear this 
obstacle and still stop their bell on the putting surface. 
Trees and shrubs may be used for the penal style of 
design if the designer feels this is necessary. In situations 
such as this J the material used. may be 10i-1 growing shrubs, 
similar to the heather of Sco tland; low bra.nching trees the..t 
would not allovl a shot from beneath them; larger shrubs with 
numerous stems emerging from the ground so thet any swing at 
the ball would be impossible; tall trees that i-muld block 
high approaches to the green; or trees 11 short distance from 
the tee that iiould interfere ,\,li th a normal tee shot. 
In general, the penal type of golf course design is not 
acceptable to a majority of our golf course architects and 
golfers. While there r.re situations where this style may be 
thought proper, the strategic D.nd heroic concepts Bre much 
preferred on most of our municipal courses, semi-private 
courses, and country clubs. 
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Strategic Today the strategic style of design is 
probably the most COllill.only used in golf course archi tecture. 
It generally allows all golfers ,a chance to display their com-
para.tive ab1li ties without over-taxing s.ny one class of 
players. However, the beginner will have d1fficulty "lith any 
style of design, except possibly a site that resembles a pool 
table. 
The use of plant materials may be a very important part 
of the success of a strategically designed golf course. The 
eighteenth hole at Pebble Beach Golf Course in California was 
designed with two trees-included in its strategy. The golfer 
must place his tee shot very carefully in order to leave him-
self a shot at the green and in order to avoid the trouble 
that might be caused by the trees. A similar use of trees is 
employed on the seventeenth hole at the Olgiata Golf Club in 
Italy (see Figure 8). 
Golf course architects may use specimen trees or clumps 
of trees to force golfers to follow the path desired by the 
designer. Any deviation from this path may result in trouble 
for the golfer, or, in some instances, an advantageous place-
ment on the fairway_ 1be golfer must determine the strategy 
of the hole and place his ball where it can help improve his 
chances for a low score on the hole. 
Heroic Too much emphasis on the heroic style of 
design is likely to result in a ,boring layout. The observa-
'. 
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tion of e. diagonal hazard on several holes may be too obvious 
to the golfer. A mixture of hazards would help to alleviate 
any feeling of "sameness II as would a. va.riation in the trept-
ment of the diagonal. A ~la.ndering stream, rather than a 
straight-line ditch, would cllevinte some of the feelings of 
o bvioUB hazards. 
The definite lack of any statement concerning the use of 
plant materials as IInatural hazards lf in the article by the 
National Golf Found~tion (see page 104) is typical of the 
unrealistic approach of many golf course designers. The 
author of the article believes that \'Jater and other so-called 
IInatural hazards" are more apt to be found on e si te than 
plant materials. A ball in a clump of trees would be easier 
to find and to hit than a ball knocked into a lake. The 80-
called old fashioned designers of Scotland's courses did not 
attempt to import unnatural bodies of water, but used 
naturally occurring clumps of plant m~terials to serve as 
heroic-style hazards. 1,:odern-day desIgners could e8.sily 
take a hint from the designers of the past without secrificing 
their origi~ality. 
}olaintenance 
A great number of todey's design projects are governed 
by the inevitable cost of maintenance. Low cost of mainte-
nance is often a key factor in the success or failure of a 
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design development. However, ce.re must be taken that this 
factor is not allowed to ruin the esthetics or desirability 
of the si tee There is always a., danger that, "'you could con-
centrate on a. course with mechanization' I says Mr- Jones 
[Robert Trent], J and wind up with a golf course that has no 
character. tll (27, p. 66) Problems associatedl'lith mainte-
nance should be thoughtfully studied before any work is done 
on the site. rroper design and construction will eliminate 
numerous problems that are likely to become maintenance 
liabilities later. The proper use of plant materials on 
golf courses is of paramount importance in determining main-
tenance costs. 
The major considerations may be arranged into five broad 
categories, including the des1gn-ma1ntenance relat10nsh1p, 
ecological conditions, litter, insects and disease, and cul-
turalconditions. This section of the thesis will be devoted 
to investigation of many maintenance problems and to suggest 
solutions where possible. All problems of design and main-
tenance can not be easily solved in one general study. Local 
conditions on each course differ to an extent that prohibit 
many broad generalities. In many cases, the undesirable 
quali ties of a plant do no t overrule the desire.ble quaIl ties; 
therefore, the plant should be used. Many plents will be men-
tioned as good or bad examples; however, a more complete list 
will be presented in the Appendix of this thesis (see page 
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200). 
It is also diff1cult to separate the causes and effects 
in a subject such as maintenance. In some 1nstences, the 
design of the course influences the maintenance. In other in-
stances, the maintenance influences the design. These have 
not been separated since each must be carefully studied ..,lhen 
selecting and placing plant materials on a golf course. 
Design-maintenance relationshi~ 
It has been shown that proper design le8ds to lower main-
tenance costs (14). This fact is often overlooked by 1ndi-
viduals employing the services of incompetent deSigners who 
may offer to do the job for a lower fee. In the final anal-
YSiS, 1ncreased cost of mainta1ning the finished project fe.r 
overshadows the difference in fees. Th1s is particularly 
true in golf course design. Earth moving, installation of 
deta.iled draina,ge and irriga.tion sys terns J clearing, seeding, 
and planting operations 911 contribute to a need for sound 
basic design. Any or all of these improperly handled may 
result in exoessive maintenance costs. The National Golf 
Foundation cites the 1960-61 country club golf course ma1n-
tenRnce costs at an avercge of $3,059 per hole. Th1s is an 
increase of 56 per cent over the past 10 yeRrs (31). Most of 
this increase can be attr1buted to higher pr1ces and higher 
labor co sts, although some has 'been traced to an increased 
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need for intensive maintenance. The increased number of golf 
fac111ties being bu1lt has not been matched by e~ increased 
number of trained go If course d.esigners. I t has been ci ted 
that, 
Fifty per cent of the new clubs are being con-
structed by professional golf architects. The 
others are under the supervision of a land engi-
neer, greenskeeper, or a pro or landscape archi-
t e ct. ( 27, p. 64 ) 
There are less than 30 members of the AmericD.n Society of Golf 
Course Architects at the present time. According to C~lfdom 
magaZine (17), 449 golf courses were being constructed and 
renovated last year. In addition, 446 new and remodelled 
courses were opened last yeer. This would average over 15 
golf course projects for each designer. Of course, there are 
many qualified designers who are not members of the American 
Society of C~lf Course Architects. Their numbers would sub-
stantially lower the number of golf courses per designer. 
Designers do not have an opportunity to devote thorough study 
to all of these courses. Many important items are either 
being overlooked o~ not given serious consideration. 
Ecological conditions 
The natural characteristics of plant materials on the 
golf course must be thoroughly examined (see page 28). The 
water, light, an~ air requirements of plant materials selected 
must be known before plants are placed on the gol~ course. 
Plants have vB.rioue limitations and requirements for grol-J'th. 
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Some plants will not grow well 1n the proximity of others. 
Turfgrass - tree compatability is a very important con-
sidere,tion in the selection of plant me.terials for the eolf 
course particularly as it affeots turf on the green. A golf 
course must have good turf to be successful. Without good 
turf the finest design or the most picturesque site will be 
a failure. However, a poorly designed course loceted on a 
poor site is not an automatic success if it has good turf. 
The selection and placement of proper trees will allow turf 
to receive adequ8.te sunlight, moisture, and nutrients to meet 
1ts growth requirements. 
Water Availability of water is an important limi te-
tion in the use of plant materials. \1ater may be obtained from 
natural sources such as rain, snow, or a high watertable; or 
by artificial sources such as surface and subsurface irriga-
tion from reservoirs, wells, and city sources. Without suf-
ficient I-later, plants will not survive. goat city sources 
are treated with purifying chemicals and might cause detri-
mental effects to the plant materials. The need for "la.ter on 
a golf course is more important than on most other landscape 
projects. The area is under constant use during the growing 
season, and its value 1s derived from the quality of turf end 
other plant materials present. Many industrial Sites, school 
playgrounds or homes may lose some of their appeal throughout 
the season, but ~eldom depend on turf lawns or landscape 
features for complete success. 
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Turfgrasses on the golf course requ1re lerge amounts of 
water. LO\'1 cl1pp1ng he1ghts, foot and cart tre.ff1c, and large 
exposed areas found on the avereee course ere respons1ble for 
high we.ter requirements. Most turfgras.ses normally grow to 
much greater heights than the height at which they are kept 
on a golf course. They are constantly under stress and re-
qu1re large quantities of water and nutrients for continued 
survival. 
Grasses 1n and near the roughs must compete with trees 
and shrubs for water. Grasses on sloped edges of many tees 
and greens receive 1nsufficient water because of increased 
runoff, evaporation, and competition from other plantse Trees 
and shrubs require moisture, too, and normally the1r roots 
penetrate to much greater depths than grass. Young trees and 
especially new transplants' need large quantit1es of water 
Th~~ they become established. To insure successful establish-
ment of plants, their water requirements as well ss other 
ecological needs must be known before specifying them on a 
course. 
Shade Several problems may ~rise from the selection 
of trees not adapted for use on the golf course. Perhaps 
the major problem is shade. Several types of trees branch 
closely to the ground and/or cast very dense shade. Among 
these are magnolias (l-lagnolia spp •. ), oaks (Quercus spp.), 
maples (Acer spp.), lindens (Tilia spp.), and most of the 
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evergreen tree~ (Picea, Pinus, Abies spp.). Some of them can 
be pruned to allo\-1 light to rench portions of the turf be-
neath, but results a.re usually undesirable and destroy the 
general appearance of the tree. This would not become neces-
sary if the proper trees had been planted originally. Norway 
maple (Aoer plF.tanoides) is an example of a 10~'1 branching, 
dense tree. Certainly this tree and others of similar char-
acter ha.ve a pla.ce on a golf oourse; hOvlever I they B.re seldom 
desired in areas where a continuous cover of gra.ss is re-
quired. Boundaries, backgrounds , protective screens, e.nd 
natural areas out of normal limits of play E1re examples of 
desirable uses. 
Some trees cast very little shade and actually appear to 
aid the grass by providing a broken or diffused light to the 
turf. This allows the gruss short periods of relief from the 
summer sun and helps to prevent rapid transpiration and wil t-
ing of the grass. In this instance, moisture loss from soil 
evaporation may also be reduced. Spra.gue has noted, "Such 
speoies of trees as elms, pin oaks, and sycamores grow natu-
rally so tha.t enough light filters through the crown to satis-
fy the requirements of grass beneath." (63, p. 138) The 
hackberry and the honeylocust are other examples of this type 
of tree. 
Excessive shade actually helps promote disease since the 
turf is weakened, and most fungi thrive in a cool moist envi-
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ronment. However, gr~ss does provide efrective shade for 
1tself. 
The top leaves shade those below them and'several 
layers of densely placed leaves can absorb all of 
the light. Tr8.ffic by me.n 1s frequent ly greater 
in cool shaded /?reas than in the open. Gra.ss 
growing in the shade is more succulent and more 
susceptible to trampling injury. However, a 
canopy of trees will protect grass from frost to 
the extent that lawns under trees will often 
remain green several vlee;rs longer in the fell 
than those 1n the open. (8, pp. 26-27) 
Different grasses display d1ffere.nt degrees of tolere.nce to 
sha.de. It then becomes a matter of knowing which grasses to 
use as well as which trees are best suited for compatab11ity. 
In the northern part of the United States the best 
shade grasses are red tescue, Chewings tescue, and 
rough blue grass, in that order. lvlanilagrass and 
St. Augustine grass are the best shade grasses 1n 
the mid-South and in the deep South, respectively. 
(30, p. 21) 
Air dralnege The 10c8.tion of pla.nt me.terial e.round 
the green should be given careful consideration. The green is 
the most important turf portion on a golf course. Millions 
of dollars are spent each yee.r on golf Breens even when other 
areas such e.s fair\"ays, roughs, hazards, and tees must be 
neglected. If the plant1ng a.round greens becomes too close 
and dense, air dra1nBge or flow is restricted and the green 
1s likely to sutfer. Th1s often happens when a green is 
loce.ted 1n a grove of trees or shrubs 1n B. valley, or on the 
leeward side of a hill. I t also occurs when no t enough 
thought has been given to the selection and pl$cement of ne\1 
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trees and shrubs around newly constructed greens. 
The result of such action is usually summer sceld of 
the green. Air immediately above the surface of the green 
becomes saturated with moisture. This results in high humid-
ity and creates i~eal conditions for the growth of disease 
producing fungi. The soil, does not dry out quickly. Roots 
are not able to obtain air and eventually die from suffocation 
(45) • 
Low spots enclosed by shrubs and trees may also act a8 
basins for the collection of frost. Cold air flows like 
. 
\'later, and any area that hinders this flow will be subj ected 
to frost problems. 
vihere a green is. located in a dense grove of existing 
trees and ,shrubs, some of the lower branches and underbrush 
should be removed to allow circulation of air acrOBS the sur-
face of the green. 'v-Ihen a green is ne\i and the plant mate-
rials are selected or placed, attention must be given to their 
-
ultimate growth characteristics. Trees that branch closely 
to the ground, plant materials that are very dense, and plants 
that are in any way likely to restrict the flol'l of eir across 
the green should not be specified. 
Litter 
In addition to shede, trees also ca.use problems on golf 
courses with respect to litter. Several turf problems may be 
II? 
related to the accumulation of litter from trees. 
Leaves Leaves are a major source of irritation to 
the golfer ~md the golf course superintendent. It is knoHn 
that, "ltJhen tree leeves begin to fall, it is neces sary that 
they be removed periodically to prevent them from covering the 
grass and cutting off light." (63, p. 141) Leaves and needles 
often beoome matted and sometil!:es cause e.n acidic condi tion 
to occur in the soil. Buried bits of wood and roots decay 
in the soil and may C8.use fairy ring disease. 
Trees that drop large vo lumes of leeves in the fal'l CD.n 
be a serious problem, depending on the number of such trees 
and the means available for disposing of the lellves. Logic-
ally, the first step is to avoid using trees which create a 
leaf problem. Secondly, if such trees are existing on the 
site or are specified for some speci21 reason, adequ~te steps 
must be taken to insure the removal of their leaves before 
they have an opportunity to mat down and smother the grass. 
If a superintendent h8.s a trnc to r-<1.ra\in leaf mulcher or 
vacuum, the problem 1s reduced. A piece of equipment snch 
as this is 8. must for the eo If cours~. god ern leDf rnulchers 
remove the leaves, chop them finely, and return them to the 
soil where they are decomposed. 
Tree leaves are a valuable source of naturally 
occurring organic matter. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
vlhere heavy accumulation of lerves occur, they 
should be dispersed prior to mulching to avoid 
smothering of the grass. (??, pp. 34, 36) 
IlB 
CA heavy accumulation was described as six to 
eight inches of leaves loosely packed~ 
In some areas of the golf course, topography will be 
too rough to allow' leaf removal. However, most of these 
areas will be out of play and should be left in a natural 
state. Leaves provide'8 winter mUlch; reduce erosion, ere 
naturalistic in character, and provide an extra hazard for 
the golfer. Most golf courses close soon after the trees lose 
their leaves, reducing the length of time that the golfer must 
cope with such an inconvenience. In turf areas, deSigners 
should endeavor to utilize trees 1'1i th leaves that diSintegrate 
quickly. 
Leaves.from oaks and needles from pines may cause soil 
to become overly acidic. However, this condition has been 
debated. 
Very fe'!:l, if any, le:.wes contain toxic materie.ls 
which could harm turfgrass. Some, like oak, be-
cuase of their high tannin content, de~ompose 
rather slowly. Damage to turfgrass from leaves of 
this nature may result from smothering, but not 
from the chemical constituents in the leaves. 
(77, p. 34) 
On the other hand another authority has a diff~rent view. 
Excessive soil acidity is one of the major causes 
of poor root development. . • . Acidity is one 
of the reasons, although not the sole cause, of the 
thatching of turf. Grasses renew, a large P8~t of 
their root systems each year. vmen soils are not 
too aCid, the old roots slough off and decay. Dead 
roots, stems, and leaves accumulate' in acid soil, 
forming a thatch that acts like a tightly woven 
felt blanket. It impedes the penetration of air 
and water and is l8.rgely responsible for the for-
mation of localized dry spots. It also creates 
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exoellent conditions for the development of 
disease-produoing fungi. (45, p •. 28) 
This ,condition if allowed to increase over a lone period of 
time is likely to prohibit the growth of a desirable strain 
of turfgrass in the vicinity of the tree. Special precautions 
should be taken to prevent and alleviate such problems. 
Trees with large compoun~ leaves such e.s the Kentucky 
coffee tree (Gymnocladus dioicus) or the treeofheaven Ailan-
thus (Ailanthus altissima) drop their le~flets and later drop 
the large petiole of the compound leaf. These can assume the 
size and potential nuisance of t\-;igs. 
Twigs Litter from trees may also cause problems in 
other vlays. Twigs broken out of trees as a result of rnin or 
snow may also cause maintenance problems. Several types of 
trees have this undesirable oharacteristic and should be 
avoided where possible. Among these are most elms, willows, 
and popl~rs. In general, most fast-growing trees c~n be ex-
pected to contribute to this problem. The presence of the 
twigs on the turf 1s not usually as bothersome to the golfer 
as it is to the mower operator. Twigs, as well as lerves, 
frui ts and seeds, occasionally fallon the surface of greens 
and tees. The golfer is allowed to move dead material from 
the immediate vicinity 01' his ball. This is not much of a 
problem on the fairway or tee; however, the presence of such 
obstructions on a green is obJ ectionable. The mOl<ler operator 
may also reffiove this litter from tees, greens and fairways, 
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but only with considerable inconvenience. If twigs are 
numerous or large in size, they are likely to foul the mO\ier 
blades causing it to skid and tear the turf. The result may 
be a severely damaged turf. 
Branches The probability of small twigs causing a 
mower to foul is not as great as the presence of larger 
branches. Trees that are unable to withstand normal storm 
damage are poor maintenance risks. Elms, Willows, poplars 
and other fast-growing trees B.re chiefly responsible for the 
presence of larger branches on the ground following a storm. 
Trees that are noticeably resistant to damage from ice; wind. 
snow and rain should be seleoted especially in areas of the 
course where intensive maintenance is required. 
It may be expected that an occasional severe storm will 
cause damcge to the best of our trees and result in the need 
for major maintenance. The frequency of such an occurrence 
must be balanced with. the value of trees on golf courses to 
determine the practicality of their continued use. 
Fruits 'Fruit trees·often become maintenance as well 
as playing hazards. It requires a sharp eye to locate" a golf 
ball among fallen apples. l-iany trees have similar fruits 
that confuse the golfer and result in slower play and rising 
anger. Mowing problems arise again as many of the larger 
harder frui ts are likely to cause mOvler bls.des to become 
stuck, resulting in injury to the turf. Apples, acorns, nuts, 
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pods, and sim11ar fruits from such trees as apples, oaks, 
hickories, walnuts, locusts, osage-oranges, and Kentucky 
ooffee trees B.re principa.l offenders. Over-ripe frul ts may 
also present problems. In addition to quantities of flies 
and other insects, odor and sight of the fruits may be dis-
concerting to a golfer. Golf carts, player's feet, and main-
tenance equipment may squash the fruit addine to the disagree-
able sight and promoting suffocation of grass beneath. The 
thought of playing a golf ball out of such a lie is likely to 
convince the golfer of the inadequacy of the course design. 
Seeds Several species of trees a~e undesirable from 
th.e standpoint of seeding methods. Trees \'lhich possess cotton-
like seeds such as the cottonwood (Populus spp.) sre partiou-
la.rly objectionable. It is difficult to distinguish a \,lhite 
golf ball in a patch of these seeds. It is conceivable that 
the petp~6 from the flowers of some of our most useful flower-
ing trees could interfere wi th the game of golf in the same 
way • Neither cotton-like seeds nor petals 8.re likely to pose 
a threat as far as maintenance is concerned. Certainly, large 
numbers of winged seeds from elms, maples and Bshes, or large 
amounts of petals and cotton-like seeds may block drain inlets 
and accumulate to a point of being a maintenance problem. 
These considerations should be kept in mind when selecting 
trees for the golf course. 
Bark Peeling or flaking of bark from trees may become 
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a problem in extreme cases. Normally bark from trees is not 
large' enough to affect the maintenance of golf courses. How-
ever, it may become unsightly and bothersome to the golfer. 
Trees ths.t possess the characteristic of a flaking bark are 
sycamore (Platanus spp.) t birch (Betula. spp.) and shagbark 
hickory (Carya ova.ta) (87). 
Refuse Shrubs and low shrubby trees accumulate much 
refuse that is carelessly thrown away by golfers. 1bis in-
cludes soft drink cups, bottles, cigarette packages, score 
cards, hot dog napkins, and candy wrappers. It is difficult 
to remove material from closely branched shrubs, and it often 
is left as an eyesore and playing distraction. Plants that 
are likely to accumulate refuse should not be used in areas 
such as concession stands or the first and tenth tees. These 
areas are sources of vast amounts of paper, bottles, cans, 
and other refuse. 
Insects and diseases 
Insect and disease injury is a very definite problem to 
be considered when any plant material is selected for golf 
course use. Unless adequate considerations ~re given to these 
matters, a great amount of· time may be needed to maintain 
trees or to cut down and replace those that are sick and 
dying. Many trees Dre known to be susceptible to disease but 
do not sho~'l much of an effect, ,\,lhile others die quickly and 
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completely. The American elm is one of the latter group being 
killed completely by the Dutch Elm disease. Care should be 
ta.ken to ayoid using such trees in designing a golf course. 
A point that should be made, however, is that ne8rly every 
type of plant material is susceptible to some disease or 
insect. It lo1ould be nearly impossible to a.void all enemies 
of trees or to select trees that Are insect and disease free. 
Therefore, on occasion some plants will have to be selected 
which stand a chance of being damaged or destroyed by insects 
or disease. SOIDe plants Beem to be more vulnerable th~n 
others and are often referred to 8S short-lived. In reality, 
either insect damage, disease, fire, or other naturel catas-
trophe ends the life of all of the plants, and the question 
of v1hen this happens then becomes a factor. 
It is advisable to select plants thnt have a minimum 
amount of trouble with insects and disease; however, this is 
not always possible. Plant material groupings on golf courses 
should normally be kept small in number. This prevents wide-
spread transmission of disease and the possibility of having 
an entire planting area destroyed by insects or disease. This 
would be especially true in plantings of trees th~t transmit 
disease by natural root graftings, or where soil diseases or 
certain insects are troublesome. Maintenance of diseased 
plants becomes easier, also, where adequate spacing is 
allo\-1ed. 
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Insects and diseases may not kill the entire tree but 
only affect parts of it such as leaves, twigs, or branches. 
As these fall to the ground or become lodged in the live 
branches of the tree, they become a maintenance problem. 
Loose branches must be removed for the protection of golfers. 
They may also be potential breeding places for insects. 
Cultural conditions 
Plants require renewal pruning or pruning for a desired 
shape. 
If you belong to the school which believes that 
every leaf on a tree is sacred and every branch 
removed is a viole.tion of nature, you' re nice t but 
you're neither a competent arborist nor a good 
artist. Pruning to accent the strong natural 
forms of the trunks and branches does your tree 
no harm. The dead and dying wood, the small and 
weak shoots, the 'double-duty' branches are 
actually a burden to it. (12, p. 49) 
The time for pruning depends on the plants involved (36). 
Flowering trees and shrubs should be pruned shortly after they 
have finished flowering unless they are v8.lued for their 
fruit. If pruning becomes necessary on fruiting trees, it is 
sometimes necessary to sacrifice one year's fruit in order to 
do 8. complete job of pruning. Normally evergreens can be 
pruned at any time of the year; hOi-leVer, eRrly spring is con-
sidered the best time. Most trees can be pruned in the spring. 
A few trees such as maples and birches are likely to bleed if 
pruned in the early spring. Care should be taken that these 
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trees are not pruned or otherwise damaged when their sap is 
starting to flow. Winter pruning is not usually harmful if 
, 
the above considerations ere kept in mind. l~ost golf' course 
superintendents have more ti'~le available to devote to pruning 
in the winter than in the spring- Pruning is often necessary 
after storm or lightning damage, B_fter golfers hpve broken 
branches hunting for golf balls, or after equipment has caused 
inJury- Pruning should be accomplished shortly after damBge 
has been done to eliminate the possibility of insect and 
disease entry. 
In addition to remedial pruning, the superintendent must 
recognize the need for preventive pruning. In the latter 
instance, problems may be evoided that result from improper 
care· Pruning of crowded-branching, wAtersprouts, diseased 
areas, tight-angled branches, and other interfering structures 
of the plant helps to prevent later damage. 
Host shrubs need Borne degree of pruning to maintain their 
shape and improve their appet'?rance. This is especially true 
in inotances where golfers bend and break the branches during 
play to hit the ball or retrieve it. In addition to the prun-
ing problem, shrubs often need to be replaced and renewed due 
to 10s8 from injury, disease, and other natural or golfer-
originated sources. 
Roots Feeder roots of trees which Are often near tile 
soil surfe.ce compete wi th grass roo ts for liater and nutrients, 
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and further "i'leaken grass which may already be suffering from 
low light intensity. The Norway me.ple is an example of such 
a tree'. Hundreds of small roo ts crowd clo se to the surface 
of the soil, and, as a result, grass is starved for nutrients 
and dies from lack of food, water I e.nd sunlight. Nembers of 
the willow (Salix) and poplar (Populus) families also have a 
tendency to send watersprouts or suckers up into lawns. 
" 
The two major trouble spots in the picture ere 
excessive shade and fibrous tree roots in numerous 
areas B.dJacent to the putting greens. The offenders 
are fine old elms and sout hern hackberri es . . . • 
I have encountered trouble with the roots of willows, 
elms and cottonwoods many times, but this season 
was my first experience with hackberries, their 
feed roots Bre indeed Vicious when they creep into 
well fertilized putting greens. (69, p- 16) 
For this reason these and Similar trees should not be planted 
close to tees or greens and only in special cases should they 
be allowed near fairways. "No tree, in my opinion, should be 
planted closer than 60 feet to a putting surface." (15, p. 
20) 
Several methods of eliminating root troubles are employed 
(45) • A small ditching machine cape.ble of cutting a narrow 
trench between the tree and the affected area has been used 
most effectively- The ditch is filled with coarse, porous 
mBterial that allows quick drainage out of the bottom. Roots 
can also be cut with a power-drawn knife. These can be 
mounted on the backs of tractors p~d pulled through the soil 
severing the roots. This method, hotlever, is not as long-
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lasting as the ditching method. 
Trees that possess troublesome roots do well in areas 
where rullple natural \-rater is available and cen be of value in 
achieving a waterside atmosphere on stream and lake banks. 
Extreme care must be taken when ple.nting trees near tees and 
greens. The above and below ground erowth characteristios of 
the plant must be known before specifying trees for these 
locations. 
Weed trees So-celled weed trees should be carefully 
considered before using them on a golf course. Plant mate-
rials are often considered as weeds because of rampant growth 
oharacteristics. This is often a result of root spread, pro-
lific seeding, sprawling growth habits, or other site condi-
tions which are particularly sui ted to the sprea.d of the plant 
such a.s soil, nutrients, light, and IIoisture. Any plant that 
is found to be in an undesirable location is called a weed 
tree. A beautiful oak located in the oenter of a proposed 
tee is considered just as muoh a weed a.s 9. orabgra.ss plB.nt in 
a golf green. However, some trees possess an ability to 
reproduce in great numbers from seed or roots. The danger 
arises that one pa.rticula.r variety of plants is likely to 
cover an entire area of the course, orowding out other types. 
\'ihen a "killing II disease strikes the tree, the enti re group 
is likely to die 1e aving nothing to fill in the gap. Gen-
erally, trees that are considered weeds possess other charac-
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teristics that make them undesirable. Some of these charac-
teristics are pest susceptibility, weak branching, short life, 
and excessive litter. Both this type of tree and those that 
produce many seeds or send up volumes of watersprouts and 
suckers should be avoided. The special use of some of these 
plants to achieve a desired effect will often overrule the 
additional maintenance required to control their spread. 
Branching height The branching height of a tree may 
be considered a problem depending on the individual's concept 
of the game of golf. If the golfer believes that trees should 
be planted for beauty only and should not be considered as a 
hazard, the branching height should be such that the golfer 
can take a full swing under the branches. Trees should be 
selected that are known to be high branching. All existing 
trees with low branches should then be removed or the 10't'ler 
branches cut. If the concept is one of providing some mee.sure 
of hazard as well as beauty, the branching height might vary 
from allowing a full swing to allowing little or no swing at 
all. The type of golf course facility should mainly determine 
the degree of swing allowed. The attitude of golfers using 
the course, and the administrative status (private or muni-
Cipal) definitely help determine this (see page 33). 
The branching height of plant materials should be con-
sidered in terms of maintenance, also. Low tree branches are 
a constant danger to operators of fairway or rough mowers. 
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operators are usually concentrating on the surface of the 
ground and are not always abl~ to see obstructing branches. 
The branching height of shrubs is important in terms of mow-
ing, also. If shrubbery is used on the golf course, it should 
be high branohing, arching, or generally upright. 
l-lowing Another oonsideration to be made in respect to 
shrubs or trees is that of mowing around them. Once again, 
the solution to this problem is a metter of personal prefer-
ence on the part of the designer and player, the type of golf 
facili ty, and the locEttion of plant me.terials on the course. 
Shrubs usually create an additional problem since it is dif-
ficult to mow close enough to them to cut all of the grass. 
Either the shrubs get mowed or a ring of tall grass is left 
around the edge of the shrub to further add to the haza.rd of 
the plant. Hand mowing is usually neoessary, and this in-
creases the cost of maintenance and man power. If trees or 
shrubs are to be planted on a portion of the golf course where 
a maintained turf is not req~ired, the maintenance problem is 
obviously reduced. 
Normally, however, with today's emphasis on ease of main-
tenance and speeding up play of the golfer, enough room for 
mowing must be taken into acoount when designing the planting 
plan. The maneuverability of the tractor and mower must be 
considered as should the habit of growth of the plant mate-
rials. Here, as in the layout of city streets, the grid-iron 
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pattern is tho easiest to l .. a.intain. Straight lines do\vn the 
rows of trees are easily fo llowed, and areDS may be completely 
cut leaving little for the hand mower. It is more difficult 
to mow in random p~.tterns of planting which require ."leaving 
paths and sharp turns. l:1ore grass is missed, and trunks of 
trees are often injured. Esthetically speaking, the rendoc 
pattern or one a.pproaching a natural gro\1th is best. Repton 
has commented, "I should rather pronounce that no group of 
trees can be natural in which the plants are studiously placed 
at equal distances, however irregular their forms." (54, p. 
105) Much depends on the final effect desired. However, the 
maintenance aspect must be considered before a design is 
. 
deeided upon. Some compromise between both systems should be 
possible and is often suggested. 
The width of mowing equipment must be kept in mind as 
should the natural growth characteristics of the plant mate-
rial used. To be safe, plants should be spaced about four 
feet beyond the width of the mowers to allow for turning end 
misjudgment of the operator •. A tree may be easily injured by 
bumping the sharp edge of ~ mower frame against the trunk, 
tearing a piece, of bS.rk 100 see If the .,action is repeE.ted very 
often, enough feeder vessels under the bark will be destroyed 
to cut off food supplies and seriously injure the tree. \'Jhere 
this damage does not affect the growth of the tree, disease 
organisms a.nd insects may gain entrance to the detriment of 
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the plant. 
It is e.lso desirable to consider a maximum size of equip-
ment regardless of the size currently in use. A 'nine-gang 
mower is the largest type in use today, so an allowance of 
25 feet between trees in turf areas should be ample. In many 
instanoes this would be suffioient to allow normal growth of 
the plant, also. This, however, would depend on the type of 
tree used. 
Fertilizing Trees and shrubs will require fertilizing 
in most situations near the area of play on the course. 
Trees obtain from the soil nitrogen, phosphorus, 
potassium, and other elements needed for growth 
and development. No soll contains an inexhaustible 
supply of these elements; hence, if it is to remain 
fertile and capable of supporting p18.nt gro't'lth, 
the amount used by trees must be repla.ced ei ther 
through natural or artificial means. In a natura.l 
forest replacement of these elements occurs through 
the decomposition of fallen leaves, twigs and other 
organic material; in areas where no such organic 
materials are allowed to accumulate, the replace-
ment must be made artificially. (88, pp. 26-27) 
In most cases applications of standard fairway ferti-
lizers are sufficient for trees and shrubs. Occasionally the 
fertilizer should be plaoed nearer the roots of the tree to 
gain better results. This is usually done by means of boring 
or drilling holes and pouring the fertilizer into them in a 
liquid form. This method has the added advantege of keeping 
the feeder roots of the tree from growing near the surface of 
the ground in response to the presence of essential nutrients. 
Mulching AppliC8.tions of summer and winter mulches 
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might also be needed for new trees. Winter mulches are used 
to prevent \,lide tempera.ture fluctuations in the soil, help 
retain soil heat, and to conserve mOisture (49). Winter 
mulching is done to proteot newly planted valuable trees, 
especially evergreens planted in the fall. Many materials 
are used for mulch inoluding leaves, sand, oorncobs, straw, 
wood chips, and rotted saw dust. Summer mulches are used to 
help control the growth of weeds around the bases of trees and 
shrubs. These \lleeds are difficult to mow, and they compete 
with the plant material for water and nutrients. "Leaves in 
sufficient quantity will develop a muloh worth aore to the 
plant than constant clean cultivation." (14, pp. 69-70) 
Wrappings Young trees and shrubs, especially those 
susceptible to sunscald, should be wrapped with burlap, tar-
paper, or a specially pr epared tree \tlrapping rnaterisl (49). 
This prevents damage to the plant from sunscald, drying out, 
animals, and possibly boring insects. Often, plants with 
soft, succulent bark may be wrapped with chicken wire to pre-
vent rabbits from chewing the bark in search for food in 
winter. Rabbits girdle" the small tree resulting in death of 
the plant. In areas subjected to drying winter winds, some 
protection of evergreen materials should be employed. Poly-
ethylene covers are being tested for this purpose with a fair 
degree of success. 
Staking All newly planted trees and large shrubs 
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should be staked or supported in place by guys. Wind end the 
settling of the soil around the newly planted plants is likely 
to cause shifting of the plant and result in a bent or leaning 
tree (14). 
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PLANT MATERIALS COMbONLY USED ON GOLF COURSES 
Plant Materials for Specific Uses 
Up to this point, suggestions and comments have been made 
with reference to uses and problems concerned with plant mate-
rials on golf courses. Little has been written on specific 
plant materials that are recommended for various uses· This 
section will include lists of plants that may be used in 
specific areas of the course such as the tee, green, fairway, 
and roughs, as well as listing plant materials that serve 
basic functions such as backgrounds, barriers, specimen, and 
wildlife aids. In addition, listings of plant materi~ls that 
are particularly objectionable due to litter, disease or in-
sects, shade density, or roots will be presented. 
It must be noted that local conditions, as mentioned in 
previous pages, will undoubtedly cause variations in the list-
ings. These lists should be used only as supplements, and 
final decisions to use plant materials should be made in 
accordance with local condi tions and advice of local landscape 
architects, golf course architects, nurserymen, horticul-
turalists, arborists, and others of similar professions. 
Trees and shrubs listed must be correlated with the type of 
facility on which they are to be planted (see page 29). 
Several sources were consulted in ,the compilation of the 
following tables. These sources were Wyman (86, 87); Hamblin 
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(29); Bush-Brown (9); e.nd Kelsey and Dayton (;;7). 
Greens 
It has been shown that the green is the most important 
portion of the golf course. Trees that are to be placed near 
putting surfaces should possess characteristics that will 
allow turfgrass on the green to grow without interference. 
These characteristics include deep rooting, l~ght or filtered 
shade, absence of litter, small volumes of leaves, strong 
branching, lack of insects and diseases, and unobtrusive 
coloration. A tree possessing all of these che,racteris tics 
would solve problems of thousands of golf course superinten-
dents and home owners. Unfortunately no tree possesses all of 
these characteristics. 
As a result, trees that possess several of these chprac-
teristics are recoIDlliended. It must be ehlphDsized that trees 
of many types are appropriate around greens, depending on 
their placement. Trees that are deep-rooting, strong, long-
lived, and litter-free may cast dense shade or possess volumes 
of leaves. If they are pIeced ~o that their shadows are not 
cast upon the putting surface, they would be considered 
acceptable. l-~odern mulching equipment is able to handle the 
leaf problem easily. l·~any trees not mentioned in the follow-
ing list may be used near greens, but they must be used with 
great care. The oaks (Quer~ spp.) are trees of this type. 
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In general, shrubs are not recommended 1n the v1cinity 
of greens. In special cases, they may be useful as protection 
for nearby tees, to help prevent a ball from going out-of-
bounds, or for snow accumulation. Some golf course architects 
might consider them desirable for hazard purposes. 
Trees may be of any height; however, high-branching vari-
eties are preferred. The outer foliage line of the tree at 
maturi ty should be not clos er tha.n 15 feet to the edge of the 
green. Trees to be placed fa.r behind the green will be con-
sidered under the listing "Backgrounds" (see page 146). 
Plant materials to be used in the vicinity of tees may 
possess characteristics that differ from those 'placed around 
greens. Trees may be lower branching, possess larger volumes 
of leaves, and be more colorful. Shrubs are often valuable 
around tees as a means of providing protection, eliminating 
distractions, and providing color and fragr~mce. Care must be 
taken, however, to insure adequate air circulation, sunlight, 
and branching height for the tee area. Deep rooting trees 
should be specified to eliminate root problems. Many shallow-
rooting trees may be used if the tee ~rea is properly watered 
to encourage deeper rooting by the tree. 
Trees placed near the tee should be placed closer to the 
edges at the rear of the tee and farther from the sides in 
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front to allow ample cleara.nce for a golf shot made from the 
rear. For the same reason, overhang1ng trees should not be 
used near the front of long tees. 
Sunl1ght must reach all parts of the tee dur1ng a ma.jor-
1 ty of the day to 1nsure heal thy turf. , Trees and tall shrubs 
are valuable as shade prov1ders if they are placed \-/1 th CB.re. 
Benches for rest1ng may be placed 1n th1s shade wh11e st111 
allowing close proxim1ty to the tee and full vis10n of the tee 
and fa1rway. 
Fairways 
Plant materials su1ted for fa1rways d1ffer slightly from 
those used near greens and tees. Fa1rway turf requ1res ade-
quate amounts of light and nutrients. As a result, trees 
should be rather open and deep-rooted. Shrubs should not be 
used on fairways. Litter should be kept to a min1mum, although 
leaves and small tw1gs are not as object10nable as they are on 
greens. They may be easily mulched or removed by hoses, spray 
equipment, or rakes. Trees should be h1gh-branching to allow 
a full swing. Trees may possess 1nteresting color such as 
flowers, foliage, fruit, or bark. They may also be picturesque 
or symmetrical in shape. 
Trees placed on fair'"lays should no t be placed carelessly, 
but should be used sparingly and 1n strategic locations. 
Placement of any trees 1n f?~1r\-lays should be thoroughly and 
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thoughtfully considered before they are specified. They have 
a definite place in the design of golf courses, but they must 
no t be over-used •. 
Roughs 
Trees and shrubs to be used in the rough may be of nearly 
any variety. Much will depend upon the type of golf facility, 
existing plant materials, and attitudes of local golfers. In 
general, municipal courses should speCify trees similar to 
those recommended for use on fairways. In addition, they 
should not specify shrubs for use in the roughs. Private 
oountry clubs may specify various shrubs end low-branching 
trees in addition to higher branching trees. Privately owned 
courses open to the public may specify either or a combination 
of the two. 
Pla.nt materials in the roughs may be valued for their 
color, shape, bark, texture, specimen or massing use, p~d 
hazard. They should allow medium to high amounts of light to 
fil ter through to the turf a.nd should be a t least Itoderately 
free of insects and diseases, litter, end root problems. Some 
plant Itaterials to be used out of the normal range of play 
will be mentioned under the subject, "Plents for ~Uldlife 
Areas /I (see page 148). Other plAnts to be used in remote 
areas of the course should be na.ti ve to the area or provide 
material for specific uses such as lumber, specimens for 
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Table 1. Plant materials recommended for greens, tees, 
fairways, and roughs 
Scientific name 
Acer nigrum 
Acer rubrum 
Acer saccharum 
Albizzia Julibrissln 
Alnus spp. 
Amelanch1er spp. 
Betula lenta 
Betula lutea 
Betula nigra 
Betula papyrifera 
Betula popu11folia 
Catalpa speciosa 
Celtis laevigata 
Celtis occidentalis 
Cercidiphyllum Japonicum 
Cercis canadensis 
Chlonanthus virginlcus 
Cladrastis lutea 
Cra taegus spp. 
aGreen - G 
Tee - T 
Fair\-Jay - F 
Rough - R 
Common name 
Black l-iaple 
Red l~aple 
Sugar .Maple 
Silktree Albizzia 
Alders 
Service berries 
Sweet B1rch 
Yellow Birch 
River Birch 
Paper Birch 
Gray Birch 
Northern Catalpa 
Sugar Hackberry 
Corumon Hackberry 
Katsuratree 
Eastern Redbud 
White Fringetree 
American Yellowwood 
Hawthorns 
a Use 
R 
R 
R 
G,T,F',R 
R 
R 
R 
F,R 
G, T , 1<" 11 
G,T,F,R 
G,T,F,R 
R 
F,R 
F,R 
F,R 
T,R 
T,R 
R 
T,R 
Table 1. (Continued) 
Soientific name 
Diospyrus virginiena 
Elaeagnus angustifolia 
Fraxinus spp. 
Ginkgo biloba 
Gledi tSia tria.canthos 
inermis 
Gymnocladus dioicus 
Ralesia carolina 
. Kalopanax piCtUB 
Koelreuteria paniculata 
Lagerstroemia indica 
Larix decidua 
Larix larioina 
Liquidamber styraciflua 
Liriodendron tulipifera 
f.~alus spp. 
Nyssa sylvat1ca 
Ostrya virginiana 
Oxydendrum arboreum 
Paulownia tomentosa 
Phellodendron amurense 
Phellodendron lavallei 
linus banksiB.na 
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Common name Use 
Common Persimmon R 
Russiono11ve R 
Ash F,R 
Ginkgo G,T,F,R 
Thornless, seedless 
Honeylocust G,T,F,R 
Kentucky Coffeetree R 
Caro11na Silverbell R 
Castor Aralia T,F,R 
Panicled Goldraintree G,T,F,R 
Common Crapemyrtle R 
European Larch G,T,F,R 
Eastern Larch G,T,F,R 
American Sweetgum R 
Tuliptree F,R 
Crebapples R 
Black Tupelo G,T,F,R 
American Hornbeam T,R 
Sou~lood R 
Royal Paulownia R 
Amur Corktree F,R 
La.velle Corktree F,R 
Jack Pine G,T,F,R 
Table 1. (Contlnued) 
Sclentlflc name 
Plnus flexllls 
Plnus nlgra 
Plnus pa.lustrls 
Plnus ponderosa 
Pinus reslnosa 
Pinus rlglda 
Plnus strobus 
Pinus sylvestris 
Plnus taeda 
Platanus acerlfolia 
Platanus occldentalis 
Quercus borealls 
Quercus coccinea 
Quercus palustris 
Quercus velutina 
Quercus spp. 
Robinia pseudoacacia 
Sassafras albldum 
Sophora japonlca 
Sorbus spp. 
Syringa amurensis 
Syringa amurensis japonlca 
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Common np.Jne 
Limber Pine 
Austrien Pine 
Longleaf Plne 
Pcnderosa Pine 
Red Pine 
Pltch Plne 
White Pine 
Scotch Pine 
Loblolly Pine 
London Planetree 
American Plane tree 
Northern Red Oak 
SC8rlet Oak 
Pin Oak 
Black Oak 
Oak 
Bla.ck Locust 
Common Sassafras 
Japanese Pagodatree 
lvloun teinash 
Arnur Lilac 
Japanese Tree Lilac 
Use 
R 
F,R 
GJT,F,R 
R 
R 
'f,?,R 
R 
T,F,R 
T,F,R 
F,R 
F,R 
F,R 
F,R 
F,R 
F,R 
R 
F,R 
R 
T,F,R 
R 
R 
R 
Table 1. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Ulmus americnna 
Ulmus carpinifo lia var. 
Ulmus glabra 
Zelcova serrata 
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Common name 
American Elm 
Christine Buisman 
Scotch Elm 
Japanese Zelkova 
arboretums, or nursery stock. 
Specimens 
Use 
T,F,R 
Elm T,F,R 
T,F,R 
F,R 
Almost any plant may be valued as a specimen in planting 
designs. However, trees and shrubs considered as desirBble 
specimens usually possess an outstanding characteristic such 
as beautiful flowers, seasonal color, special form, or special 
texture. Use of too IDany specimen plants tends to defeat 
their purpose and results in a mass of oddities instead of a 
unified composition of clumps and groupings. Occe.sional 
single specimens or small specimen clumps e~e desirable. The 
current trend for making every tree or shrub on the golf 
course a specimen is illogical, regardless of mowing consider-
ations. Some degree of esthetic feeling must be left on our 
modern courses. 
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Table 2. Trees suited for use as specimens 
Scientific name 
Abies spp. 
Acer nigrum 
Acer palmatum 
Acer saccharum 
Acer ta.taricum 
Aesculus spp. 
Amelanchier spp. 
Betula spp. 
Carya illinoensis 
Carya ovata 
Cedrus spp. 
Cercidiphyllum japonicum 
Cercis canadefisis 
Challiaecyparls spp. 
Chionanthus vlrginicus 
Cladrastis lutea 
Cornus florida 
Cornus kousa 
Cra.taegus spp. 
Fagus spp. 
Ginkgo bilo ba 
GYllinocladus dioicus 
Common name 
Fir 
Black Maple 
Japanese Maple 
Sugar Maple 
Tatarian Maple 
Buckeye; Horsechestnut 
Serviceberry 
Birch 
Pecan 
Shegbark Hickory 
Cedar 
K.stsurtltree 
Eastern Redbud 
Ft:dsecypres s 
Vihi te Fring tree 
American Yello\'Jwood 
Flowering Dogwood 
Kouaa Dogwood 
Hmlthorn 
Beech 
Ginkgo 
Kentucky Coffee tree 
Table 2. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Hamamelis virginiana 
Juniperus chinensis 
Juniperus virginiana 
Koelreuteria paniculata 
Larix spp. 
Liquidamber styraciflua 
Liriodendron tulipifera 
]'lagnolia spp. 
.kalus spp. 
Nyssa sylvatica 
Ostrya virginians 
Oxydendrum arboreum 
Phellodendron amurense 
Phellodendron lavallei 
Picea spp. 
Pinus spp. 
Prunus spp. 
Quercus spp. 
Salix spp. 
Sciadopitys verticillata 
Sophora japonica 
Syringa amurensls japonica 
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COD"illlOn name 
COD"~on Witchhazel 
Pyramid Chinese Juniper 
Eastern Red'.Jedar 
Panic led Goldralntree 
Larch 
American Sweetgum 
Tuliptree 
l-lagnolia 
Apple; Crabapple 
Black Tupelo 
American Hophornbeam 
Sourwood 
Amur Corktree 
Lavalle Corktree 
Spruce 
Pine 
Apricot; Cherry; Chokecherry; 
Laurelcherry; Peach; Plum 
Oak 
HillOrl 
Umbrellapine 
Japanese Pagodatree 
Japanese Tree Lilac 
Table 2. (Cont1nued) 
Scientific name 
Taxodium spp. 
Taxus cusp1data commutata 
Thuja spp. 
Tilia spp. 
Toona sinensis 
Tsuga spp. 
Ulmus americana 
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COlLInOn name 
Baldcypress 
J apa.nese YeV'l 
Arborvi t;)e 
Linden 
Chinese Toon 
HeIlllock 
American Elm 
Table 3. Shrubs su1ted for use as specimens 
Scientific name 
Caragana arborescens 
Chaenomeles app. 
Cotinus coggygria 
EuonYllius alatua 
Euony~us americanus 
Euonymus atropurpureus 
Euonymus europaeus 
Exochorda app. 
Halesis spp. 
Hib1scus spp. 
Common name 
Siber1an Peashrub 
Floweringquince 
American Smoketree 
vlinged Euonymus 
Brook Euonymus 
Eastern Hahoo 
European Euonymus 
Pearlbush 
S11verbell 
Hibiscus, Rosemallow 
Table 3 •. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Hydrangea spp. 
Lonicera spp. 
Prunus japonica 
Prunus triloba 
Rhododendron spp. 
Rhus spp. 
Viburnum spp. 
Background 
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Common neme 
Hydrangea 
Honeysuckle 
Chinese Bushcherry 
Flowering Plum 
Rhododendron; Azelea 
Sumac 
Viburnum 
hany trees and shrubs possess characteristics that are 
valuable for background purposes. Plants of this type are 
often used behind greens, as a terminus of a view, for direc-
tion indicators, and e.s backgrounds for flowering specimens. 
Trees and shrubs should be dense and heavy in appearance. 
Usually, their color is dark e.nd ranges from "dark II green to 
purple-green or blue-green. Often they branch to the ground; 
however, this is not a steadfast requirement. Background 
plant materials may also possess color, texture, form, or 
fragrance characteristics of their own. 
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Table 4. Plant materials for background 
Scientific name 
Abies spp. 
Acer spp. 
Aesculus spp. 
Alnus spp. 
Cedrus spp. 
Chsmaecyparls spp. 
Cornus florida 
Crataegus spp. 
Diospyros virginiana 
Fagus spp. 
Ginkgo biloba 
Hamamelis virginians 
Ilex spp. 
Juniperus spp. 
Liquldamber styraciflua 
Nyssa sylvatica 
Paulownla tomentosa 
Phellodendron spp. 
Picea spp. 
Pinus spp. 
Pseudotsuga spp. 
Quercus spp. 
Common na.me 
Fir 
IJle.ple 
Buckeye; Horsechestnut 
Alder 
Cedar 
Falsecypress 
Flowering DOgl'lOod 
Hawthorn 
Common Persimmon 
Beech 
Ginkgo 
Common \'/i tchha.zel 
Holly 
Juniper 
American Sweetgum 
Black Tupelo 
Royal Ps.ulownia 
Corktree 
Spruce 
Pine 
Douglasfir 
Oak 
Table 4. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Rhamnus spp. 
Rhus spp. 
Sophora japonica 
Staphylea trifolia 
Syringa spp. 
Taxus spp. 
Thuja qcoidentalis 
Tilia spp. 
Viburnuri' sI?P. 
Plants for wilcHife areas 
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Common name 
Buokthorn 
Sumeo 
Japanese Pagoda tree 
American Bladdernut 
Lilac 
Yew 
Eastern Arborvitae 
Linden 
Viburnum 
Certain plant IDe.teripls possess characteristics th8t are 
more favorable for wildlife. These plants may provide nest-
ing areas, protection, and food for many kinds of birds end 
animals. :t-lany of our common plant materia.ls provide seeds 
or fruits that wildlife require for survive.l, and these me.te-
rials can easily be included in most plantings for golf 
courses. 
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Table 5. Plant materials valuable to wildlife 
Scientific name 
Amelanchlerspp. 
Arcnia spp. 
Berberis spp. 
Betula lenta 
Betula lutea 
Betula nigra 
Betula populifolia 
Carya spp. 
Celastrus spp. 
Celtis spp. 
Chionanthus spp. 
Cornu8 spp. 
Corylu8 americana 
Cotoneaster spp. 
Crataegus spp. 
Elaeegnus angustifolla 
Euonymus spp. 
Gaultheria procumbens 
Hippophae rhamnoides 
Ilex opaca 
Ilex verticillata 
Juglans spp. 
Common name 
Serviceberry 
Chokeberry 
Barberry 
Sweet Birch 
Yellorl Bi rch 
River Birch 
Gray Birch 
Hickory 
Bittersweet 
Ha.ckberry 
Fringetree 
Dog'lJood 
American Filbert 
Cotoneaster 
Hawthorn 
Russie.noll ve 
Euonymus 
Checkerberry Wintergreen 
COIlJIIlon See.buckthorn 
American Holly 
Common Wlnterberry 
vlalnut 
Table 5. (Cont1nued) 
So1ent1f10 name 
J un1perus spp. 
Larix spp. 
Lespedeza spp. 
L1gustrum spp. 
Lindera spp. 
Lon1cera spp. 
l-lalus spp. 
l{orus spp. 
lo1yrioa spp. 
Nyssa spp. 
Parthenocissus spp. 
Pioea spp. 
Pinus spp. 
Prunus spp. 
Pyracantha spp. 
Querc us spp. 
Rhamnus spp. 
Rhus spp! .... 
Ribes spp. 
Rubus spp. 
Sambucus spp. 
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Common name 
Jun1per 
Laroh 
Lespedeza. 
Privet 
Spicebush 
Honeysuckle 
Apple; Crabapple 
lilulberry 
Bayberry; \~E!xmyrtle 
Tupelo 
Creeper 
Spruoe 
Pine 
Apricot; Cherry; Chokecherry; 
Laurelcherry; PeAch; Plum 
F1rethorn 
Oa.k 
Buckthorn 
Sumac 
Currant; Gooseberry 
Blackberry; Dewberry; 
Raspberry 
Elder 
Table 5. (Cont1nued) 
Sc1ent1f1c ne.me 
Shepherd1a spp. 
Sorbus spp. 
Symphor1carpos spp. 
Tamar1x gall1ca 
Tsuga spp. 
Vacc1n1um spp. 
V1burnum spp. 
V1t1s spp. 
Screens and w1ndbreaks 
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Common name 
Buffaloberry 
:f.ioun ta1nash 
Snowberry 
French Tamarisk 
Hemlock 
Blueberry 
V1burnum 
Grape 
Plant mater1als that are su1table for w1ndbreaks or 
screens should possess several important character1stics. 
They must be dense and low branch1ng. They may be fast or 
moderate 1n gro·wth. 'rhey may have thorns 1n instances where 
they are needed as boundary screens or bC'l.rriers. They must 
be able to w1thstand affects of vlind and exposure. They may 
or may not be evergreen, depend1ng upon their specific use. 
Evergreens are useful throughout the year, wh1le deciduous 
IDe.terials are useful 9S vJindbrea.ks only during a portion of 
the year. 
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Table 6. Plant materials for screens and windbreaks 
Scientific name 
Aeer eampestre 
Aeer ginnala 
Acer negundo 
Acer saceharinum 
Aeer tataricum 
Ailanthus altissima 
Berberis spp .. 
Caragafl:a spp. 
Carpinus' spp. 
Ca talpa spp. 
Chaenomeles jar-oniee. 
Cornus spp. 
Cotoneaster spp. 
Crataegus spp. 
Euonymus alatus 
Fagus spp. 
Gleditsia triaeanthos 
Hamamelis vlrginlana 
Hippophae rhamnoides 
Juniperus spp. 
Larix spp. 
Ligustrum spp. 
Common name 
Hedge Maple 
Amur Maple 
Boxelder 
Silver Naple 
Tatarian l1a.ple 
Treeofheaven Ailanthus 
Barberry 
Peashrub 
Hornbeam 
Catalpa 
Flol-Jeringquince 
Dogwood 
Cotonefl.ster 
Hawthorn 
Winged Euonymus 
Beeeh 
Common Honeyloeust 
Common Wltehhazel 
Common Seabuekthorn 
Juniper 
Larch 
Privet 
Table 6. (Continued) 
Scientific na.me 
Lonicera spp. 
Maclura pomifera 
14ahoni a aquifoli um 
}I~o ru s spp • 
Phellodendron amurense 
Philadelphus spp. 
Physocarpos opulifolius 
Picea spp. 
Pinus banksiana 
Pinus ponderosa 
Pinus resinosa 
Pinus strobus 
Pinus sylvestris 
Platanus orientalis 
Populus spp. 
Prunus spinosa 
Ptelea trifoliate. 
Pyracantha spp. 
Rhamnus spp. 
Robinia pseudoacacia 
Rosa spp. 
Salix spp. 
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Common name 
Honeysuckle 
Osageorenge 
Oregongrape 
l1ulberry 
Amur Corktree 
Mockorenge 
Common Ninebark 
Spruce 
Jack Pine 
Pondero sa Pine 
Red Pine 
Eastern White Pine 
Scotch Pine 
Orient2l Planetree 
Poplar 
Sloe; Blackthorn 
Common Hoptree 
Firethorn 
Buckthorn 
Black Locust 
Rose 
Willow 
Table 6. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Sambucus canadensis 
Staphylea trifolin 
ThuJa spp. 
Tsuga spp. 
.Viburnum spp. 
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Common name 
American Elder 
American Bladdernut 
Arbo rvi tae 
Hemlock 
Viburnum 
Undesirable Charaoteristios of Plant Materials 
lviany unsuitable pla.nt materials are being planted on 
golf courses. Such plants add greatly to the yearly cost of 
maintenance. Most plant materials possess undesirable char-
aC,teristics such as litter, odor, soft WOOd, troublesome 
roots, quantities of leaves, or insect and disease problems. 
However, some of these plants are recommended when their 
desirable characteristics dominate their undesirable charac-
teristics. 
The following lists of plant m~terials should be regarded 
as indicators since all plant materials hAve not been listed. 
Of the plants that are l1sted, many considered to be undesir-
able in one section of the country may be des1rable 1n an-
other •. For example, Siberia.n elm (Ulmus pumila), boxelder 
(Acer negundo), Russ1anolive (Elaeagnus ~nfustifolia), poplars 
/ 
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(Populus spp.), end willows (Salix spp.) may be undesirable 
in the Northeast (region 1), while serving very well in the 
Northern Plains (region 4). 
Several sources were consulted in the preparation of the 
following tables. These sources were Hyma.n (86,87); Hamblin 
(29); Busn-Brown (9); and Kelsey and Dayton (37). 
Table 7. Undesirable materials due to litter 
Scientific name 
Acer negundo 
Acer rubrum 
Acer ss.ccharinum 
Aesculus spp. 
Ailanthus altlssima. 
Betula papyrifera 
Carya spp. 
Castanea. dentata 
Ca talpa spp. 
Cedrus spp. 
Citrus genera 
Cladrastls lutea 
Dlospyros virginiana 
Fagus spp. 
Common name Problem 
Boxelder storm damage 
Red Maple storm damage 
Silver Maple brittle, 
storm damage 
Buckeye; Horsechestnut storm damage 
tViigs, frui t 
Treeofheaven Ailanthus fruit, 
storm damage 
Paper Birch storm damage 
Hickory fruit 
American Chestnut fruit 
Catalpa fruit 
Cedar fruit (cones) 
Citrus fruit 
American YellolHIOOd storm damage 
Common Persimmon storm damage 
Beech fruit 
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Table 7. (Cont1nued) 
Scient1f1c name Common name 
Frax1nus spp. Ash 
G1nkgo biloba (female) G1nkgo 
Gled1tsia triacanthos Common Honeylocust 
Gymnocladus d101cus Kentucky Coffeetree 
Juglans spp. Walnut 
Koelreuter1a pan1culata Pa.nicled Goldra1ntree 
Liqu1damber styraciflua American Sweetgum 
L1riodendron tul1p1fera Tul1ptree 
Maclura pom1fera 
l-ialus spp. 
Morus spp. 
P10ea spp. 
Pinus spp. 
Platanus spp. 
Populus spp. 
Prunus spp. 
pyrus spp. 
Quercus spp. 
Rob1nia pseudo acacia 
Osageorange 
Apple; Crabapple 
Mulberry 
Spruce 
Pine 
Pla.netree 
Poplar 
Apricot; Cherry; 
Ohokecherry; Laurel-
cherry; PeEl.ch; Plum 
Pear 
Oak 
Bls.ck Locust 
Problem 
fruit, 
storm damage 
fruit 
fruit pod 
fruit pod, 
storm damage 
fruit 
storm damage 
fruit 
storm damsge 
fru1t 
fruit 
weed tree, 
fru1t 
cones 
cones 
storm damage J 
fruit 
storm damage, 
seeds I t\-11gs 
fruit 
fruit 
fruit 
storm damage, 
fruit pods 
Table? (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Sa.lix spp. 
Sambucus spp. 
Schinus mo lle 
Sorbus spp. 
Tilia americana 
Ulmus spp. 
l5? 
Common name 
Willo\v 
Elder 
California Peppertree 
Mouhtainash 
American Linden 
Elm 
Problem 
storm damage, 
tWigs, seeds 
storm damage 
fruit 
fruit 
storm damage 
fruit, 
storm damage, 
twigs 
Table 8. Undesirable materials due to dense shade 
Scientific name 
Abies spp. 
Acer ginnala 
Acer macrophyllum 
Acer nigrum 
Acer ple.tanoides 
Acer saccharum 
Acer tB.taricum 
Aesculus hippocasta.num 
Aslmina trilo ba 
Common name 
Fir 
Amur Maple 
Bigleaf lvlaple 
Black l<le.ple 
Japanese Maple 
Sugar Maple 
Tatarlan r.~aple 
Common Horsechestnut 
Common Pelipe"l 
Table 8. (Continued) 
Scientiflc name 
Catalpa speciosa. 
Cornus flo rida 
Cornus mas 
Euonymus alatus 
Euonymus atropurpureus 
Fagus spp. 
Ilex spp. 
JunlperuB,spp. 
Kalmla latifolla 
Llgustrum spp. 
lolagnolla spp. 
l-'lorus spp. 
Paulownla tomentosa 
Plcea spp. 
Pseudotsuga spp. 
Quercus alba 
Quercus bicolor 
Quercus borealis 
Quercus macrocarp 
Quercus robur 
Rhododendron spp. 
Taxus spp. 
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Common name 
Northern Catalpa 
Flowerlng Dogwood 
Cornellancherry Dogwood 
ltJinged Euonymus 
Eas t~rn 11 ahoo 
Beech 
Holly 
Junlper 
~ountainlaurel Kalmia 
Prlvet 
hagnolla 
}1ulberry 
Royal Paulownla 
Spruce 
Douglasflr 
Whlte Oak 
Swamp \~hl te Oak 
Northern Red Oak 
Bur Oak 
Engllsh Oak 
Rhododendron, AzaleA 
Yew 
Table 8. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
ThuJa spp. 
Tilin spp. 
Tsuga spp. 
Viburnum spp. 
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Common ne.me 
Arborvitae 
Linden 
Hemlock 
Viburnum 
Table 9. Undesirable materials due to roots 
Scientific name 
Acer negundo 
Acer platanoides 
Aesculus parvifoli~ 
Ailanthus altlssima 
Alnus spp. 
Amelanchier spp. 
Asimina triloba 
Carpinus spp. 
Cercidiphyllum japonicum 
Cladrastis lutea 
Cornus alba slbirica 
Cornum arr:.omum 
Cornum stolonifera 
Common name 
Boxelder 
Norway Maple 
Bottlebrush Buckeye 
Treeofhesven Ailanthus 
Alder 
Serviceberry 
Common Pawpaw 
Hornbeam 
Katsuratree 
Americl?n Yellowwood 
Siberian Dogwood 
Silky Dogwood 
Redosier Dogwood 
Problem 
suckers 
surface 
suckers 
suckers 
suckers 
surface 
surface 
surf Ecce 
surface 
surfe.ce 
suckers 
suckers 
suckers 
Table 9. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Fagus spp. 
Fraxinus spp. 
Hydrangea spp. 
Liriodendron tulipifera 
Maclura pomifera 
l'olOrus alba 
.horus rubra 
ostrya virginiana 
Phellodendron amurens~ 
Populus spp. 
Prunus americana 
Prunus pensylvanica 
Prunus virginiana 
Rhus spp. 
Robinia pseudo acacia 
Salix spp. 
Sambucus canadensis 
Sorbus spp. 
Staphylea trifo11a 
Syringa vulger1s 
Tsuga spp. 
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Common name 
Beeoh 
Ash 
Hydrangea 
Tu11ptree 
Osageorange 
~!h1te Mulberry 
Red li.ulberry 
American Hophornbeam 
Amur Corktree 
Popla,r 
Amer1c13n Plum 
Pin Cherry 
Comn.on Chokecherry 
Sumac 
Black Locust 
vl1llm'l 
Amer1cen Elder 
Mountainash 
American Bladdernut 
Common L1lac 
Hemlock 
Problem 
surfa,ce 
surface 
suckers 
suckers 
surfe.ce 
surface 
surface 
surface 
surface 
surface 
suckers 
suokers 
suckers 
suckers 
sha,llol-l-
suckers 
shallol-l-
suckers 
suckers 
shallow-
suckers 
suckers 
suckers 
surface 
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Table 9. ( Oontlnued) 
Sclentifio nde Common name Problem 
Ulmus epp. Elm surface 
Viburnum spp. Viburnum 8ueke.l's 
Zanthoxylum spp. Pl'lCklys,sh suokers 
Zelkova serrate. Japanese Zeloove surtaoe 
Table 10. Undesirable materials due to 8usoeptIbl11 ty to 
dls.aaes and Inseots 
Scientif10 name 
ADles balsamea 
AceI' neg undo 
Aoer saccharlnum 
Aesculue hippocastanum 
Alnus JapOnlea 
Amelanchier spp. 
Betula opp. 
Carya spp. 
Oastanea spp. 
Celtis Bpp. 
CornuB alternifol18 
Crataegus spp. 
Common name 
Balsam F1r 
Boxelder 
SlIver Maple 
Common Horseehestnut 
Japanese Alder 
Serviceberry 
Stroh 
HIckory 
Chestnut 
Haok.berry 
Pagoda Dogwood 
Hawthorn 
Table 10. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Cydonia oblonga 
Euonymus spp. 
Fraxinus spp. 
Gleditsia japonica 
Halesia carolina 
Ilex aquafolium 
Ilex opaca 
Juglans spp. 
Juniperus spp. 
Larix spp. 
l-lalus spp. 
Photinia spp. 
Platanus occidentalis 
Populus spp. 
Prunus spp. 
ptelea trifoliata 
pyrus spp. 
Quercus borealis 
Rhamnus spp. 
Rhus spp. 
Robinia spp. 
Salix spp. 
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Common name 
Common Quince 
Euonymus 
Ash 
Japanese Honeylocust 
Carolina Silverbell 
English Holly 
American Holly 
\'Jalnut 
Juniper 
Larch 
Apple; Crabapple 
Photinia 
American Plenetree 
Poplar 
Apricot; Cherry; Laurelcherry; 
Peach; Plum 
Common Hoptree 
Pear 
No rthern Red 0 ak 
Buckthorn 
Sumac 
Locust 
Table 10. (Continued) 
Scientific name 
Sorbus spp. 
Sy ri nga spp. 
Tilia spp. 
Ulmus spp. 
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Common name 
140untalnash 
Lilac 
Linden 
Elm 
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NEW CONCEPTS IN GOLF DESIGN - PLANTING 
The design of golf courses does not dlffer in basic prin-
ciple frorr. the design of other spaces, indoor and out. "Cathe-
dra.ls, bungalows, gardens end golf courses may appear to be 
conflicting examples of constructive ability, yet the prin-
Ciples governing them folloy, precisely on the same lines. II 
(62, p. 2) \ve are guided by certain rules handed down through 
the years that help to protect creations from being completely 
ruined by innovation. However, in his quest for Simplicity 
and progress, man has disregarded many of these rules. Golf 
is no exception. 
The Old and the New 
A controversial question is whether the long-accepted 
style of design and planting of golf courses is appropriate 
today. Archi tec ture and landscape architecture ere continu-
ally changing through the introduction and use of new struc-
tural shapes and materials. The selection of living plants, 
however, remains the same, except for occasional introductions 
of new varieties. 
Golf course architecture has utilized the same basic 
style of design from its conception modified only as local 
conditions dictated. In general, golf courses have been kept 
naturalistiC, and any attempt to desien otherwise has been met 
by disapproval. The factor of maintenance ease has been the 
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major reason for any design modernization. Lines have been 
smoothed to facilitate machine maintenance. Designs of the 
past were not as concerned with smooth fairway lines (see 
Figure 9). However, planting design has not varied appre-
Ciably with the possible exception of par-3 courses. In some 
instances these courses have adopted design changes to attract 
the curious. These courses have usually been criticized es 
being strictly promotional and not operating for the "true" 
golfer. The supporters of these clubs contend that the old 
way of design is not necessarily the best way. 
With today's emphasis on maintenance, it would be easier 
to mow if trees were planted in straight or geometric lines. 
The same is true of fair\-Iay s, greens and traps. A perfectly 
round trap or green might provide a great deal of interest 
as would a rectangular clump of trees or a square lake. Some 
rounding of the right angle figure would facilitpte mainte-
nance, but the basic shape could still be retained. This 
type of design lends itself to small scale courses such as 
the par-3 courses, but could possibly be used on a regulation 
course. The curving, geometric shapes characteristic of 
Garrett Eckbo I s designs could be applied to a go 11' course if 
someone has the nerve to try it. 
In a design of this sort, many materials could be used to 
add variety such as varying colors and textures of turf 
grasses to denote areas on the com"se. Roberto Burle l~;arx of 
1.66 
Figure 9· 
A typical. fairway before the "machine age" 
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Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, he.s done this wi th great success in 
his design of parks and gardens in South America. Trees and 
shrubs might be used in new roles, and possibly walls, walks, 
and water features could be edapted for new uses. Many years 
ago, the English used to play golf in their formal gardens. 
This was qui te 8.· challenge, indeed. 
If the biggest thrill in golf, as has been stated 
by a competent authority is to 'play it where the 
scenery is equal to the game', then the English 
gardens surely have a claim. 
To play over them may be an art that demands deli-
cacy rather than brute force. (62, p. 174) 
It is challenging to speculate about the possibilities 
for radical design changes in the future. The subject will 
prompt a lively discussion among a group of golf enthusiasts. 
Repton has indicated, 
. . • true taste, in eve~y art, consists more in 
adapting tried expedients to particule.r circum-
stances than in that inordinnte thirst after 
novelty. the characteristic of uncultivated minds, 
which from the facility of inventing wild theories. 
with experience, ~re apt to suppose that taste is 
displayed by novelty. genius by innovation, and 
that every change must necessarily tend to im-
provement. (54, p. xix) 
J'lany changes h9.ve occurred and will occur as a. result of the 
increased need for golf facilities. 
Due to the longer life span and early retirement 
age I 0 bj ecti ves in recreation he.ve undergone a 
noticeable change in recent yeers. Recreation 
prograrus formerly vlere provided for children and 
the youth of the land; now they hpve been enlarged 
and expanded to take in the oldsters or the elder 
citizens. In the study of geriatrics it has been 
proved that recreation plays a large part in the 
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proper adjustment to old age and forced retire-
ment. Thore is no better form of physical exer-
cise, so vital to the oldster in making his mental 
and physical cdJustment to old ege and retirement, 
than that provided by a golf course. (SO, pp. 11-12) 
Television has probably had a hand in increasing the pop-
ularity of golf through its weekend coverage of golf tourna-
ments and metches. Women heve more leisure time ~.s a result 
of labor-saving devices in the hon,e. Men have shorter work 
weeks and daylight savings time to give them more hours that 
can be devoted to golf and other forms of recreation. 
Variations in Design 
The design and planting of a golf course is not a stRtic, 
unchanging item. Each golf course site has its own chBrac-
teristics that help determine the design and planting to be 
done. In addition, the type of facility has a great influ-
ence (see pp. 29-38). New design concepts, modern inventions 
and attitudes of golfers have made changes unavoidable in the 
design and planting of courses. 
Night lighting 
One attempt to provide golfing facilities for a large 
number of people is that of night lighting. This practice 
WES originally started in the Scu th and on the vlest Coast 
where ten.perate climates allo,,,ed comfortable-after-dark 
temperatures. At first only the pitch-and-putt or par-3 
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course was equipped with lights, but now the standard or regu-
lation courses are experimenting \d th night lighting. It is 
possible that with a continual increase in the number of 
go If ers, more and more exis ting and propo sed courses ,..lill 
provide lights for night play. It seems more feasible to 
attempt this than to spend thousands of dollars for land in 
and/or near urban centers. 
Night lighting of golf courses does cause new problems 
for the designer. The problems involved in providing plant-
ing are numerous. The bulk of the problems created is con-
cerned with the interference of plants with light coverage. 
A major problem in the successful use of lights is that of 
eliminating "dead" spots in areas l-lhere light is '''leak or 
entirely lacking- Often, these areas nre caused by improper 
coverage but more often by shadows cast from interfering 
objects. Lights placed on very high poles could eliminate 
many of these problems as could a solid bank of lights down 
each side of each fairway. HOlrJever, the results would be 
financially and esthetically ruinous. Therefore, much study 
will have to be done by the deSigner before selection of plant 
materials is made. Perhap's, trees and shrubs used will have 
to be short, narrow I indiv 1dually placed, or placed in small 
groupings, and rather open in form to allow proper light 
coverage of the course. Perhaps no trees should be used. 
Another problem is 11kely to arise with the use of night 
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lights. Professor Robert Dyasl of Iowa State University men-
tioned in a conversation that lights in planting pockets at 
a shopping oenter in Kansas City, Missouri, had caused sorue 
unusuel happenings. The plants under the exposure of the 
light were distorted and did not show their usual character-
istics in terms of shape, color and size. This occurrence 
was probably due to the increa~ed photoperiod or amount of 
light that the plant received. It seems logical, then, that 
trees, shrubs, and turf on a golf course could react in a 
similar manner if night lights were installed. The degree of 
noticeBble distortion vlould vary depending upon the distance 
from the plant to the light source, the intensity of the 
light, the requirements for rest of the plB.nt, and the length 
of time the lights were on at night. 
Light intensities of one foot candle or even less, 
supplied by a bulb as much as 45 feet distant, may 
affect leaf-fall. 
. . . " . " . . . . . " " " " . " . " " " 
SOILe leaves may be retained at least a month, others 
more th8n that, beyond the normal season. 
. " . " " " " " " " . " . " " " " " " " " " " 
IlluminRted portions of a tree retain their leDves; 
shaded portions of the same tree do not. One side 
of a tree, or the 10~'Jer part, may thus have numerous 
leaves, while the other side, and the upper pa.rt, 
may be entirely devoid of foliage. (44, p. 451) 
It is an interesting situation and should be observed at sev-
eral courses that have night lighting. 
lRobert W. Dyas, Ames, Iowa. Effects of light intenSity. 
PrivEte communication. 1963. 
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Superintendents hav.e voiced concern over \-lhen they would 
be able to perform many of their maintenance chores if night 
11gh tlng were to become mo re popular. M.o st courses the t re-
quire water irrigate at night to alleviate conflicts with 
go If ers. Greens are mowed e8 rly in the morning, and many 
other routine maintenance tasks Are handled after it becomes 
too dark to play golf. 
Electric cars 
Electric go If cars have also brought abo ut nevi concepts 
in the field of golf course design. As in the previous situ-
ation, this problem has not been adequately investigated or 
solved. l>'.anuf'acturers of these csrs are attempting to quiet 
some 01: the furo r by equipping the machine s ~li th large, very 
soft balloon tires to reduce the damage caused by compaction. 
It has been shown that the golt' oar actually produces fewer 
pounds of' pressure per square inch than the human being. 
A man 'Weighing 1?0 pounds will deliver 18 pounds of 
pressure per square inch from the heel of his shoe. 
By contrast, a woman's spike heel delivers approxi-
mately 1000 pounds per square inch; a caddie with 
two bags will compact soil more then B golf car. 
A small, hand cart with one bag will also compact 
soil more than a golf car. An e leo trio oar with 
a six inch balloon tire will deliver 11.? pounds 
per square inch and with a Terre Tire five pounds 
per square inch. (3, p. 14) 
A Terra ~ire is a much larger balloon tire that spreads 
the weight of the oar and its occupants over a larger area, 
resulting in lOvler pressure per square inch. Some golf 
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course superintendents have expressed the view that major 
damage is not caused by compaction. Instead, dp.JIlage results 
primarily from sliding or skidding of the tires, especially 
during accelerB.tion and deceleration. 
A practical expedient I have discovered in the last 
three years is an asphalt strip beside every tee 
on which golf CBrs may start B.nd stop. L::Jst spring 
.we installed strips 6 feet wide by 30 feet long 
beside each of our III tees, e,nd at the end of these 
strips there is no turf wear whatsoever. This 
strongly indicetes tha.t turf wear is caused pri-
~arily by stopping and starting of the CRrs. (16, 
p. 47) 
Parking lots around tees and greens and peved roadways 
in the rough are indications of the increasing popularity of 
go lf cars. 
In 8. personal letter from Dr. l:'arvin H. Ferguson,l Mid-
Continent Director of the United States Golf Association, he 
relates, 
It occurs to me that the use of plantings can help 
to control the traffic patterns of ce.rts. They can 
help to determine the point where the driver will 
leave the fairway as he approaches a green, and 
they can influenoe his direction as he approaches 
the next tee. I personally decry the use of arti-
ficial barriers, signs, and asphalt paths which are 
becomine a pert of golf course landscapes. I be-
lieve that better planning in the use of features 
such as mounds, bunkers, and tree and shrub plant-
ings cen help us to avoid the use of less attractive 
traffic control devices. 
Little, if any, study is being made of the use of plant 
meteria1s in controlling cer traffic. The design and con-
lDr. l· .. arvin H. Ferguson, College Station, Texas. Golf 
course traffic. Private communication. 1962. 
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struction of golf car paths through the roughs could easily 
follow the principle set down by landscape architects end 
allow the .golfer a few moments of changing views, interest-
ing plants and land forms, and calm relaxation between golf 
shots. The successful arrangement of paths might tempt the 
non-pl~er, the wife as an example, to take a ride to see the 
scenery rather than play golf. If properly designed, these 
paths would not interfere vii th the play of the majority of the 
golfers. The paths might offer a hazard to some golfers; 
however J this me.y also cause them to improve their game. 
If cars ere required to stay in the rough and ere not 
given a defined path to stay on, the result is likely to be 
a worn, dirt path just off the edge of the fairway. If cars 
are allor/ed to circulate freely, they must be controlled 
around tees, greens, and green aprons. This would require an 
area of convergence to a bypass and might result in en un-
sightly worn area. This seems the most realistic in terms of 
human action. If ·the greens and tees can be made "off limits" 
to the golf cer and cert, without the use of chalk lines, 
nylon coras, signs and threats, the major problem is solved. 
SUDerintendents felt there v1El.S no rea.son C8rs 
should do irreparable damage if the green budget 
permitted prompt, proper attention and suff1cient 
manpower to counteract golf c~r damAge. (3, p. 
15) 
Almost any system of controlling circulation can be utilized 
if the golfers are willing to follow it. Plant material can 
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help, but the cooperation of the golfer is of major impor-
tance. 
The role of plant materials in solving this golf car 
problem needs to be explored. Certainly grass must be con-
sidered a plant ID2terial and studies are being made on the 
compaction and injury problems related to golf car traffic. 
£.:eny considerations must be t'leighed and observations 
made of existine si tuations before any specific suggestions 
for the solution of the golf car problem, either in terms of 
turf wear or the use of plant materials may be made. The 
opinions of lliany designers must be revised as a result of 
changes in opinions of clients. 
The gplf course architects, as an individual and 
as a group, as recently as two years ago were pass-
ing resolutions in their district meetings against 
golf cars. \lJhat are they doing today? They are 
busily designing golf car paths to blend in tvith 
the terrain, and in a manner that will not inter-
fere with the layout of tees and traps ... 
bunkers and greens. They are being called upon 
to redeSign old golf' courses so the. t they 'play 
easier' vii th go lf cars. They are leveling hills 
. • . relocating greens . • . planning bridges 
and changing landscapes, because the paying player 
",ants to ride instead of vlalk. (26, p. 40) 
Water storage and erosion control 
Water storage and erosion control areas are important 
roles that golf courses can assume. N.any ci ties alloy} storm 
water to drain from residential areas to the city owned 
courses. This saves the city added storm Set'ler expenses, 
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drainage inlets, and water disposal costs. If the golf course 
site has no means of freeing itself of this water, such as 
streams or'lakes, the city should not permit this type of 
drainage. However, many golf courses are built on sites w1th 
creeks running through them. The municipal golf course in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado, has been confronted with this 
problem and has suffered from the results. The rough between 
two fairways bece.me saturated, and eva.poration caused B, whi te 
alkaline deposit to form on the surface of the soil. The 
grass was killed, tree roo ts were dror.-med, the lOv1er parts of 
the green and fairway were so soft that play was often re-
\ 
stricted on them, and since the soil was high in clay content, 
it baked under the sun after being compacted from foot traffic 
following rain showers. An ugly ditch has been excavated to 
carry the \vater down the rough. This has further sloived the 
speed of play and increased the maintenance necessary to keep 
it looking decent. Viashed-out foot bridges, f18.sh floods, 
erosion, and downstream flooding in residential arees ere 
other problems that have been encountered as a result of im-
proper planning. 
Proper consideration of storm runoff and a.dequate flood 
control would benefit both the golf course and the city. Con-
struction of check dams would eliminate the flood potential, 
store water for irrigation, and create bodies of water that 
could be incorporated into the design of the golf course. 
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Plant materials could be relied on to utilize li;uch of the 
1-later that would otherwise become part of the flood threat. 
Turfed dra~nage swales help to reduce the velocity of the 
water and chances of erosion. The lea.ves and woody structure 
of the trees and shrubs help to disperse raindrops and provide 
a leafy organic cover to help hold moisture in the soil. 
Erosion is reduced by the soil-holding ability of tree and 
shrub roots and the layer of deca.ying organic ma.tter beneath 
these plants. 
Arboretum~ 
Golf courses possess another potential that ha.s not been 
fully exploi ted. ).iany of our cities and towns do not have the 
funds or facilities for public arboretums. EVen universities 
such as 10\'/B. State are unable· through a la.ok of interest or 
funds to provide satisfactory facilities for the study of 
plant lliaterials. Portions of golf courses could be set aside 
for this use. The public should not, however, have access to 
the entire area of the course. There is a ohance that golf 
balls might hit someone or that miscellaneous acts of van-
dalism might ocour. However, ,\-lith proper fenCing, either 
plan ted or built, a. worke.ble solution would be expec ted. 
The fringes, nursery and other remote ereas of the course 
oould be devoted to arboretum use (see Figure 10). A winding 
eye tem of paths might be constructed to faoll1 ta.te the d1splay 
I?? 
STREET 
Figure 10. A fringe arboretum 
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of trie plant materials. Trees tagged with small nameplates 
could be employed on the actual play1ng area of the golf 
course in ~ase the golfers might be interested in knowing cer-
tain plant materials. Several golf courses have used trees 
that were donated as memor1als end have labeled them as such. 
A master plan for planting lliUSt be developed to control the 
type of pla.nt acceptable as a g~ft. 
Golf course property could also serve as a nursery for 
the c1ty. Trees and shrubs to be used on park lands, park 
ways, and as street trees may easily be planted and grown to 
a suitable transplanting s1ze on the golf oourse. These could 
be planted in non-golfing areas or loceted in the rough and 
boundary area on the course. Some courses have set aside 
a.reas devoted strictly to the grotdng of nursery stock for the 
golf course. C1ty end mun1c1pal golf oourse nurseries could 
be combined, also. 
Wildlife refug,e 
A wildlife refuge might coincide with the arboretum 1dea. 
However, many golf course superintendents feel there are too 
many ani~als on their courses now· The possibilities of a 
golf course becoming a wildlife refuge would need considerable 
study before being attempted, as would many of the suggestions 
in this section of the thesis. 
Destructive pests such as moles, rats, mice, muskrats, 
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pocket squirrels, and gophers are usually found regardless of 
the degree of persecution or protect1on that they receive. 
However, in a wildlife refuge such animals as ducks, geese, 
pheasants, grouse, doves, .song birds, raccoons, squirrels, and 
game fish would be protected and actuo.lly encouraged to live 
within the confines of the course. In instances of country 
club ownership, members would be allowed to hunt and fish dur-
ing the season when it did not interfere with golf. 
Obviously, large animals such as deer should not be in-
cluded beoause of the drunl?ge their hooves would cause to fair-
ways, greens and tees. Similarly carnivorous animals, skunks, 
and burrowing anima.ls should be excluded. 
Control is the vital issue with this proposal. Animals, 
such as rabbits J may become overpopulated and cause extensive 
damage unless they are controlled. Hunting could be allowed, 
and poisons or natural predators may be introduced. However, 
competent authorities should be consulted before attempting 
a IIbalance of naturel!. Some animals such as skunks and 
squirrels must be watched for signs of rabies. 
Non-golfer facilities 
Picnic ft'!.cilities are often aS80cieted with a golf course. 
Public and private golf courses I?re beginlling to realize the 
need for recreational activities other than golf itself. The 
increasing number of families with golfers and non-golfers are 
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requiring additional facilities. Design of areas to be used 
for picnicking, winter sports, skeet shooting, archery, swim-
ming, and tennis becoILe integra.l parts in the over-all plan of 
the site. 
Winter sports activities could be provided on any part of 
the golf course that possessed suitable water, slope, or snow 
cover. Ski trails and sled runs cut through woods would util-
ize areas of land that might otherwise be unusable on the 
site. Warming huts, tows, and maintenance eqUipment for 
win ter sports areas should be carefully considered \'lhen making 
plans for such an addition. 
Wooded areas that have ILore moderate slope are also suit-
able for picniC areas and archery. Archery trails or courses 
that wind through woodS, offering VArious targets and target 
distances, are quite interesting. Archery need not be located 
in a woods, h01>1ever, and could be situa.ted on any open piece 
of ground provided that adequate protection was given to sur-
rounding areas: 
picnic areas seem to be popular regardless of their loca-
tion. Natural or man-made wooded areas on golf course prop-
erties provide very good picnic sites. Members and guests 
of the club would be able to use the picnic facilities before 
or after a game of golf. 
Trap and skeet shooting ca.n also be incorporated into 
golf course Sites; however, the noise is often distracting to 
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the golfers. Therefore, adequate steps to locate the shooting 
area beyond noise range is important. 
As a rule, tennis, swilfJl1ing, and similar activities are 
located close to the clubhouse. These activities require the 
use of locker rooms and social connection with the clubhouse 
facili ties and should be an integra.l part of its development. 
Increased land value 
Golf course property is suited for many other worthwhile 
purposes in addition to recreational areas. It has been men-
tioned tha~ golf courses are often used in conjunction with 
housing developments. The value of lots bordering on any open, 
developed land is increased. This 1s especially true in the 
case of golf courses, parks, forest preserves, and reserva-
tions. 
Parks, of all recreational areas, most often cause 
rises in land values about them;and the greatest 
benefits are felt by facing properties. Parke 
have a capacity for initiating residential devel-
opment. The effect of park land acquisition is a 
sharp increese in the market price of surrounding 
land. With development of the park there is a 
sustained rRte of increase in property values, 
following which there is a stabilization of land 
values over a long period of time. (42, pp. 70-
71) 
'The current trend of developing combined subdivision and golf 
course projects is proof of their popularity and increased 
incollie to the developer. 
'rhe more beautiful the course or park, the more attrB.ctive 
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and high priced becowe the lots bordering it. Broad grass 
areas occasionally broken by lakes, streams, and plant mete-
rials offer an extension of the yard of the bordering home 
lot. Careful planning on the part of the home owner and the 
golf course architect can result in a maximum of mutual enjoy-
ment of the golf course with a minimum of conflict in use. 
Methods of screening homes in view from tees and fei r'toIB.Ys are 
possible while allowing the home owner a view of the golf 
site. Adequate planting to protect the home lot from stray 
golf shots is also necessary and should be taken into account 
in the placement of the lots. 
Roy Holland, Public Relations Director 01' the National 
Golf Foundation, related in a personal letter, 
There is a growing use of golf courses to enhance 
the sale of lots and some of the designs have 
frankly not been very good as shown after the 
courses are in operation and the homes have been 
built. Hooks and slices are sending balls into 
the yards of the surrounding homes .and in some 
instances have caused serious injury. 
Certain standards might be set up as the result of 
research as to the distance that the homes should 
be placed away from the fairways at varying dis-
tances from the tees • • . . Other factors along 
wi th this study that l'lOuld be of value would be 
the effectiveness of screening by various types 
of trees or the use of doglegs or other design 
factors to not only make the course attractive, 
combine the greatest number of lots surrounding 
the course, with a maximum amount of safety. 
lRoy Holla_nd, Chicago, Illinois.. Subdivision considera-
tions. Private communication. 1961! 
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Today many gplf course-subdivision combinations are being 
developed in a mediocre manner. This is usually the result of 
too much emphasis on the dollar value of a large number of 
lots, design ruld planning by unqualified people, hurry and 
waste, and lack of respect for the values of the game of golf 
itself (see Figure 11). 
The value of the golf course site itself is increased 
appreciably by the construction of a well designed golf course. 
Ifa builder were faced with a choice of subdividing a golf 
course or an open vacant field that had been used for ngri-
cultural purposes, he would select the golf course. Hope-
fully, he liould not have this choice, but golf cour'ses are 
often the te.rgets of high taxes, real es te.te pressures, and 
financial troubles and must be sold. The selection of a site 
covered with beautiful turf, mature trees, controlled creeks, 
ponds, existing and potable water supplies CBIl be expected 
to bring higher class home lots. 
:tv:arginal land improvement 
Another vwrthvlhile advantage of a eolt' course is that of 
utilizing land that is referred to as being marginal or waste. 
This might be a piece of property of any size or shape that 
is commonly regarded as undesirable for normal use. These 
waste pieces of property are often sui ta.ble only for junk-
yards, grazing, or dump grounds. There are many instances 
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DEVELOPING GOLF COURSE SUBDIVISIONS 
By G. H. Crab1ree, Jr. 
Research Analys:t, ULI 
I I 
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A golf course subdivision, Phoenix, Ariz" as proposed by John F. Long, Home 
Builder, Inc. Note maximum number of lots abutting the 9-hole golf 
course and treatment of lots abutting traffic arteries. 
II nproduced in whoZ. or in part, credit must be given UIUIoU( l..t.ND and to tile Autllor. 
F1gure 11. Turfed alleys in a subdivision 
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where golf courses are being built in eroded areas, flood 
plain~, sanitary land fills, dumps, and other marginal pieces 
of land. 
A former municipal dump s1 te will become the I back 
nine' of the golf course in a regional park planned 
by the City of Stockton, California. Planners en-
vision one of the West's most beautiful and challeng-
ing golf courses as well as one of the most attractive 
river park areas in Western United States. (72, p. 
48) 
Land speculators have become quite weal thy by the con-
struction of a golf course on a "vlOrthless" piece of property. 
Adjacent lots have been sold for several times the price prior 
to the development of the golf course. Pieces of property 
that could become an eyesore for the community have been 
transformed into beautiful landscapes of trees, grass and 
water. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The selection and placement of plant material cannot be 
disregarded or considered as separate parts of golf course 
design. Careful consideration in correlating the gmne J the 
site, and the plant materie.ls is a major factor in achieving 
a successful course. 
Summary 
Golf course architects should familiarize themselves with 
the basic history of golf and concepts of the early game. 
They should relate these concepts to modern-day situations 
and available sites. frhey should not attempt to imi tate or 
copy famous deSigns of the past Since our golf course sites 
are not like those of Scotland. Golf course architects should 
strive to find the proper solution for each site, as each site 
will be different. 
Golf course arohitects should be aware of todey's role 
of golf. They should recognize the importance of maintenance 
ease in modern golf faoilities. However, esthetic values 
should not be sacrificed in their designs. 
l, .. any observations of the eo If course site must be made 
before any selection or placement of plant materials are 
accomplished. These 0 bserv B.tions should be made befo re any 
designing is done for the site. Golf course architects should 
ask themselves many questions. What does the golfer want? 
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What will the golfer consider to be good design or poor 
design? \~hat are the soil cheracter,-stics? 'tJhat plB.nts groli 
on the site? rmat kind of course will be built; country club, 
municipal, par-3, or semi-private? Is water available for 
turf, trees, and shrubs? 
An understanding of the theories of landscape architec-
ture is neces sary • The a bili ty of go If course architects to 
create be~utiful and challenging courses will rely, to a large 
extent, on their knowledge of these theories. Many theories 
are old in terms of years, but they are still accurate and 
workable in golf course arohitecture. Theories of composition 
which involve scale, space, mood, color, line, form, shadow, 
and texture are necessary to the success of a golf course. 
If plants are not deSired, many of the same theories ere im-
portant concerning land forms, bodies of water, grasses, and 
land patterns. 
Golf course architects should be aware of the intric~te 
subject of plant ecology. The successful growth of turfgrass, 
trees, and shrubs may rely on the golf course arc hi tect IS 
abili ty to correlate the ecology of the si te with his pro-
posals. Golf course architects must be able to employ various 
screens in their deSigns without haVing them appear incon-
gruous wi th the landscape. T'ney should realize that plant 
materials may be used for hazards as well as beauty. Golf 
was not originated with imitation pockets of sand, machine 
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oarved land forms, and geometrio water bodies; it was played 
on untouched land. If plants existe~, they were left as 
hazards. 
Golf course architects must never lose sight of main-
tenance considers.tion on the golf course. Trees and shrubs 
that are not c8.refully selected and placed may add consider-
ably to the headaches of superintendents. Too much emphasis 
may also be placed on maintenance, resulting in a boring golf 
facili ty. A degree of oompromise 1s advisable. 
lvlany plant materials may be useful on golf courses. Much 
will depend on plant materials that exist nnd plant materials 
that will survive if planted. Plants found to be desirable in 
one section of the country may be undesirable in another. 
There is no perfect tree or shrub. Every type of plant has a 
problem with insects, diseases, roots, litter, denSity, color, 
soil requirements, temperature and/Qr light. Many may be 
listed as undesirable due to one or more undesirable features; 
nevertheless, many of those same materials should be consid-
ered for use due to their predominant desirable features. 
Golf is not a stE-tic, unchanging game. As a result, golf 
course architecture is not static either. Many new concepts 
and problems are arising that will affect designs of the 
future. Electric golf cars and night lighting of courses 
are examples of innovations that are causing changes in 
theories of design today. Multiple uses of golf course 
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facili ties will become more important 8.S cities grow and 
expand. Arboretums, forest preserves, game refuges, water 
storage, erosion contro I, and open spaces are B. few of the 
possible land uses that may be combined with golf. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the research for this thesis, several 
recommendations may be made at this time. These will be enu-
merated with the caution that they are by no means complete 
nor are they given in any particular order of importance. 
1. Professional persons should be consulted before plant 
materials are selected or placed on golf courses. 
The expense of such consultation will be paid many 
times over by the savings in replacement planting and 
maintenance costs as well as the beauty of the course. 
2. So-called comprehensive lists of plant materials for 
golf courses may not be valid even if they ere 
adapted to the specific region under consider8.tion. 
Sites within the same region may vary considerably • 
. '3. Planting designs should be correlnted to exa.mples set 
by nature on the site. Unless exotic plant materials 
have been found to be superior to native materials 
and have been blown to survive the ecoloeical condi-
tions on the site, they should not be used. 
4. Landscape architectural theories should be studied 
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and used in planting designs. These theories may be 
adapted very successfully to golf course use. 
5. Older styles of design should not be forced on 
today's courses. The United States has its own 
characteristics and styles of design that should be 
readily adaptable to meet new requirements. 
6. Plant materials that are specified will not live 
forever. Occasional renewal planting to replace dead 
or inJured.plant materials~and to supplement or ful-
.' '.-
fill inltlalplanting designs will be necessary. 
7. If the course is handicapped by a low plant material 
budget, plant materials that are critically needed 
should be selected first. As additional funds become 
available, additional planting may be accomplished 
to complete the design. 
8. In general, shrubs are useful only in tee areas on 
the actual playing &rea of the course. They may be 
wore desirable in remote or boundary area.s. 
9. Plant meterials should be spaced at varying distances. 
There may be areas of the course lr/hich require dense, 
close plantings to achieve a forest-like effect. 
Areas such a.s this do not require careful maintenance 
practices. other areas near fairways may require 
close mowing and ample room for full groioJth of the 
plants. Consideration should be made of ultimate 
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size and spread of plants to allow maximum develop-
ment of each plant and to 'facilitate maintenance 
around and beneath them. 
10. Plant materials shouid net be plaoed close to tees 
and greens unless they. are compa,tible with the turf-
grass. Trees should never branch over the green. 
Branching should come no closer than 15 feet to the 
edge of the putting surface to allow approach-shot 
clearance. ' 
11. Bright colored foliage that stands out in composition 
is not desirable. So-oalled "ma.rker trees II are not 
only in poor taste but defeat the ohallenge of the 
game. Care is neoessary before bright flowers, 
leaves, bark, or fruits are placed near greens. 
They may be valuable on other areas of the golf 
course, however, such as the clubhouse, entrance, 
and a few fairways or tees. 
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APPENDIX 
'llhe follo\>ling table'lists major genera. of trees and 
shrubs that are likely to be found in the United States. Not 
all trees which could be adapted to golf course use have been 
named. \,iith the vast numbers of hybrids, clons, v~rieties, 
and exotic plants, in ad.dition to the many native species, it 
was soon realized that no list of plants could be complete. 
Therefore, the following list should serve as a guide for the 
selection and placement of plant materials and not as a strict 
listing of all desirable plant materials. Again, it is recom-
mended that before any planting, thinnlne, or removing of 
plant materials is started, a competent golf course erchitect, 
la.ndscape architect, nurseryman, forester, or arborist be 
consulted. 
The most commonly found natives and most corr~only used 
exotics 8.re listed. It must be realized thpt variations rr.ay 
be expected in almost all the characteristics listed in the 
table. Regional differences in com~on names of plants and 
ranges in plant characteristics caused by ecological and man-
ma.de enviroLments may be expected. Also, it should be noted 
that SOllie undesirable materials are specified for certain 
regions, due to the region's inability to support growth of 
desirable m8terials. 
SOIDe explanetion of abbreviations and headings used in 
this table are necessary. It should be noted thEtt not all of 
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the characteristics of plant materials are given; however, 
those items most important for golf course use are included. 
Abbreviations and information listed in the table are as 
follows: 
Column 1. The scientific and common ne.mes as given in 
Standardized Plant Names (37) are listed in the first column 
and are alphabetized accord1ng to scientific names. 
Co lumn 2. Geographical regions of the United Stetes have 
been established according to soil, mOisture, humidity, and 
temperature zones. These are approximate, not clear-cut, but 
regions in \oJhich the plant materials h8ve been observed to 
grow. A plant listed as growing in region 2 may grow only in 
Florida and not in the rest of the region. These regions Are 
numbered and shown on Figure 12, page 202. 
'rhere Bre wany instances where plants Bre shown in sev-
eral regions due to their wide range of growth. Some plants 
not noted in region 2 (Florida), region 9 (California), end 
region 7 (Arizona) may grovl there also, when irrigated and 
protec~ed . 
Column 3. Temperature zones Ere cited according to \Jyman 
(86, 87) and Rehder (53). \1ide variations wi thin local areas 
may cause errors in these temperature indications. 
Columns 4 and 5. The aver8.ge height and spread of listed 
materials are given in these columns respectively. These are 
often given as wide ranges because of differences 1n growth 
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conditions resulting from ecological characteristics of the 
region involved. 
Column 6. Growth re.te is denoted in terms of a SlOil1, 
medium, or fast rate of growth and is indice.ted by the letters 
5, ~t and F respectively- Growth rates cited are accurRte 
for the plant in its most common growth form. 
Column 7. Colors during various seasons of the year are 
indic8.ted in this column. Colors during spring (.l-iarch - June), 
summer (July - September), and fall (October - December) are 
given. Winter color is given under the column "General com-
Il;ents" _ 
Indications for the various objects in color will be 
denoted first, or on the left side of the column, by the 
letters nB" for flower or bloom, ItL" for leef or foliage, 
liT" for t~lig or bark, and IIFllfor fruit - The color 1"Jill be 
indicated last, or on the right-hand side of the column, by 
the letters IIR" for red, "Y" for yellow, "011 for orange, "Gil 
for green, "Tit for brown or tan, "V" for violet and purple, 
"P" fo~ pink, US" for scarlet, IIBIt for blue, "WIt for white, 
and liE" for black or ebony. Foliage colors during the summer 
will occasionally be indicated by combinations of letters 
such as "BG II for blue-green, "YG" for yellow-green, IIGG" for 
gray-green, "DG" for dark green, "G" for medium green, IILG" 
for light green, "dG" for dull green, and "bGII for bright 
green. 
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Column ft. Various soil conditions have been simplified 
to sandy, loam, ruld clay. In some instances, plant materials 
are grown su~cessfully in several soil types. Since there 
are many intermediate soil types between the three listed, 
there are certain to be instances where the soil type noted 
is not completely accurate. 
Column g. Moisture requirements are divided into three 
classifications also; wet, mois t well';';drained, and dry. Here 
again, combinations may arise if plants can be grown in more 
than one situation. 
Column 10. Light requirements are ba.sed on three cate-
gories; shade, part shade, and sun. Those plants growing in 
shade are said to be tolerant to shade and will ~enerally grow 
well in part sun or sunny locations, also. Plants tolerant 
to part shade will generally grow in sunny loce.tions but not 
do well in shady places. In most instances, plants requiring 
full sun will not do well in shade or part shade. 
Colun:.n 11. Density refers to the a.mount of light allowed 
to penetrate the foliege and reach the turf. The classifica-
tions of dense, medium, and open are represented by D, H, and 
o respectively. 
Column 12. Texture is an element of composition and 
denotes size and arrangement of leaves and tWigs. The letters 
C, b, and F refer to coarse, medium, and fine textures. 
Column 13. Branching refers to the height a.bove ground 
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that a tree may grow or be pruned and not appear disfigured. 
Many evergreens lose their lower branches or may be pruned 
without sacrificing special effects or beauty. A height of 
9 feet will allow a good swing "lith a golf club. 
Column 14. This column shows the desirability of ,the 
listed plant materials. A tree listed as undesirable may be 
very desirable in parts of the country the.t do not possess 
many high qus.lity plant materials. An example of such a 
plant is the boxelder (~ ncgundo) which is not desirable 
in the East and Midwest but is desirable in the Gre~t Plains. 
Plants are ranked by numbers; number 1 indicates excellent, 
2 is good, :3 is average, 4 is fair, and 5 is poor. 
Column 15. Additional information concerning color, 
litter, special use, roota, soil pH preferences, length of 
life, pruning, and fragrance is indicated in this column. 
Several sources were used for the compilation of the 
folloYling lists. Among these are articles and books by vlyman 
(86, 87); Preston (51); Hamblin (29); Bush-Brown (9); Conover 
(14); qhilds ell); Lindgren et al. (39); Little (40, 41); 
Rehder (53); Robinson (57); Tarr and Rothacker (66); Wagener 
(75); Waterman et al. (76); and Wright and Bretz (85). 
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